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WORK ON SOME OF THE WORLD’S 
MOST CHALLENGING MATTERS
We’re excited about a number of 
outstanding opportunities for exceptional 
legal professionals across all levels within 
all our practice groups in Australia.   

A number of our partners from Australia will  
visit Auckland at the end of August/early 
September to meet with passionate, talented 
and adventurous NZ qualified lawyers who 
are keen to relocate to Australia to join us in 
any of the following practice areas:

• Corporate M&A, ECM, energy & resources, 
private equity, private funds

• Dispute resolution - class actions, 
commercial litigation, tax, restructuring, 
turnaround & insolvency

• Employment, workplace health & safety
• Environment & planning
• Finance – project finance, real estate 

finance, acquisition finance
• Projects
• Real estate

Your relocation and readmission in 
Australia is exciting for us too, and comes 
with our full financial support and a 
competitive salary package. 

People like working here. We place 
significant emphasis on the importance of 
having a diverse and inclusive culture with 
highly engaged people. In fact, we already 
have a number of NZ lawyers and partners 
so we can assure you that you will fit right in.

We love the work we do for our clients.  
We delivered exceptional client outcomes on 
Australia’s most significant matters in FY18. 
Think: Tabcorp’s A$11b merger with Tatts; 
Melbourne Metro Rail Authority on A$11b 
PPP project (Victoria’s largest public 
transport project); Yancoal’s US$2.69b 
acquisition of Coal & Allied & US$2.5b capital 
raising (2017’s largest AUS capital raising); 
and AGL on QLD’s Coopers Gap Wind Farm 
(AUS’s largest wind farm once complete).

We are keen to have a discussion, so please 
contact our exclusively retained consultant, 
Kirsty McNay of Burgess Paluch, on  
+61 2 9216 9080 or +61 426 834 852 
(mobile); or by email to Kirsty@bplr.com.au  
In collaboration with Burgess Paluch,  
JLR will also be assisting in our search  
for first class NZ lawyers.  
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Would you 
rather
Leave your future to 
chance, or have peace of 
mind if it changed?
Every decision in life is one of would you rather. 
Nothing is ideal. It’s purely a choice. And simply put, 
if one day your family didn’t have your income, would 
they be ok? There is no right answer. There is only 
your answer.

Talk to us about our Life, Income,
and Disability insurance today
by calling 0800 800 627 or visit
mas.co.nz

DON’T MISS  
THE LAND LAW CONFERENCE 
FOR 2018

New Horizons for Torrens
Current Reforms, Emerging Issues 

29-31 August 2018  
The University of Auckland

The conference will provide value for the  
New Zealand practitioner seeking a better 
understanding of current land law issues,  
including further developments in automation  
of the register and the significant changes made  
by the new Land Transfer Act 2017. 

To register or find out more visit 

www.landlaw2018.org
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LawTalk is published monthly by the New Zealand Law 
Society for the New Zealand legal profession. It has been 
published since 1974 and available without charge to 
every New Zealand-based lawyer who holds a current 
practising certificate. LawTalk is also distributed to other 
recipients involved in the justice system or the legal services 
industry. These include members of the judiciary, Law 
Society associate members, legal executives, librarians, 
academics, law students, Members of Parliament and 
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functions of the Law Society are set out in the Lawyers 
and Conveyancers Act 2006. As well as upholding the 
fundamental obligations imposed on lawyers who provide 
regulated services, the Law Society is required to assist 
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Contact us today on 0800 355 355
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in a streamlined application.

�  Save time, access key property and title data 
 from a single source

�  Map out easements, boundaries and titles for 
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workers and helpers who provide 
practical assistance every day to people 
in desperate situations. Help is offered 
to all, regardless of origin, cultural 
background or religious belief.

The Society is a Catholic organisation 
which recently celebrated 150 years 
of compassion and service to the 
people of New Zealand. Your 
Bequest will ensure the Society’s 
vital work of charity and justice 
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Be assured it will make a huge 
difference where the need is greatest.
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Society of St Vincent de Paul
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TEL: 04 499 5070 
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us a call or send us an email.



At the half-way point in the 2018 year 
it’s already glaringly obvious that this will 
be a watershed year in the history of the 
legal profession in New Zealand.

It has been a distressing first half. Our 
profession has had its reputation badly 
damaged in the eyes of the public and 
our stakeholders. The clearest picture has 
emerged of the state of the culture across 
the legal profession and, as Kathryn Beck 
has said so clearly, we have let people down 
in failing to create a safe, respectful and 
inclusive culture.

The good news is that we’re clearer 
than we’ve ever been as to the state of 
our profession and I know there is a huge 
commitment to turning it around.

As a white, middle-aged male partner 
in a medium-sized law-firm it would be 
somewhat predictable to say that it’s my 
demographic that is one of the problems. But 
that is backward looking. It’s now people like 
me who must commit to driving the change 
in our culture that we all know we need.

To be clear, every single person working 
in the law must contribute to building a new 
culture. It is ‘our culture’ and, consciously 
or not, every one of us contributes to it.

We know we must do more to encourage 
diversity in the law at all levels. But work-
ing with what we have right now, we are 
not going to build a just (safe, respectful 
and inclusive) culture without the strong 
and explicit commitment of everyone, 
including people like me.

All partners and directors in law firms 
must understand better than most that it 
is disproportionately our behaviour, our 
choices, our expectations and the way 
that we work that sets the tone of our 
organisations and determines our culture.

This year has been a wake-up call for 
me and thousands of others like me across 
New Zealand. Culture is simply determined 
by two things: what we say and what we 
do; our words and our actions.

We need to build a culture of trust and 
integrity and we must rebuild public con-
fidence. To do so we must be very mindful 

Creating a just culture
as to how we choose to communicate 
and what we choose to say. We need to 
reflect on the standards we set and ensure 
we and our people have the courage to 
intervene when these standards are not 
being met. We need to do a better job 
of listening much more carefully and of 
encouraging people to talk to us openly 
and with confidence.

We need to demonstrate more empathy 
for others and – perhaps above all – we’ve 
got to walk the talk. In my experience, 
nothing erodes trust faster than seeing 
somebody say one thing and then doing 
something else.

I’m personally excited about this chal-
lenge. We have a unique opportunity to 
rebuild trust and confidence in our pro-
fession and to build a just culture which 

serves all of us well. Times like this are when lawyers do their 
best work: we have a clearly defined problem and an opportunity 
to create a huge amount of value through challenging the past, 
holding each other to account and driving lasting change.

Anti-money laundering law
As we all know, on 1 July important changes came into effect 
requiring lawyers to comply with the Anti Money Laundering 
and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009.

Some lawyers are struggling as they come to grips with the 
extra compliance required by the legislation. The Act attempts to 
ensure that law firms take appropriate measures to guard against 
money laundering and terrorism financing. One of its purposes 
is to enhance the reputation of New Zealand internationally as a 
safe place in which to do business. While the extra compliance can 
seem burdensome at the moment, we will get used to it and some 
lawyers are saying that the new Know Your Client requirements 
are enhancing their relationship with their clients.

We live in a global world where compliance regimes such as the 
bright line test, CRS/AEOI, FATCA and now AML/CFT are part of 
everyday life. These are unlikely to go away. Lawyers are advised 
to interpret the legislation as best they can in those situations 
where Department of Internal Affairs guidance is not forthcoming. 
The DIA, as supervisor, has said that it is working on one priority 
at a time. It will be taking an educative approach at least initially 
and lawyers are advised to discuss with colleagues when they 
are unsure and to document any reasons for decisions made. This 
will be useful for future audits and any inquiries that may arise.

Andrew Logan
Vice-President (South Island), New Zealand Law Society.
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When Dame Margaret Bazley was asked to inves-
tigate Russell McVeagh she knew she was looking at 
sexual harassment and misconduct. What surprised her 
were other characteristics rife within the firm and the 
profession as a whole: bullying, excessive hours, sexism 
and unconscious bias.

“I’ve never seen such a culture of fear in any other 
work group as there is in the legal profession.”

Dame Margaret is well qualified to make that obser-
vation. Her journey through a myriad of New Zealand 
workplaces has spanned more than 60 years. She has 
run organisations since the 1950s. In 1988 she became 
the first female Secretary of the male-dominated 
Ministry of Transport. This appointment prompted a 

CREATING A JUST CULTURE

Dame Margaret reflects on the 
big issues of the legal profession
BY CHARLOTTE 

SHIPMAN

In the wake of Dame Margaret Bazley’s 
review into sexual misconduct at Russell 
McVeagh, the public sector trouble 
shooter spoke to LawTalk about the 
“other” insidious behaviours that must 
urgently be addressed within the legal 
profession.

meeting to work out what to call 
her, as her predecessor’s moniker 
(“Sir”) would not do. “Ma’am” was 
decided upon, but one traffic officer 
missed the memo and called her 
“Dear”. Casual sexism wasn’t a 
term used back then, but it’s an 
apt description of what she faced, 
despite being in charge.

She’s led numerous public sec-
tors, including welfare and health 
and spent a decade as the Chair 
of the Fire Service. She’s steered 
and chaired high profile inquiries, 
including reviews into police con-
duct and the legal aid system. Her 
strength is spotting dysfunctional 
workplaces and practices.

More than 250 people engaged 
in her most recent exacting review. 
Many of them had also worked in 
other law firms. They told Dame 
Margaret these undermining behav-
iours happen in most large law 
firms. Her insights are not limited 
to Russell McVeagh. They apply to 
the whole legal profession.

“Most told me that Russell 

She found young 
lawyers fear 
their careers 
will be stymied 
if they call out 
bad behaviour 
or ask to be 
treated with 
equality and 
respect.
They fear being 
seen as “not 
keen enough” 
or “not having 
what it takes”

C R E AT I N g  A J U S T C U LT U R E

◂  Lynn Grieveson/Newsroom
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McVeagh is a great place to work, 
that they had a fantastic experi-
ence there, they enjoyed working 
with top quality lawyers and had 
excellent training while working 
on complex and leading edge legal 
issues.” She expects this is the case 
throughout the profession. The Legal 
Workplace Environment Survey 
showed that 79% of lawyers get a 
great deal of satisfaction from their 
job.

Similarly, staff revealed the fear 
also starts from a positive place.

“I think it’s because they are so 
bright and so ambitious. I don’t 
think anyone ever comes in to be 
just an ordinary, basic lawyer; they 
are all going to be top lawyers.”

But that drive is then exploited. 
She found young lawyers fear their 
careers will be stymied if they call 
out bad behaviour or ask to be 
treated with equality and respect.

They fear being seen as “not keen 

enough” or “not having what it takes” if they ask for 
things they are contractually owed, like time off in lieu. 
So they don’t. As a result, they remain silent about the 
personal cost.

Inadequate management
Anecdotes of relentlessly long hours are easier to find 
than a black blazer in the office. One junior lawyer told 
Dame Margaret the only time he was not at work was 
one hour before he got there, and one hour before he 
went to bed.

“They seem to pick that up the day they walk in the 
door, that’s how you are to behave,” laments Dame 
Margaret.

Lawyers hang around all day for work to be given 
to them, only for that work to turn up at 6pm when a 
partner clears their inbox. Dame Margaret blames this 
on inadequate management and poor organisation by 

She encourages 
leaders of large 
law firms and all 
members of the 
profession to 
stand together 
to make the 
required changes. 
She says it is 
no longer a 
question of how 
extensive the 
transformation 
of the workplace 
culture must be, 
but who is going 
to lead it.

▴ Russell McVeagh senior partner Pip Greenwood 
and Chair Malcolm Crotty listen as Dame 
Margaret Bazley releases findings of the inquiry 
into sexual harassment and assault of summer 
interns at the law firm.  
 Lynn Grieveson/Newsroom

1 0



a few partners.
Bad manners and a lack of 

decency have also inflicted work-
place wounds.

“Some support staff have a pretty 
miserable time – not just from part-
ners but from everyone.”

Some secretarial staff told of feel-
ing invisible, of not feeling included 
or valued.

“[Lawyers] don’t see them as 
real people; because they are not 
lawyers. One of them told me she 
felt like a ‘nothing’.”

She is demanding change. Good 
management of people, not just 
casework, must be a prerequisite 
for senior positions. Junior lawyers 
must have a voice in the workplace 
and it must be recognised they 
might not be the best judge of 
whether they have too much on 
their plate. Long hours must be 
the exception, not the norm and 
overtime must be recognised and 
compensated consistently.

Reform overdue
Dame Margaret believes that reform 
of the legal workplace is long over-
due. She encourages leaders of large 
law firms and all members of the 
profession to stand together to 
make the required changes. She 
says it is no longer a question of 
how extensive the transformation 
of the workplace culture must be, 
but who is going to lead it.

“This is the Law Society’s opportu-
nity to stand up and take that lead. 
If they don’t, the Government will.”

She supports the Law Society’s 
establishment of both the regula-
tory working group, led by Dame 
Silvia Cartwright, and the ‘culture’ 
taskforce that is currently being set 
up to look at ways to prevent, detect 
and report intolerable workplace 

▸ Chair Malcolm Crotty at the 
release of results of the inquiry 
into sexual harassment and 
assault. 
 Lynn Grieveson/Newsroom

▴ Simon Mount QC at the release 
of the inquiry findings. 
 Lynn Grieveson/Newsroom

behaviour.
“I see both of those initiatives as 

absolutely essential.”
She says the New Zealand Law 

Society is more than capable of pro-
viding the leadership and advocacy 
needed to rebuild confidence in the 
integrity of the profession.

She is also encouraged by the 
steps that the Law Society and 
Russell McVeagh have taken to 
combat these problems so far. Other 
firms have also agreed to use her 
recommendations as a blueprint 
so they too can provide inclusive, 
safe workplaces. There is a lot of 
work being done and she believes 
there is genuine buy in for cultural 

transformation.
Dame Margaret is emphatic: the 

profession must change and expec-
tations of what is reasonable behav-
iour must come from the top. The 
hierarchical structure that creates 
such a stark power imbalance in 
legal firms is an outdated business 
model that must change. The work-
place must be one where everyone 
feels valued and respected. ▪

Charlotte Shipman is a Wellington 
journalist.
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CREATING A JUST CULTURE

Dame Margaret Bazley’s report 
on the sometime goings-on at 
Russell McVeagh, and its ‘work hard, 
play hard’ culture, describes a state 
of affairs that is not peculiar to that 
firm. Dame Margaret’s report is in 
uncomfortable harmony with the 
New Zealand Law Society’s 2018 
Legal Workplace Environment 
Survey, which shows the local legal 
environment as one where bullying, 
discrimination and a lack of civility 
characterise the behaviour of too 
many lawyers and judges.

So what is happening here? Is it 
that the law attracts more than its 
fair share of people who are prone 
to such behaviours? Possibly. My 
view is that law firms and other 
legal institutions generally reflect 
the wider culture. The systems of 
government and commerce in most 
western countries treat workplaces 
as silos of profit. The importance of 
the life of the individual outside of 
work is secondary; while it may be 
given lip service, when a clash of 
priorities occurs it is generally the 
individual’s priorities which are 
sacrificed. The Bazley report and the 
Law Society survey suggest that the 
profession and government ought to 
closely consider change and what 
a new legal culture might look like. 
There are some useful pointers.

Ethical culture
Stephen Sedley has observed that 
ethical culture within the legal 
profession counts more than ethical 
codes; while ethical culture is far 
less definable, it is “increasingly far 
more significant” (Stephen Sedley, 

Seeing through the myth 
of ‘work hard, play hard’
BY WARREN 

PYKE

Ashes and Sparks, Essays on Law 
and Justice, Cambridge University 
Press, 2011 at 299). What underlies 
this observation is a notion of what 
is damaging to the law itself, cap-
tured in spirit by s 3 of the Lawyers 
and Conveyancers Act 2006, which 
speaks of public confidence in the 
profession and recognition of the 
professional status of lawyers. The 
law and ethical rules contain ample 
protection against discrimination 
and abuse. But laws and rules do 
not change an embedded culture, 
particularly in a small profession, 
where raising one’s head above 
the parapets to complain can have 
unpredictable career consequences. 
Those whose interests are served by 
perpetuating the current culture 
count on this deterrence, and so 

they are lazy about doing anything about changing 
what is hidden in plain sight.

For example, against the seeming success that being 
part of a large commercial law firm brings, there are other 
factors. Some of these factors have been brought out by 
a recent study in the United States. In this study, things 
commonly associated with success in the law, such as high 
incomes and prestigious partnerships or positions, were 
found to have little correlation to individual happiness and 
well-being. This study reported that lawyers in lower-pay-
ing public service jobs had higher levels of well-being and 
job satisfaction (they also drank less alcohol than their 
higher income peers; see Lawrence S Kreiger and Kennon 
M Sheldon, “What Makes Lawyers Happy: A Data-Driven 
Prescription to Redefine Professional Success”, 83 Geo. 
Wash. L. Rev. 554 (2015)).

Outdated style
The old “do as you’re told” style of leadership is outdated 
and destructive. Leaders who are domineering, threat-
ening or intimidating diminish employee productivity 
by triggering the release of cortisol and adrenaline into 
employees’ brains. These hormones and neurotransmit-
ters shut down the prefrontal cortex region of the brain 
(the part that engages when work is undertaken), and 
thereby inhibit their ability to do their best work. This 
also creates a mental state that is ripe for mistakes. In 
contrast, when leaders create work environments that 
consistently value, esteem and nurture their employees, 
this triggers brain chemistry that is rich in the neu-
rotransmitters serotonin, oxytocin and dopamine. In 
addition to enhancing focus, collaboration and resil-
ience, the presence of these compounds correlates with 
higher levels of employee engagement. This is significant 
because engaged employees become more committed 
to the success of their organisations and are much more 
likely to give their highest levels of discretionary effort 
when performing legal work (P Meshanko, The Respect 
Effect: Using the Science of Neuroleadership to Inspire a 
More Loyal and Productive Workplace McGraw-Hill, 2013).

The culture of every workplace impacts upon the 
development of young people entering it – most young 
people will understand that conforming to that culture 
is vital if they are to progress within a firm. Socialisation 
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Russell McVeagh report released

CREATING A JUST CULTURE

Update

Dame Margaret Bazley released a 
report of her independent review 
of Russell McVeagh on 5 July.

The review was requested by 
Russell McVeagh in February 2018 
following claims that five summer 
clerks were sexually harassed over 
a three-week period in the summer 
of 2015/16 by a partner and solic-
itor from one team in the firm’s 
Wellington office.

Dame Margaret was also asked to 
review any other incidents brought 
to her attention, the firm’s frame-
work of policies, standards and 
systems, and its culture.

The report made a number of 
recommendations, which Dame 
Margaret said the firm had accepted.

“With the leadership of the 
current Board, I am confident it is 
well-placed to tackle the challenges 
ahead,” she said at the report release.

Dame Margaret said she heard 
from more than 250 people in the 
course of her four-month inquiry. 
She said she formed several over-
arching impressions:

In the past Russell McVeagh had a 
“work hard, play hard” culture that 
involved excessive drinking and in 
some instances crude, drunken and 
sexually inappropriate behaviour. 
She said after the incidents the 
firm moved decisively to address 
these issues and began to change 
the culture.

In reviewing the firm’s response 
to the incidents, she said she found 
failings in the firm’s governance, 
structure, management, policies, 
standards, and systems, as well 
as the lack of a code of conduct. 
“These failings contributed to the 
poor management of the incidents 
of 2015/16. I found that there was 

– acquiring the norms and skills to 
function in society – primarily takes 
place in the peer group which, after 
high school or university, is the work-
place. Longitudinal neuroimaging 
studies demonstrate that the young 
person’s brain continues to mature 
well into the 20s (Steven Pinker, The 
Blank Slate, London, Penguin ed, 2002 
at 390). The frontal lobes, home to key 
components of the neural circuitry 
underlying executive functions such 
as planning, working memory, and 
impulse control, are among the last 
areas of the brain to mature; they 
may not be fully developed until 
halfway through the third decade 
of life. (Sowell ER, Thompson PM, 
Holmes CJ, et al, “In vivo evidence 
for post-adolescent brain maturation 
in frontal and striatal regions”, Nature 
Neuroscience, 1999 (2):859–61) This 
age group is when most lawyers are 
in the dawn of their professional lives.

As a profession, we ought to take 
guidance from this research, and 
take stock of how we treat each 
other, particularly young lawyers. 
This means we must work, and 
work hard, to make legal work-
places friendly to individuals of all 
types and ages; we must also end 
discrimination against and the 
poor treatment of women, young 
people and minorities. It is in the 
interests of the profession and of 
every organisation where lawyers 
work, including the courts and in 
government, that such workplace 
reform occurs. It is my view that 
an essential aspect of changing 
the culture of the legal profession 
is for lawyers to share a vision of 
the law as a vehicle for promoting 
values that are compatible with 
justice and fairness for all individ-
uals. (Paraphrasing from Stephen 
Reinhardt, “The Role of Social Justice 
in Judging Cases”, 1 U St Thomas LJ 
18, 20 (2003)). ▪

Warren Pyke  wcpyke@gmail.
com is an Auckland barrister spe-
cialising in appeals, banco, profes-
sional discipline and negligence. 

no-one in charge in the Wellington 
office, the team within which the 
incidents occurred was out of 
control, and what was happening 
in the team was not noticed by the 
partners or brought to the attention 
of the Board.”

As part of her broader review of 
the firm’s culture, Dame Margaret 
said she was surprised to hear of 
pockets of bullying, poor work 
management practices resulting 
in excessive work hours for junior 
lawyers, and fear among lawyers 
and partners about the potential 
consequences of speaking out.

“A recent survey of all lawyers 
by the New Zealand Law Society 
revealed that bullying and har-
assment are problems across the 
entire legal profession,” she said. 
“This does not minimise the reality 
of what has occurred at Russell 
McVeagh, but means the firm is 
not alone in needing to confront 
these issues.”

Although nearly 30% of Russell 
McVeagh’s partners are women and 
progress has been made with gender 
equality, Dame Margaret said many 
talented women still leave the firm 
rather than progressing to partner-
ship. “This is disappointing and a big 
loss for the firm.”

Cultural change of the magnitude 
contemplated by her review takes 
persistent and consistent effort to 
embed, Dame Margaret said.

“Building on the work the firm 
has already begun, it is imperative 
that the Board, Chief Executive, 
and every partner are committed to 
the proposed transformation of the 
firm’s culture and that they have a 
10-year plan to implement, monitor, 
and audit the change.”
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Independent inquiry 
confirms urgency of culture 
change, says Law Society
The New Zealand Law Society says an 
independent inquiry into alleged sexual 
assaults and harassment at law firm 
Russell McVeagh highlights the urgent 
need for cultural reform across the legal 
profession.

The Law Society released a statement 
after delivery of the results of the inquiry 
into Russell McVeagh.

Law Society President Kathryn Beck 
thanked Dame Margaret Bazley for her 
inquiry, and for the courage of the people 
who caused it to be initiated. She said 
the report was another indictment on the 
culture that had been allowed to quietly 
grow in the New Zealand legal profession.

“I want to be clear that while this report 
is about appalling events and a dysfunc-
tional culture, we should not for a minute 
believe this is isolated to one firm.

“There is nothing to suggest that the 
issues that have been documented in this 
report have not occurred elsewhere – the 
structures, cultures and work practices are 
common across the profession. These struc-
tures and cultures have historically served 
to keep issues like these out of the public 
eye and from being properly dealt with.

“We now know through our Workplace 
Environment Survey that almost one in 
three female lawyers have been sexually 
harassed in the workplace and that the 
legal profession has failed to create a safe, 
respectful and inclusive workplace.

“Every lawyer in New Zealand must 
now commit to turning this around and 
building a just culture that we can all be 
proud of and which the public of New 
Zealand expect.

“We are committed to making the Law 
Society more accessible than it has been in 
the past and to driving a cultural change 
programme across the legal profession. 
The Law Society has received a number 
of complaints around harassment and 
bullying over recent months.

“Following the outpouring of complaints 
and allegations of sexual harassment in 
the workplace over the last six months 
we have acknowledged that there must 
be a concerted programme to change the 
culture of our profession.

“I’ve met with many stakeholders 
including whistle-blowers such as Olivia 
Wensley and Zoë Lawton about changes 
that need to occur to ensure a safer envi-
ronment for women working in the legal 
profession.

“The Law Society has commissioned their 
own review of the handling of sexual har-
assment in the profession and I expect to 
take up the recommendations of the reviews 
with the Law Society,” says Andrew Little.

Jan Logie, Under-Secretary for Domestic 
and Sexual Violence Issues, also welcomed 
the review.

“The report shows the problems at 
Russell McVeagh were wide-ranging and 
they must take action to address them,” 
she said.

“It is particularly crucial that New 
Zealanders can put their trust in the integ-
rity of the legal profession if we are to fully 
address, and prevent, sexual violence and 
harassment.

“These problems are not limited to 
Russell McVeagh, nor to the legal pro-
fession. This underscores the magnitude 
of sexual harassment in New Zealand 
workplaces, and I am hearing that many 
employers either don’t know how to 
respond or put their own business inter-
ests ahead of the welfare of people. This 
is something we need to address as a 
government and a country.”

“This report is another important mile-
stone in shining light into the dark corners 
of our profession and will help us to build 
the culture our profession needs.”

Ms Beck says the New Zealand Law Society 
is currently recruiting lawyers onto a task-
force charged with driving changes required 
to eliminate and prevent sexual harassment 
and bullying from the profession.

She says there have been a large number 
of lawyers putting themselves forward for 
these voluntary positions and she expects 
to complete the recruitment process over 
the coming months.

Justice Minister says report 
highlights need for legal 
profession improvements
Justice Minister Andrew Little said Dame 
Margaret’s report highlights the need for 
improvement in the legal profession. 

“The culture and conduct described by 
Dame Margaret Bazley is totally unac-
ceptable and even though this is not a 
Government report I will be looking closely 
at all the recommendations. This report 
highlights the need for improvements in 
the legal profession,” Mr Little said.

“As Justice Minister my specific interest 
is in the Law Society and whether it has 
the right powers and capability to respond 
to claims of wrongful conduct towards 
employees of law firms.
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Three things that 
need to happen in 
the legal profession

LawTalk invited contributions from two 
of the women who have been prominent 
in advocating for change in the legal pro-
fession in light of the revelations of sexual 
harassment and bullying. They were asked 
to suggest three things that need to happen 
in the legal profession. Their views are 
presented below as received.

Steph Dyhrberg
The opportunity to contribute to this 
edition of LawTalk is appreciated, to set 
some things straight, and to talk about a 
positive future. 

Recently, Wellington Women Lawyers’ 
Association publicly took issue with 
President Kathryn Beck’s letter to the pro-
fession and concurrent media statements 
claiming the Law Society was unaware 
of the scale of sexual harassment and 
bullying in the profession, and learned 
of the sexual assaults of young women 
through the media.

On all the available information, many 
of us felt those statements were mislead-
ing.  That was what we were angry about.  
We pointed to the studies, articles and 
submissions available to the profession 
over the past few years which made the 

problems clear, and the lack of respon-
siveness to these issues until we were in 
crisis.  We reminded the Law Society that 
it had been directly informed of the events 
at Russell McVeagh nearly 2 years ago, yet 
chose to do nothing to address them at 
that time.  Ms Beck clarified the position, 
and asked “critics” to turn our anger and 
frustration into a strong voice for change.  
With respect, I have been doing that my 
whole career, as have many of my women 
colleagues.

It is very important that we all work 
together to address the underlying factors 
which have made law a hostile place for 
many people.  Equally, it is crucial that 
there are independent voices, and that 
those in positions of authority are account-
able to the people they are charged with 
representing and regulating.  Independence 
and accountability were the genesis of the 
formation of WWLA over 30 years ago.

Three things that need to happen in the 
legal profession?  First, an independent 
review of the structure and function of 
the Law Society: culture change starts 
from the top.  Many lawyers see the Law 
Society as irrelevant to them, for good 
reason.  The model set up over 10 years 
ago is holding back progress.  The division 
between regulatory and representative 
functions is wheeled out to defend the 
status quo, and to justify not spending 
money on important initiatives which go 
to the heart of the health, wellbeing and 
integrity of our profession. 

Major work in both the regulatory and 
representative spaces is funded not by the 
Society, but by countless hours of volunteer 
time and the generosity of sponsors.  The 
Board and bureaucracy are not transpar-
ent and accountable.  A culture of undue 
secrecy prevails – try reading the annual 
report for any details of what our money 
is really spent on.

Second, we need an honest and all-in-
clusive dialogue about the values we are 
supposed to exemplify: honesty, respect 
and care, and the changes required to 
make them real for all.  Not just for cli-
ents, but for each other.  Consultation 
on a code of conduct for the profession 
would be a good place to start.

Third, we need to ensure all legal edu-
cation, from university to professionals, 
from Stepping Up to annual CPD includes 
an appreciation of gender and diversity 
issues, unconscious bias and ethical 

conduct.  
Prevention of sexual harassment and 

bullying is only part of it: every one of 
us needs to examine how our conduct 
deviates from our values.  Being brutally 
honest with ourselves is painful.  Changing 
adult behaviour requires insight, courage 
and practice. We all need to work together 
on solutions, not just women.  People 
need to accept there really is a problem. 
If you doubt the data, be assured: in any 
gathering of women lawyers, those with-
out experience of sexual harassment are 
rare. Bullying is rife but tolerated. This is 
not a PC exercise: change is vital to the 
sustainability of our profession. 

Steph Dyhrberg is an employment 
lawyer and member of Wellington 
Women Lawyers’ Association and Vice-
President of the Wellington branch of 
the New Zealand Law Society.

Olivia Wensley
The profession is in crisis. There are many 
changes required in order to protect the 
vulnerable in the profession - and to restore 
public trust and confidence. The right to 
practise law is a privilege and should only 
be allowed by those of the highest ethical 
standards. This privilege has been abused, 
and the Law Society has an onus to prevent 
such abuses in the future.

Better Leadership

Strong leadership is essential - there is 
a high level of public distrust currently. 
This has been worsened by the Law 
Society - which took months to accept that 
sexual harassment is endemic. The official 
approach has been to deflect and minimise. 
A failure to be transparent about the crisis, 
has made matters worse.

Kathryn Beck’s approach has been dis-
appointing to say the least. Her statements 
have attempted to minimise and deflect 
such as saying the legal profession is “no 
worse than others” - when according to 
statistics this is simply incorrect, and 
ignores the fact that lawyers have a higher 
ethical duty.

Furthermore, I think it has been 
disingenuous by Ms Beck to claim that 
the results from the recent survey are 
“surprising” when she was aware of the 
results of a 2015 survey which indicated 
that harassment was up to 59% (including 
legal support staff). Nothing was done at 
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the time.
The current leadership is simply not the 

right team to guide the profession in the 
right direction. Strong, clear leadership 
is required. There needs to be a strong, 
no tolerance approach in the profession 
in order to enact the cultural change so 
desperately required.

Condemnation of NDAs

There is a widespread practice of using 
NDAs to cover up misconduct relating to 
sexual harassment. A few months ago the 
UK Solicitor’s Regulation Authority sent out 
a strong, clear message to the profession: 
“do not hide behind NDAs”.

The Law Society has refused to condemn 
the use of NDAs, and has provided some 
weak “guidance” on its website, and 
won’t take a firm stance. This isn’t good 
enough. There are many victims who 
would like to come forward, but think 
they can’t because they have signed an 
NDA. More support needs to be given to 
these individuals.

“Fit and Proper” means 
Fit and Proper

The Law Society has been strongly 
reluctant to hold offenders to account. 
For example, John Eichelbaum has been 
censured three times - the behaviour he 
has been censured for includes what in 
my view amounts to sexual harassment 
and totally inappropriate communication 
to another practitioner. After reading this 
correspondence, it would be hard to claim 
he is a “fit and proper person”.

However, this particularly disturbing 
correspondence wasn’t even mentioned 
in the LCRO decision. It was glossed over 
and the language in the final decision was 
sanitised. 

It is time to stop protecting offenders - it 
makes the Law Society complicit. 

Offenders need to be named, and shamed 
- in order to prevent future abuses. The 
current maximum fine of $10,000 is pitiful 
and is simply no deterrent. Without proper 
consequences, this behaviour will continue.

Furthermore, the Russell McVeagh 
alleged perpetrators have been practising 

for two years. Their practising certificates 
have recently been renewed. This makes 
a mockery of the profession. 

It is unacceptable that the Law Society 
has previously refused to undertake an 
own-motion investigation as a result of 
the allegations that have been made. In 
doing so, it has meant these men can 
continue to practise without facing any 
consequences.

Consequences for Failure to Report

30% of women lawyers have experienced 
sexual harassment. Yet, not a single 
instance of professional misconduct 
involving harassment has been reported 
to the Law Society. This is extremely wor-
rying, and shows significant non-reporting 
to the Law Society.

There needs to be consequences for such 
non-reporting. In Australia, the regulator 
takes disciplinary action against practition-
ers who fail to report another’s misconduct. 
An offending practitioner’s departure does 
not discharge the firm’s obligation to report 
misconduct.

If the Law Society is going to be trusted 
to self-regulate, then it needs to enforce 
its own statutes. This means serious con-
sequences for partners - such as in the 
instance of Russell McVeagh, when there 
is a failure to report misconduct by its 
employees - as required under a statutory 
obligation.

Transparency

The Law Society hides behind “confidenti-
ality” - and largely operates in secret. This 
does nothing to gain trust. There is often 
no reason for “confidentiality”. 

For example, the Law Society has 
recently refused to confirm whether it 
is investigating Russell McVeagh and its 
alleged perpetrators of sexual assault. 
Simply confirming that an investigation 
is being undertaken would do a lot to 
restore the public’s trust and confidence 
and would affect natural justice.

Olivia Wensley practised in-house and 
in law firms from 2008 to 2016. She is 
head of Customer Success at Automio.

Update on regulatory 
working group focus

At the beginning of July the independent 
Working Group requested lawyers to pro-
vide their ideas on how the complaints 
regulatory framework could be improved.

The Group has been established by the 
New Zealand Law Society and is chaired 
by Dame Silvia Cartwright.   The aim is 
to ensure the rules and laws are ‘fit for 
purpose’ following widespread evidence 
of inappropriate behaviour in the legal 
profession.

A copy of the Terms of Reference of the 
Group can be found at www.lawsociety.org.
nz/practice-resources/the-business-of-law/
workplace-environment.

The Group is investigating what improve-
ments can be made to the regulatory 
framework, systems and processes.   The 
purpose is to enable better reporting, pre-
vention, detection and support of victims 
when it comes to unacceptable behaviour 
within the legal profession. This behaviour 
includes sexual harassment, bullying, dis-
crimination and any other inappropriate 
behaviour.

The current system will be under the 
microscope. 

“This must be a thorough, robust and 
transparent review; to enable the legal 
profession to make the changes required 
to provide a safe, inclusive and respectful 
workplace and to restore public confidence 
in the legal profession,” Dame Silvia says.

The Working Group was established in 
mid-April following widespread allega-
tions of sexual harassment, bullying and 
discrimination within the legal profession, 
combined with a culture of silence and 
under-reporting of such misconduct.

“A culture of silence, where perpetrators 
are protected and people feel powerless to 
do something about it is intolerable,” says 
Dame Silvia.

The focus of the Working Group is exam-
ining the complaints regulatory frame-
work – systems and processes - and what 
changes may be required to the framework 
to address these serious issues.

The Group is looking at a broad range 
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Keeping Track: Some 
measures at 11 July 2018

New Zealand-based lawyers: 12,881
Women: 6470 (50.2%) (down from 50.3% on 11 June)
Men: 6411 (49.8%)
Lawyers in multi-lawyer firms: 7646
Partners and directors: 2879
Women partners & directors: 920 (32.0%) (up from 31.7% on 
11 June)
Men partners & directors: 1959 (68.0%)
Employed lawyers: 4767
Women employees: 2915 (61.1%) (down from 61.2% on 11 June)
Male employees: 1852 (38.9%)
In-house lawyers: 2863
Women in-house: 1759 (61.4%) (down from 61.6% on 11 June)
Men in-house: 1104 (38.6%)
Barristers in practice: 1371
Women barristers: 542 (39.5%)
Male barristers: 829 (60.5%)
Queen’s Counsel in practice: 120
Women QCs: 23 (19.2%)
Male QCs: 97 (80.8%)
Signatories to gender Equality Charter: 54 (up from 44 at 
11 June)
Signatories to gender Equitable Engagement and Instruction 
Policy: 39 (up from 36 at 11 June)

Help make a difference: Commit to the gender Equality 
Charter. Email womeninlaw@lawsociety.org.nz with the 
subject line Sign Me Up. The gender Equality Charter 
and information on how to sign up to it, can be found at 
lawsociety.org.nz under Law Society services, in the Women 
in the Legal Profession section.  

of issues including whether the current 
regulatory framework enables adequate 
prevention, detection and reporting of this 
behaviour.  

In particular the Group wishes to ensure 
that the regulatory framework assists those 
who are affected by these serious issues 
and supports lawyers to meet the obliga-
tions that come with being a member of 
the legal profession.

The five members of the Working Group 
are Dame Silvia Cartwright (Chair), 
Professor Elisabeth McDonald (University 
of Canterbury), Jane Drumm (General 
Manager of Shine), Joy Liddicoat (Lawyer), 
Philip Hamlin (Lawyer).

Thoughts and ideas
The Group is inviting people to share their 
thoughts and ideas as to what changes and 
improvements can be made.  These can be 
emailed to: workinggroup@lawsociety.org.nz

Taskforce

Running parallel to the Working Group, 
is a “Creating a Just Culture” Taskforce.  
The Law Society is setting this up to drive 
change within the legal profession to make 
it a safe, inclusive, respectful environment 
to work in.

The Law Society has had almost 80 
lawyers respond to an invitation to be 
considered for being on this Taskforce.

Law Care 0800 
Poster available

Copies of the Law Care 0800 poster may be 
obtained from the Law Society by emailing 
editor@lawsociety.org.nz. The poster, which 
is A3 size, gives details of how to contact 
the confidential phoneline – 0800 0800 
28 - which provides support on sexual 
harassment and unacceptable behaviour 
in legal workplaces. The poster can also 
be downloaded from the Bullying and 
harassment in the legal profession section 
of the Law Society’s website. A podcast on 
the service is also available.

New Zealand’s independent 
online legal marketplace

www.consensus.nz

New client relationships at your fi ngertips
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District Court Judge 
appointed

H a m i l t o n  C r o w n 
prosecutor Tini Clark 
has been appointed a 
District Court Judge 
with a jury warrant. 
She was admitted to the 
bar in September 1994 
after graduating from 
Te Whare Wānanga o Waikato (Waikato 
University). Of Tainui descent (Ngāti Tīpa, 
Ngāti Tahinga and Ngāti Āmaru) Judge 
Clark has over 20 years’ legal experience.

She began her career in general practice 
in Pukekohe, Te Awamutu and Hamilton 
before moving to Hawke’s Bay where she 
specialised in criminal law as defence coun-
sel and as a Crown panel member. Judge 
Clark then joined the Crown Solicitors’ 
offices in Gisborne and in Hamilton. She 
has been a Crown prosecutor since 2004 
with Almao Douch.

Judge Clark will be sworn in on 10 
August 2018 in Tuakau. She will be based 
in Manukau.

Criminal justice advisory 
group announced

Justice Minister Andrew Little has 
announced the members of the Safe and 
Effective Justice Programme Advisory 
Group – Te Uepū Hāpai i te Ora, to work 
with justice sector agencies on “a prudent 
and realistic scope” for effective criminal 
justice reform. The group is chaired by 
retired National MP and Cabinet Minister 
Chester Borrows. It is required to report 
back to the minister in early 2019.

Other members are: Ruth Money 
(independent volunteer victim advocate), 
Julia Whaipooti (senior advisor at the 
Children’s Commission and a JustSpeak 
spokesperson), Dr Warren Young (General 
Manager, Independent Police Conduct 
Authority), Professor Tony Ward (School 
of Psychology, Victoria University of 
Wellington), Professor Tracey McIntosh 
(Department of Sociology, University of 
Auckland), Dr Carwyn Jones (senior law 
lecturer, Victoria University of Wellington), 

PEOPLE
O N  T H E  M O V E

Dr Jarrod gilbert (senior lecturer in soci-
ology, University of Canterbury).

Rachel Sussock joins 
Lowndes Jordan 
partnership

Rachel Sussock has 
been appointed a part-
ner at Lowndes Jordan. 
Rachel is an experienced 
litigator with broad com-
mercial, regulatory and 
public law experience 
and a recent focus on 
construction and insolvency. Rachel gradu-
ated with BCA and LLB(Hons) degrees from 
Victoria University in 1991. Before joining 
Lowndes Jordan she was with a specialist 
litigation practice and before that she was 
Crown Counsel in the Public Commercial 
team at the Crown Law Office.

David Koedyk joins 
Catalyst Intellectual 
Property

David Koedyk has joined 
Catalyst Intellectual 
Property as an associ-
ate. He is a lawyer and 
patent attorney with 
seven years’ experience 
in intellectual property 
law, and joins Catalyst 
Intellectual Property after previously 
working at Baldwins Intellectual Property. 
He has MSc(Hons) and LLB degrees from 
Victoria University. David assists clients 
with the identification, protection and 
enforcement of their intellectual assets.

Andrew Poole new 
MinterEllisonRuddWatts 
chief executive

MinterEllisonRuddWatts 
has appointed Andrew 
Poole as Chief Executive, 
effective from 6 August 
2018. Mr Poole began 
his legal career with 
Kensington Swan, where 

he worked from 1987 to 1991 before joining 
CMS Cameron McKenna in London for two 
years. He returned to Kensington Swan in 
1993 and became a partner in 1996 and 
joined Chapman Tripp as a partner in 1999. 
Mr Poole was Chief Executive Partner 
and a board member of Chapman Tripp 
from 2005 until June 2016. He has since 
worked as a project leader for the NEXT 
Foundation, as a founding trustee of the 
Education Hub and as Chair and CEO of 
Rotoroa Island Trust.

Fulbright-NPM Award 
for Rachael Jones

Chapman Tripp litigation lawyer Rachael 
Jones is one of two people awarded a 
Fulbright-Ngā Pae o te Māramatanga 
Graduate Award. These are granted to 
promising New Zealand graduate students 
to allow them to undertake one year of 
postgraduate study or research at a United 
States institution in the field of indige-
nous development. Rachael has a BA and 
LLB(Hons) from the University of Otago 
and has advised iwi on issues relating to 
Treaty of Waitangi settlements, as well as 
growing post-settlement assets. She will 
complete a Master of Laws specialising 
in constitutional and indigenous law at 
Columbia University in New York.

Two partners appointed 
at Tompkins Wake

Tompkins Wake has announced two pro-
motions to partner, effective 1 July.

Kate Searancke spe-
cialises in leasing and 
commercial property 
transactions, working 
with developers and 
investors across their 
commercial property 
portfolios to facilitate the 
sale and acquisition of property. Kate has 
been practising law since 2004 and joined 
Tompkins Wake in 2014 having previously 
worked at Bell Gully in Auckland and Blake 
Dawson in Sydney. Of Ngāti Maniapoto 
descent, Kate has a strong focus on her 
own iwi interests and the wider Maori 
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community.
Marianne Mackintosh 

specialises in environ-
mental and resource 
management law and 
has over  10 years’ 
experience in these. 
Previously she held aca-
demic positions at the 
University of Wales where she specialised 
in environmental law and policy. Marianne 
represents a range of local authorities and 
private clients in relation to policy/plan 
change matters and provides strategic and 
consenting advice to local authority and 
agribusiness clients.

Denise Arnold 
receives Amnesty 
International Award

Tauranga lawyer Denise Arnold has been 
awarded the annual Robert Anderson 
Memorial Award. The award, commemo-
rating Tauranga social justice worker Dr 
Robert Anderson, is presented by Amnesty 
International Tauranga Moana to recognise 
outstanding contributions to human rights, 
peace and social justice.

Mrs Arnold received the award for her 
work in helping children in Cambodia to 
receive an education. She established the 
Cambodia Charitable Trust in 2008, which 
has the objective of providing free, quality 
education to Cambodian children, espe-
cially girls. Every eight months Mrs Arnold 
travels for two weeks to visit the schools, 
teachers and children in Cambodia. All 
work for the Cambodia Charitable Trust 
is on a voluntary basis and this allows for 

100% of donations received to pass directly 
to the schools.

Denise Arnold is a director with Tauranga 
law firm Lyon O’Neale Arnold Lawyers Ltd.

Change at Aoraki Legal

Paul Tyler and Pauline-
Jean Luyten  have 
purchased the Timaru 
law practice of Aoraki 
Legal Ltd from long-
time Timaru lawyer 
Mark Clark. Paul was 
admitted to the Bar in 
2006 and Pauline in 
2005. They previously 
worked together at 
another Timaru practice 
and moved to Aoraki 
Legal Ltd three years 
ago. Aoraki Legal will 
continue as a general 
practice with a focus on property law, 
estates, wills, trusts, elder law and employ-
ment law.

Changes at Tripe 
Matthews Feist

Wellington law firm Tripe Matthews Feist 
has announced two appointments.

Mary Jeffcoat has 
joined the firm as a con-
sultant. Mary practises 
in the areas of convey-
ancing, wills, estates 
and relationship prop-
erty. After graduating 
from Victoria University 
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of Wellington with an LLB she was admit-
ted as a barrister and solicitor in December 
1979. She completed an LLM(Hons) in 1985.

Michelle Stapleton 
has become an associ-
ate. Michelle special-
ises in a wide range of 
property and private 
client matters, including 
trusts, residential and 
commercial property 
transactions, estates and relationship 
property. She graduated from Queen Mary, 
University of London in 2003 with an LLB 
and from the University of Auckland with 
a Masters in Taxation Studies in 2010.

Lucia Vincent joins Webb 
Farry partnership

Lucia Vincent has 
been appointed to the 
partnership of Dunedin 
firm Webb Farry. Lucia 
specialises in employ-
ment, health and safety 
law and civil litigation. 
She was admitted as a 
barrister and solicitor in August 2007 after 
graduating BA(Hons) and LLB from Otago 
University. Lucia joined Webb Farry in 2015. 
She is a member of the New Zealand Law 
Society’s Employment Law Committee and 
a member of the Otago branch Council. 
Lucia has also represented New Zealand 
as a triathlete and competed in the recent 
World Championship in Denmark.

Webb Farry says her appointment means 
a majority of the firm’s partners are now 
women, the first time in its history.
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Simpson grierson 
appoints Special Counsel

Simpson Grierson has 
appointed Chris Browne 
as Special Counsel in its 
Wellington commer-
cial team. He joins the 
firm from Transpower 
where he was part of 
the in-house legal team 
for 14 years, most recently in the role of 
Deputy General Counsel. Before that he 
held commercial law roles in the United 
Kingdom and New Zealand. After graduat-
ing BA/LLB from Victoria University, Chris 
was admitted as a barrister and solicitor 
in May 1996. He has expertise in the New 
Zealand electricity regulatory regime and 
end-to-end process management for major 
infrastructure projects.

Raewyn Lovett 
appointed to Sport 
New Zealand Board

Duncan Cotterill partner Raewyn Lovett 
ONZM is one of a number of appointments 
to the Sport New Zealand board announced 
by Sport and Recreation Minister Grant 
Robertson. She is also chair of Aktive, the 
umbrella regional sport trust for Auckland, 
chair of Quotable Value New Zealand, 
co-chair of the International Working 
Group on Women and Sport, Chair of 
Auckland Sport and chair of selectors for 
Triathlon New Zealand. Ms Lovett practises 
corporate, commercial and employment 
law and was chair of Netball New Zealand 
for seven years.

Leo Donnelly joins 
Chen Palmer Partners

Former Ombudsman Leo Donnelly has 
joined Chen Palmer Partners as a special 
counsel in its Wellington office. After 
graduating LLB from Victoria University 
he was admitted as a barrister and solicitor 
in 1981. Leo worked for the Parliamentary 
Counsel Office before joining the Office 
of the Ombudsman. He was a Deputy 
Ombudsman from 2004 to 2016 and 

Ombudsman from 2016 to 2018. He will 
advise clients on dealing with central and 
local government and the wider State 
sector.

Scott Weenink takes 
Executive Director 
role with Modica

Scott Weenink will 
join Modica Group 
as Executive Director 
and Chief Commercial 
Officer after completing 
his notice period require-
ments with Auckland 
International Airport Ltd, 
where he has been General Counsel and 
Company Secretary since February 2016. 
Scott joined the Modica Group board of 
directors in August 2016 as an independent 
director. He was admitted as a barrister 
and solicitor in September 1998 and has 
international M&A experience, particularly 
in technology and telecoms.

Two new senior 
associates at Bell gully

Bell Gully has appointed two new senior 
associates.

Ryan Ellis returns to the firm after an 
extended period working in the in-house 
legal teams at Woolworths/Progressive 
Enterprises and Fisher & Paykel Healthcare. 
He has also worked in the corporate team 
at a multinational law firm in London. Ryan 
joins Bell Gully’s corporate team.

Jill gregory joins Bell Gully after work-
ing as a senior associate at another major 
New Zealand law firm. She has worked in 
a number of project alliances, including 
a nationally significant public private 
partnership procurement. Jill is co-chair 
of the Auckland branch of the Resource 
Management Law Association, and joins 
the firm’s resource management team.

Theresa Donnelly 
joins Public Trust

Theresa Donnelly has joined Public Trust 
as a senior solicitor. Formerly a senior 

solicitor with the Ministry 
of Social Development, 
Theresa has significant 
experience in elder law. 
She graduated from 
Auckland University 
and was admitted as a 
barrister and solicitor in 
1992. Theresa has worked in several private 
practice litigation areas as well as in-house 
counsel within the public sector.

Vanessa Evitt appointed 
Buddle Findlay partner

Buddle Findlay has 
appointed Vanessa 
Evitt as a partner in its 
Auckland office. Vanessa 
is a member of the envi-
ronment and resource 
management team and 
specialises in resource 
management, environmental and local 
government law. As well as litigation and 
advisory work, Vanessa also has extensive 
experience advising clients on the environ-
mental and planning aspects of property, 
banking and commercial transactions.

Five promotions at 
MinterEllisonRuddWatts

MinterEllisonRuddWatts promoted five 
lawyers to senior positions from 1 July.

Kate Jenkison has been promoted to 
senior counsel in the Auckland banking 
and financial services team. Kate has spent 
time on secondment in General Counsel 
and Corporate Counsel roles and started 
her career in Auckland before working in 
the United Kingdom, advising on property 
finance transactions. She is experienced in 
property finance, corporate finance, asset 
finance, syndicated lending transactions 
and regulatory and compliance issues.

Jenny Ali has been promoted to senior 
associate in the real estate team, Auckland. 
Jenny joined the firm in 2016 and was 
admitted as a barrister and solicitor in 
September 2010. She is also active in the 
firm’s China practice.

Daniel Fielding has been promoted to 
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senior associate in the Auckland employ-
ment and public law team. Daniel joined 
the firm in December 2011 and has also 
worked in the corporate team. He com-
pleted an LLM in Singapore before return-
ing to advise on employment and public 
law matters. He has a special interest in 
arbitration.

Emma Peart has been promoted to 
senior associate in the dispute resolution 
team, Wellington. Emma returned to New 
Zealand in January 2018 after working in 
London for Jones Day. She has particular 
expertise in international commercial 
arbitration.

Molly Powers has been promoted 
to senior associate in the Wellington 
employment law team. She joined the 
firm in June 2015 and has worked at a 
leading Chicago-based firm. Molly’s areas 
of expertise include representative/class 
action and cybersecurity advice.

ClearStone Legal 
and Kumeu-Huapai 
Law Centre merge

ClearStone Legal and the Kumeu-Huapai 
Law Centre have merged following the 
death of Russell Lawn in January 2018. 
ClearStone Legal operates its main office in 
Te Atatu Peninsula and provides part-time 
services from Kumeu.

Rebecca Robertshawe 
appointed Director, 
Property Law

Rebecca Robertshawe 
has been appointed 
Director,  Property 
Law for Education 
Infrastructure Service 
at the Ministry of 
Education. Rebecca was 
admitted as a barrister 
and solicitor in May 1995 after graduating 
with BA and LLB degrees from Victoria 
University of Wellington. Before moving 
to the ministry she was senior in-house 
counsel for Holmes Group Ltd and before 
that a senior associate with Simpson 
Grierson. She has expertise in commercial 

contracts and management.

Phillipa Muir leads 
NZ Football review

New Zealand Football has appointed 
employment lawyer Phillipa Muir to lead 
an independent review into the conduct 
and culture of New Zealand Football. The 
review is expected to be completed by the 
end of August. It will be confidential and 
only her outcomes and recommendations 
will be made public. Ms Muir is a partner 
at Simpson Grierson and heads the firm’s 
employment team. She has undertaken 
many workplace reviews.

Lane Neave turns 150

Lane Neave is marking its 150th year. 
Established in Christchurch in 1868 by John 
Holmes as Thompson & Holmes, the firm 
now has offices in Auckland, Wellington, 
Christchurch and Queenstown. Lane Neave 
is marking its anniversary through a series 
of community initiatives. It will give its 150 
partners and staff a paid working day to 
support a community group or community 
project of their choice. The firm will also 
donate 150 hours of pro bono time to char-
ities it works with, including the Stroke 
Foundation, Fallen Heroes Foundation and 
the Emergency Care Foundation. Retired 
partner John England has also documented 
the firm’s history, and this will be launched 
online later in the year.

Promotions at 
Lane Neave

Lane Neave has announced the promotion 
of a number of its lawyers.

Anna  Ryan  has 
become a member 
of the firm’s partner-
ship. Anna leads Lane 
Neave’s competition 
and consumer law and 
intellectual property 
practices. Admitted as 
a barrister and solicitor in September 
2007, after graduating BA, LLB(Hons) 
from the University of Canterbury, she 

recently completed a Masters degree with 
first class honours from the University of 
Melbourne in Competition and Consumer 
Law. Anna sits on the Advisory Board of 
the Competition Law and Policy Institute 
of New Zealand.

Nicky Robertson has 
been promoted to senior 
associate in the immi-
gration team. She is a 
specialist immigration 
lawyer with expertise 
in assisting private and 
corporate clients with 
all types of immigration law queries. Nicky 
holds an LLB from Victoria University of 
Wellington and was admitted in July 2007.

Daniel Kruger has 
been promoted to 
senior associate in the 
Auckland immigration 
team. Daniel specialises 
in immigration law and 
provides broad ranging 
advice to corporate cli-
ents, individuals and families. He holds 
LLB and LLM degrees from North-West 
University, South Africa and was admitted 
in New Zealand in December 2014.

Hannah Martin has 
been promoted to 
associate in the employ-
ment team. Hannah has 
experience advising on 
a variety of employment 
law-related issues, and 
also practises media and 
defamation law and privacy law. She grad-
uated with BCom and LLB(Hons) degrees 
from the University of Canterbury and 
was admitted as a barrister and solicitor 
in June 2012.

Jacob Nutt has been 
promoted to senior 
solicitor in the corporate 
team. He specialises in 
banking and finance 
and assists both lenders 
and borrowers with 
transactional banking 
and finance. Jacob also has experience in 
corporate and commercial law. He holds an 
LLB from the University of Canterbury and 
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was admitted as a barrister and solicitor 
in October 2015.

giana Fyfe has been 
promoted to senior solic-
itor in the lifelaw team, 
where she assists in a 
range of work including 
conveyancing, trust for-
mation, trust administra-
tion, wills and enduring 
powers of attorney. She holds BCom 
and LLB degrees from the University of 
Canterbury and was admitted as a barrister 
and solicitor in November 2015.

L av i n i a  S h a n k s 
has been promoted to 
senior solicitor in the 
immigration team. She 
is a specialist immi-
gration lawyer who 
assists both private and 
corporate immigration 
clients, and is particularly involved with 
the firm’s corporate immigration practice. 
Lavinia graduated BA, LLB from Victoria 
University of Wellington and was admitted 
as a barrister and solicitor in December 
2014.

Three new special 
counsel at Buddle Findlay

Buddle Findlay has appointed three special 
counsel.

Anita Birkinshaw is 
based in the Auckland 
office and specialises in 
litigation. She advises 
clients on a varied range 
of contentious matters, 
including in relation to 
intellectual property, 
regulatory compliance, contractual 
issues and administrative law. Anita is 
highly experienced in resolving disputes 
through court proceedings, arbitration, 
mediation and negotiation and works 
with clients from a wide variety of 
industry sectors.

Renee Stiles is based in the Wellington 
office and specialises in advising on, 
drafting, and negotiating large scale and 
complex ICT and outsourcing contracts for 

both public sector and 
private clients. She is 
also highly experienced 
in e-commerce, data 
protection and privacy, 
intellectual property 
commercialisation and 
general corporate and 
commercial law. Renee also has experience 
advising financial institutions on ICT sys-
tems and services.

Kerry Beaumont has 
joined the Wellington 
off ice as a  special 
counsel in the financial 
services team. Kerry is 
an experienced banking 
and finance lawyer with 
a particular focus on 
financial regulation (including anti-money 
laundering laws), debt capital markets, 
fintech and the use and regulation of 
derivatives. Before joining Buddle Findlay, 
Kerry worked in the financial services 
team at another major New Zealand law 
firm.

Arthur Chung joins 
Wynyard Wood 
partnership

Arthur Chung has joined 
the Wynyard Wood part-
nership and is based in 
the Highbrook office. 
Admitted in September 
1997 after graduating 
from the University of 
Auckland, Arthur has 
experience in property and construction 

law and acts for clients in a range of 
transactions including the buying and 
selling of property, property developing 
(including subdivision and construction) 
and commercial leasing. He also has 
extensive experience in construction and 
infrastructure projects.

Anthony Russell 
joins SBM Legal

Anthony Russell has 
joined Auckland firm 
SBM Legal as a princi-
pal. Admitted in June 
1991, Anthony has 25 
years’ experience in 
employment law with 
a particular focus on 
the health, education, and infrastructure 
sectors. He also has an active interest in 
sports law and experience in dealing with 
commercial and criminal fraud.

Contributing information 
to On the Move
LawTalk is happy to publish a brief 
summary of information about pro-
motions, recruitment and retirement 
of members of the legal profession. 
There is no charge. Information can 
be sent as an email or a MS Word 
document to editor@lawsociety.
org.nz and should be three or four 
sentences without superlatives. 
A jpeg photo may be included. 
Information may be edited.
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PEOPLE
P R O F I L E

With degrees from three coun-
tries and, despite the Chief Justice’s 
praise for a landmark Privy Council 
win over Court of Appeal judges, 
human rights barrister Dr Tony Ellis 
hasn’t made Queen’s Counsel yet.

Proud of his contribution to the 
law, primarily through a succession 
of landmark cases challenging the 
justice system, Tony acknowledges 
he has made himself unpopular 
with “the powerful”.

Several of his applications for silk 
have been turned down.

His efforts on behalf of offenders 
often regarded as lost or hopeless 
causes may have got under the 
skin of the judiciary and the justice 
system, but have had some spectac-
ular results of significance.

He rates the landmark case on 
behalf of Fa’afete Taito, who was 
convicted of aggravated robbery and 
sentenced to seven years imprison-
ment, but refused legal aid by the 
Court of Appeal, with his appeal 
dismissed without a hearing in 1996, 
as his most memorable moment.

In January 2002, the Privy Council 
ruled in the Taito case that the New 
Zealand Court of Appeal was effec-
tively engaged in systematic abuses 
of due process. The Privy Council 
found the process a fundamentally 
flawed and unlawful system. At 
the time of that successful appeal, 
Tony was reported as estimating 
more than 1,500 criminal appeals 

Home-cooked steak and 
kidney pie fuels undaunted 
human rights champion
BY JOCK  

ANDERSON

The UNHRC ruled in April their rights were breached 
and their preventive detention sentences should be 
reconsidered, with steps taken to release them. It was 
reported at the time that the findings could lead to about 
850 prisoners serving the longest jail terms available 
having the way their sentences were administered 
revisited.

At the time Tony Ellis said that while New Zealand 
was a signatory to the international covenant, it did 
not have to implement anything the committee said, 
but he was hopeful the government would look at it.

Justice Minister Andrew Little said the committee’s 
rulings were not made lightly and he would take advice 
from officials before determining a course of action 
within six months.

In May, the 66-year-old appeared at the Privy Council 
on behalf of former Pitcairn mayor Michael Warren, who 
was found guilty in 2016 of 22 charges relating to child 
pornography images.

The Pitcairn case began as a child pornography case 
and developed into a constitutional case about the 
independence of judges and how they are selected 
and appointed.

The appeal against conviction focused on constitu-
tional and other legal challenges during his pre-trial 
hearings. Mr Warren argued that his right to a fair trial 
by an independent tribunal under s 8 of the Pitcairn 
Constitution was breached by, amongst other things, the 
appointment process and remuneration arrangements 
for Pitcairn judges (who are appointed primarily from 
the ranks of sitting and retired New Zealand judges).

The law lords have yet to deliver a decision on Michael 
Warren’s case.

From Wales to Essex to Melbourne
Raised in Wales and the south-east of England, in and 
around Colchester, Tony Ellis studied commerce and 
only took up law after he and his wife Jean emigrated 
to Australia in 1976.

were improperly dismissed over the 
previous 10 years.

“I got a phone message from the 
Chief Justice congratulating me on 
Taito.”

Here’s the recorded message the 
Chief Justice left on his phone:

“Tony, it’s Sian Elias, I’m just 
ringing to congratulate you on an 
outstanding win. I did think that 
that would happen. But there are 
very few times in one’s professional 
life that you carry through a case 
as difficult and requiring as much 
courage. So, very well done, thank 
you.”

“You don’t get recognised in New 
Zealand. I get recognised far more 
overseas than I do here and I’ve 
never really talked about Taito in a 
public way. But the Chief Justice’s 
message gives some kind of per-
sonal recognition,” he says.

A memorable 
breakthrough
In another ground-breaking 
moment last October, he became 
the first lawyer in the world to be 
invited to give oral submissions on a 
successful human rights case before 
the United Nations Human Rights 
Committee in Geneva.

“That’s something I won’t forget.”
The case is Miller and Carroll, two 

New Zealand rapists who alleged 
arbitrary detention and lack of 
appropriate and timely rehabilita-
tion treatment.
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He was working at Essex University in 1973 as per-
manent secretary of the student union when he met 
Jean, who taught herself computer programming and 
became an information technology specialist. “I was 
training to become a chartered secretary, which is in 
between accountant and lawyer.”

As assistant company secretary at the Melbourne Age 
he got to see the libel writs that came in regularly – an 
interest which resulted in him doing a law degree at 
Monash University.

The couple moved from Melbourne to Hamilton in 
1981, after Jean got a job with the then Dairy Board 
and Tony took up lecturing in commercial law, first in 
Waikato, then at Victoria University of Wellington.

They moved to Wellington in 1984 when Jean was 
promoted to database manager at the Dairy Board. Tony 
was a Parliamentary committee clerk and became Clerk-
Assistant of the House of Representatives.

He worked for various State Owned Enterprises, 
including Coalcorp, before becoming a barrister in 1990. 
He shared Wellington chambers with former Labour 
Justice Minister Bill Jeffries for about 14 years.

“My eldest son Owen ran a software company he 
started after graduating from Otago. He set up a TradeMe 
business in the early days on TradeMe and within the 
first year became their biggest seller.

“Over the years he developed software for the large 
sellers on TradeMe and developed a large business, 
which my wife joined him in. Then he went offshore and 
for the last five years he and his Vietnamese wife Hanh 
have been based in Ho Chi Minh City. He has changed the 
emphasis of the business and is now a crypto-currency 
developer thinking of relocating to Portugal.

“Our youngest son Ross is graduating in July with a 
Bachelor of Animation.”

Tony’s doctorate from La Trobe University was on the 
subject of developing human rights before the United 
Nations Human Rights Committee and in New Zealand 
courts from a practitioner’s perspective.

In January he takes up a six-month Fellowship at the 
Harvard Law School Human Rights Program, researching 
the arbitrary detention of the intellectually disabled from 
an international and comparative perspective. “I’m looking 
forward to that,” he says.

Baker Street
“One of our prime activities is travel – we went to Sicily 
before the UN hearing, then we went to Owen’s wedding 
in Las Vegas, then Mexico City after that, London in May, 
and we went to Portugal for a couple of weeks.

“Travel and family are important in our lives. When 
we lived in London I had an aunt, the last of my father’s 
generation, who lived in Baker Street in the West End 
for 60 years.

“I stayed there whenever I was in London, but she 
died on Easter Sunday. And I didn’t quite make it over.”

Tony’s father was an electronics engineer and 

historic novels on the Vikings and 
also Robert the Bruce, William 
Wallace and the Braveheart era. 
Occasionally I will read American 
civil war history and US presidents.

“When we travel I like to see 
cathedrals and castles. I’ve seen 
them in England, Wales and 
Scotland, quite a number in north-
ern France, Spain, and Italy. I have 
about 20 historic prints of various 
cathedrals and castles at home.”

Steak and kidney pie
“I collect art nouveau pieces made 
by Manx designer Archibald Knox 
(1864 – 1933), prime designer for 
Liberty’s in London. He has a series 
of pewter and silverware which 
became popular when Brad Pitt 
began collecting it – 1920s art deco 
style. I get pieces from time to time.

“I like walking, but not in a seri-
ous way.

“And I like cooking but don’t get 
as much opportunity as I used to. 
I’m a bit of an English traditionalist 
so I do steak and kidney pie, with 
red wine. A whole fish too. It’s nice 
to be able to cook something. I like a 
good pinot noir from Central Otago, 
and Jean likes merlot. We also fancy 
an occasional sav blanc, chardon-
nay, and in summer rosé and the 
odd French wine.

separated from his mother when 
Tony was five. “I don’t really know 
what she did. My father married 
again when I was 12 or 13.

“We lived in Wales for a while; 
both my mother and my father’s 
mother were Welsh and we have 
a family tree that takes us back to 
being a coal mine owner in North 
Wales in 1775.

“I’m not a sports fanatic and listen 
to a lot of music. I got addicted to 
the Concert Programme when I 
worked in Parliament, because you 
always had to have radio on to know 
what was happening in the House. 
I got stuck with that.

“I like Handel, and 18th century 
German Baroque composer Georg 
Telemann – that era. Music is sup-
posed to stimulate your brains. I am 
hopeless at music myself.

“I read a lot, mainly historical 
novels and occasionally biographies. 
I could answer a couple of questions 
on Mastermind on medieval history.

“At the moment I’m reading two 
books at once, one upstairs and 
one downstairs. One from a series 
by English novelist Patrick O’Brian 
who writes about the navy in the 
Napoleonic wars – Master and 
Commander is one of his.

“The other one is by Robert Low, 
who lives in Scotland and writes 
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“Lord Nelson would have to be one of my dinner 
guests – he was a bit of a lad, a character. And I hope 
Lady Hamilton would come too. Maybe Julius Caesar.

“I like watching Britannia about the Roman invasion of 
Britain. And Versailles. We watch a lot of BBC programmes 
like Isabel and Ferdinand, and Scandinavian programmes 
on BBC. There’s not much on New Zealand television.

“We don’t have pets any more. We had the family dog, 
a cuddly Samoyed who lasted until he was 18. And in 
Auckland we looked after our son’s cat. But it’s tricky 
when you travel a lot. But dogs are good company and 
good for your health.

“My VW Polo is not very exotic. We used to drive 
Subaru Outbacks but we have a very small car park at our 
apartment and the car doors kept banging on the wall.”

In his early 20s at Essex University he joined the British 
Labour Party and became chairman of the university’s 
association of scientific and technical managerial staff, 
a white-collar union.

Civil Liberties
“I got involved with the Council for Civil Liberties in 
England and the legal aspects of it interested me. I 
turned to law. When I first started as a lawyer I was a 
commercial lawyer and lectured in commercial law. It 
was four or five years before I turned to human rights 
law.

“When I was secretary of the student union at Essex 
University, there was a major demonstration. There was 
a student picket to stop some new computers coming 
in – something about education cuts.

“A hundred or so police arrived to try to break the 
picket. There were about 300 students. Most of the 
student executive got arrested and after they had 
been detained for 24 hours, I took some legal advice 
and instructed solicitors to issue 100 writs of habeas 
corpus. The Deputy Chief Constable then advised they 
would all be released.

“The students were released from custody and all were 
charged. A deal was made and most got the equivalent 
of diversion, but some defended themselves, including 
the president of the union, Colin Beardon, who defended 
himself and won, basically because the police lied about 
what happened.

“That sparked my interest in civil liberties and human 
rights. It was an eye-opener, because I did not expect 
the police to be lying.

“Colin is a retired professor and IT specialist living 
on Waiheke Island.

“I did wonder once whether I should try politics, but 
I’ve probably got too old for that. I think I would have 
tried it. Maybe Speaker of the House, which is a very 
challenging position and something of great interest.” ▪

Jock Anderson  jockanderson123@gmail.com has 
had a long career as a journalist, with a particular 
focus on lawyers and the justice system.
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Mahafrin 
Variava
BY ANGHARAD 

O’FLYNN

The first lawyer in her family, Mahafrin Variava 
was raised in both Dubai and Abu Dhabi and it’s safe to 
say that her childhood was a unique experience.

“I grew up among sandstorms, sheikhs and a blend of 
cultures and languages,” says Ms Variava, an immigration 
lawyer with Turner Hopkins in Auckland.

“My sister and I had the opportunity to experience 
fasting in Ramadan with our Muslim friends – despite 
not being Muslim – and Eid, Diwali and Christmas – the 
beauty of diversity.

“We studied at an international school and our 
teachers came from South Africa, the UK, New Zealand, 
Australia and the USA. Our classmates came from all 
those countries, but also from Pakistan, Lebanon, 
Palestine, Iraq, Iran and India. We were very lucky and 
privileged to have had those experiences, because it 
made it easier for us to integrate into school when we 
arrived here.

“My parents come from humble beginnings and per-
haps one of the most important decisions they made 
was to move to New Zealand.

“As migrants we faced quite a struggle when we 
arrived here. In hindsight, it was a struggle worth facing 
because we eventually reaped the rewards and continue 
to use every opportunity we have to give back to our 
community in whatever way we can.”

After graduating with an LLB from the University of 
Waikato in 2012, Mahafrin took some time to re-evaluate 
what she wanted to do with what she had learned at 
law school.

“I completed further study at AUT with conflict res-
olution as my major and then decided that it was time 
to start practising. I’ve enjoyed the work that I’ve done 
so far and working with Turner Hopkins has been an 
amazing experience.”

Letter to law school inspired by history
Her interest in law came after studying the Persian 
Empire and finding out about what can be regarded as 
the world’s first human rights charter.

“Religiously, I belong to the Zoroastrian faith. A faith 
that is thousands of years old and whose followers have 
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a mid-sized firm, a smaller firm in the 
suburbs or a boutique law firm – you’ve 
got be open to any opportunity. And, 
although each specialisation has its 
pros and cons, all of us face difficult 
and demanding clients, we get thrown 
into the deep end and sometimes we 
find ourselves cancelling Friday night 
drinks with friends because we’ve got 
an appearance on Monday.

“It’s important that we embrace the 
unexpected. That’ll only make us capable 
to face the next challenge.”

Board games
“There’s nothing like reading a good book 
or spending time with friends and family 
over food, drinks and board games,” she 
says when talking about her downtime.

“A good time would include a game of 
Risk or Ticket to Ride after a night out of 
trying different meals and cocktails at 
different restaurants.

“If you wish to know – my current 
bedside table essential is Sapiens: A Brief 
History of Mankind by Yuval Noah Harari.” ▪

suffered years of religious persecution.
“The faith originated in the then Persian 

Empire. Many Zoroastrian children are 
raised with the story of how our ancestors 
eventually had to escape to India to avoid 
forceful conversion.

“In Year 13, I was pleasantly surprised 
when we began studying about the Persian 
Empire and, in particular, Alexander III of 
Macedonia.

“There were mentions of Zoroastrianism, 
human rights and the great Persian kings. 
I decided my end of year project was going 
to be on the Persian Empire – its rise and 
demise. As I continued my research I learnt 
about the Cyrus Cylinder which was a clay 
cylinder on which Cyrus II (the King of 
Persia) decreed many reforms including 
the right to religious freedom and racial 
equality.

“It was empowering to know that what 
is now recognised as the world’s first char-
ter of human rights was in some way a part 
of my history and ancestry. It was this that 
inspired me to write my letter to Waikato 
Law School that very weekend.”

Helping migrants 
understand their rights
Mahafrin Variava says being able to help 
migrants understand their rights is what 
motivates her.

“In today’s political and social landscape, 
there is a certain narrative associated with 
migrants. Let’s be real, it’s not a positive 
one. This narrative has been developed over 
the years and grows from deeply rooted 
stereotypes, a fear of the unknown, a lack 
of motivation to understand who migrants 
are and the mixed messages sent by main-
stream media.

“When I graduated, I asked myself ‘how I 
can use my degree to contribute to the bet-
terment of the lives of those around me?’. 
The answer was: being able to advocate 
for those who struggled with processes 
that were unclear or, that they did not 
understand due to language, cultural or 
religious barriers.

“We deal with many migrants who are 
not well informed, do not understand their 
rights, their responsibilities, the processes 
and what information they need to pro-
vide. This is where things get complicated 
and where we step in.

“The harmony of the tough parts and 
the beautiful parts of immigration law is 
what makes my job interesting. I enjoy 

the work I do and there is nothing more 
rewarding than witnessing that in some 
way or another, the work my colleagues 
and I do shape the futures and lives of our 
clients in New Zealand.”

Embracing the unexpected
At law school she says she was “very lucky” 
with how the course was arranged.

“I completed an immigration law paper 
at school and was fortunate to be taught by 
Doug Tennent who was one of my favourite 
lecturers in law school and also one of the 
writers of the textbook Immigration and 
Refugee Law. It was his class that sparked 
my interest in immigration law.

“He taught his classes with such pas-
sion and enthusiasm and this resonated 
with me to the point where I understood 
that the benefits of our advocacy in the 
Tribunal and with Immigration New 
Zealand would lead to life changing 
results for our clients.

“You can never truly be prepared 
for what the real world throws your 
way. Whether you work for a big firm, 
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Professor Martha C. Nussbaum has 
quite a collection of honorary degrees from 
universities throughout the world – 60, in 
fact.

The professor of law and philosophy at 
the University of Chicago visited Victoria 
University of Wellington’s Law School as 
the 2018 Borrin Fellow in June, delivering a 
lecture entitled ‘Anger, Powerlessness and 
the Politics of Blame’.

She is the Ernst Freund Distinguished 
Service Professor of Law and Ethics, 
appointed in the Law School and 
Philosophy Department. She is an 
Associate in the Classics Department, the 
Divinity School, and the Political Science 
Department, a member of the Committee 
on Southern Asian Studies, and a board 
member of the Human Rights Programme.

During her visit, she spoke to LawTalk 
about aspects of her lecture, political fig-
ures she admires, Donald Trump, teaching 
in her 70s and sexual harassment in the 
New Zealand law profession.

The American President
While she didn’t berate US President 
Donald Trump, there was certainly no 
admiration for him in her lecture.

Professor Nussbaum says ‘Anger, 
Powerlessness and the Politics of Blame’ 
are regular themes in the United States 
psyche, particularly since Mr Trump was 
elected as leader.

“He gets people to deflect their genuine 
anxiety about economic issues such as 
automation and outsourcing on to blame 
and he does it in every domain, such as 
immigration and trade with punitive tariffs. 
It does great harm, yet in the short term it 
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The philosophy of life without 
retribution according to 
Professor Martha C. Nussbaum
BY NICK  

BUTCHER

makes people feel strong, less powerless. It’s quick muscle-flexing 
of power without offering any real solution to problems,” she says.

The Monarchy of Fear: A Philosopher Looks at Our Political Crisis 
(2018) is Professor Nussbaum’s reaction to the political controversy 
engulfing supposedly the world’s leading democracy, the United 
States.

The three people she admires most
Much of the professor’s lecture related to her respect for three 
major political figures; Martin Luther King Jr, Mahatma Gandhi and 
Nelson Mandela, and how they dealt with anger, powerlessness 
and blame.

Her fascination with Martin Luther King Jr, was drawn from 
the absence of any call for retribution by him when it came to 
settling civil rights for black Americans.

She pointed to aspects of his ‘I have a dream’ speech of August, 
1963.

“I have a dream that one day, down in Alabama, with its vicious 
racists, with its governor having his lips dripping with the words of 
‘interposition’ and ‘nullification’ – one day right there in Alabama 
little black boys and black girls will be able to join hands with 
little white boys and white girls as sisters and brothers…

“We must not allow our creative protest to degenerate into 
physical violence. Again and again, we must rise to the majestic 
heights of meeting physical force with soul force…”

“King was not just a politician. He was a very sophisticated phil-
osophical thinker. He thought that when people were despairing 
of their future, sometimes anger of an ordinary kind including a 
search for retribution was useful for a short time to bring people out 
of their homes and into the movement,” Professor Nussbaum says.

But she says because problems are not solved by retribution, 
but are solved by constructive work and hope, the anger, as King 
put it, had to be purified and channelled.

“In other words it required taking out the retributive part of 
it but keeping the part that consists of a strong protest against 
injustice so that people could have protest without payback.”

She told the audience that King had an ability to turn people 
towards the future, which she calls transitional anger or an outrage 
that is aimed at solving the problem not feeding it.

A book that she contributed to, To Shape a New World: Essays 
on the Political Philosophy of Martin Luther King, Jr, was released 
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in February this year and the Professor says that delves 
deeply into King’s philosophy.

Does the world actually follow 
the King philosophy?
No, if you consider the ongoing conflicts occurring in 
the world such as civil style wars in Yemen, Syria, Libya, 
Somalia and Afghanistan to name a handful, there is 
no sign of Martin Luther King Jr’s philosophy in these 
corners of the world at all.

Professor Nussbaum says there’s an obvious but 
practical explanation for that.

“Because war gives you an illusion of being in control. 
Grabbing on to retribution is all too easy because you 
can inflict pain on the opposition and population yet 
it almost never solves a problem.”

Professor Nussbaum, who is a liberal, has an educated 
theory on most things.

She points to capital punishment in her country as a 
failed retributive solution in the US legal system.

“So many parents of murdered people think that a 
conviction which ends in capital punishment is just 
payback but it doesn’t bring back a murdered child to life, 
therefore it doesn’t solve any social problem. Realising 
that retribution does not solve a problem is the first step 

confrontational. She moves theatri-
cally about the lecture theatre – it is 
her stage, and she enjoys and works 
an audience.

She is the author of some 23 
books with titles such as Aristotle’s 
De Motu Animalium, and The Fragility 
of Goodness: Luck and Ethics in Greek 
Tragedy and Philosophy.

And what does Professor 
Nussbaum make of those 60 hon-
orary degrees she has received from 
colleges and universities around 
the world, including from Greece, 
Germany, Scotland, Canada and 
South Africa.

Are they valuable to her or just 
academia wall decorations? It’s 
an uncomfortable question – to 
answer which she does with paused 
modesty.

“I think a lot of the time they want 
to honour a woman, a humanist. 
One of the degrees I’m particularly 
proud of is the Weizmann Institute 
of Science in Israel degree which I’ll 
be receiving next year. They create 
great science education for Arab/
Israeli people.”

She points out the honorary 
degrees are a win for the education 
institutes because she will talk 
about them and that will inspire 
more interest in what they offer at 
their respective facilities.

Teaching in your 70s
At University of Chicago Law 
School she teaches animal rights, 
constitutional law, ethics, law and 
philosophy, public service and 
public interest law.

But with more education achieve-
ments than many people could fit 
into 10 lifetimes, and aged in her 
early 70s, what continues to inspire 
the professor?

“I’m very lucky in that I don’t 
have to teach the same thing every 
year. I’m also writing a book about 
animal rights. My daughter is an 
animal rights lawyer,” she says.

Professor Nussbaum says despite 
having written many books about 
a wide range of human issues that 
she has analysed and stamped her 
point of view on, she is still willing 
to change her mind.

“Anyone who digs their heels in 
and just thinks now I’m going to 
defend my view against all comers, 
that person might as well retire. If 
your opinions are any good, other 
people will defend them for you. To 
keep moving forward and to keep 
taking on the criticisms that are 
good and building from that, to me, 
that is really great and I encourage 
my students to challenge me in the 
classroom and they do,” she says.

Lively debates with law students 
are normal and sometimes she 
co-teaches with legal economist 
Saul Levmore, who co-authored 
the book, Aging Thoughtfully: 
Conversations about Retirement, 
Romance, Wrinkles, and Regret.

“He differs with me on practically 
everything. We want to model for 
the students’ respectful, civil dis-
agreement which America really 
needs at this point. People are so 
polarised in their views. A lot of 
students won’t speak to others that 
voted for Trump. But we need these 
students to talk to each other. Some 
students wouldn’t take a class from 
me, because I’m the left-wing pro-
fessor so co-teaching has been the 
solution for these issues,” she says.

While Martha Nussbaum is a 
Professor of Law, she does not hold 
a law degree. In the United States a 
law degree is a postgraduate quali-
fication. So she has never practised 
law.

The accidental academic
An academic career wasn’t the first 
job choice for Martha Nussbaum. 
When she was young, she was 
driven towards more Hollywood-
tinted glasses.

“I wanted to be an actress because 
I felt confined by growing up in a 
very elite part of Philadelphia. 
My idea of how to get out of that 
environment was to become a pro-
fessional actress which I did for a 
while, but eventually I realised it 
was more a change of friends and 
social scene that I was looking for,” 
she says.

She drifted into academia, study-
ing classics and philosophy, but the 
interest in stage and performance 
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in figuring out what would actually 
solve a problem,” she says.

The first black President of South 
Africa, Nelson Mandela is a 20th 
century figure that Nussbaum 
believes rejected retribution.

She says while they weren’t close 
friends, Mandela even made peace 
with former apartheid-era President 
FW de Klerk.

“There was such generosity in that 
man, Nelson Mandela, given what 
he experienced. He would go up to 
people who had been leaders in the 
apartheid regime and try to enlist 
their friendship,” she says.

While Professor Nussbaum also 
admired Indian activist Mahatma 
Gandhi, she didn’t agree with his 
total pacifism stance.

So, three great philosophers in 
the eyes of Martha Nussbaum, yet 
only one of these men died a natural 
death, aged 95 in his home.

King and Gandhi died violent 
deaths having both been assassi-
nated by gunfire.

The influence of 
Greek philosophy
Professor Nussbaum draws and bor-
rows from Greek philosophy in her 
lecture. She is dramatic, moody and 
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continued and is still part of her life.
“I put on plays with my col-

leagues. I’m a keen amateur singer. 
Arts helps me expand my under-
standing of the things I write about. 
So if I’m writing about emotions 
like retributive anger, it helps if I 
sing arias of characters who are in 
the grips of these emotions. I’m a 
dramatic soprano so I tend to be cast 
in those retributive roles,” she says.

Surprise that sexual 
harassment is such 
a big issue
During her career, Professor 
Nussbaum says she has been 
sexually harassed many times. It’s 
also been the subject of much of her 
writing and some of her teaching 
over many years.

LawTalk asked her opinion on the 
current sexual harassment crisis 
that has rocked the law profession 
this year.

“I’m puzzled by this being the big 
issue it is in New Zealand because 
Catharine MacKinnon’s Sexual 
Harassment of Working Women came 
out in 1979.

“Even conservative judges such 
as Judge Richard Posner said this 
is the most influential book ever 
written by an academic in law, 
because it created the Tort of Sexual 
Harassment,” she says.

She says title seven of the Civil 
Rights Act is a federal law that 
prohibits employers from discrim-
inating against employees on the 
basis of sex, race, colour, national 
origin and religion.

But then it’s not a given that 
MacKinnon’s influence in the United 
States would have the same effect 
in New Zealand.

Ms Nussbaum is an ardent fem-
inist and has explored and written 
related books including Sex and 
Social Justice, Women and Human 
Development.

Sexual harassment 
is discrimination
Professor Nussbaum points out 
that sexual harassment is actu-
ally discrimination if a woman is 
targeted because she is a woman, 

are still violations of what is con-
sidered the norm in the United 
States law profession but there 
are also procedures in place to 
deal with that, and they’re strictly 
followed.

She says New Zealand has obvi-
ously been slow to address sexual 
harassment in the workplace, and 
that it clearly has not been talked 
about enough, which has enabled 
this behaviour to occur for a long 
time.

“Most of this behaviour is deterra-
ble because men don’t usually want 
to run afoul over a social norm.

“If they know what the norm is 
and they’re in a workplace that has 
clear rules, they’re going to conform 
or they’ll be gone. Some countries are 
too polite to talk about it. England, 
for example, has been slow to get 
clear rules in place for sexual har-
assment, but talk is the prelude to 
clarity and clarity is the prelude to 
deterrence.” ▪

which creates an obvious power 
imbalance.

“People had never thought that 
sexual harassment was a practise 
of sex discrimination. They had 
thought it related to sexual activ-
ity, but it’s not. Most workplaces in 
the United States, certainly every 
university and law firm that I know, 
have a clear and explicit policy that 
says when there is a supervisory 
relationship, and a gender asymme-
try of power, no sexual relationship, 
even with full consent, is permitted 
because consent is not real in those 
circumstances.”

She says sexual harassment is 
an extortionate use of power, par-
ticularly if the woman is promised 
career progression.

“If a senior lawyer said ‘give me 
this amount of money and your 
career will go in this direction’, that 
would be extortion so how is it any 
different?”

Professor Nussbaum says there 
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Hamilton-based lawyer Josh Nyika is now using 
his hands in a different way after a spell as New 
Zealand’s best amateur boxer in his weight division, 
and a one-time contender to fight at the 2016 Olympic 
Games.

Nyika competed at the World Boxing Championships 
after becoming Oceania champion when he outclassed 
his Australian opponent in the final.

But his Olympic dream was scuppered by defeat in 
a qualifying competition, and Nyika then resumed his 
law studies.

He joined Gurnell Harrison Lawyers earlier this year, 
and works in wills, powers of attorney, employment, 
property and commercial law.

The 26-year-old, who is on the Waikato Bay of Plenty 
NZLS Young Lawyers’ Committee, graduated in 2015 and 
was admitted last year. He was a law clerk with Gurnell 
Harrison while studying and also worked with another 
Hamilton law firm for a spell.

Why law?
His choice of career came down to a simple equation: 
“I was better with words than numbers”.

He is the first of his family to become a lawyer, 
although some relatives are involved in the profession. 
“My uncle-in-law’s dad was a partner at a big firm and 
an uncle is a research clerk for a barrister.”

“I love working in law. Sometimes you are given chaos 
and your job is to organise it. And that’s quite a satisfying 
thing,” he says.

Josh belatedly followed his younger brother David into 
the ring, and had his first fight at the age of 18. Those 
with a knowledge of boxing may be familiar with the 
name David Nyika – in April he dominated an Australian 
foe around the ring for three rounds to win gold in the 
heavyweight division at the Commonwealth Games. 
David’s winning run on the Gold Coast ensured he took 
out his second Commonwealth gold and the younger 
Nyika is now focused on getting to the 2020 Olympic 
Games after also missing out on Rio two years ago.
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Josh Nyika: 
The pugilistic 
practitioner 
BY CRAIG 

STEPHEN

Legal career ahead 
at present
Josh Nyika has, for now, packed 
away his gloves but continues to 
coach a class at his local gym. He 
tends to run more than spar.

“I’m not thinking of boxing com-
petitvely at the moment because 
you need to give your career the 
focus it deserves. If I did take it as 
far as I could I would have to take 
time off work to train and compete, 
and then there’s all the travelling 
involved. It would be a mental and 
physical strain that I don’t think is 
compatible with working at a law 
firm.

“I needed to take time out from 
studying in the first place; I needed 
that year and a half to do some trips, 
so I went to Poland, China and Qatar 
for tournaments. I’ve seen all sorts 
of cultures and countries, although 
being purposeful trips they weren’t 
holidays but for obvious reasons I 
couldn’t combine that with pursuing 
a legal career,” says Nyika who was 
fortunate in that the national boxing 
championships did not coincide 
with his exams.

“I used them 
as a counter 
to the other, 
so when I was 
boxing and 
training it was 
a release from 
the classroom; 
when I was in 
the classroom 
it was a 
release from 
the tough 
gym and ring 
environment.”
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In fact, the twin objectives com-
plimented each other.

“I used them as a counter to the 
other, so when I was boxing and 
training it was a release from the 
classroom; when I was in the class-
room it was a release from the tough 
gym and ring environment.”

Undefeated against 
the Australians
His peak year in the ring was 2015 
when he won both the New Zealand 
and the Oceania welterweight cham-
pionships – in the latter he beat the 
top Australian, Nathan Webber, 3-0 
on points. “I never lost to an Aussie,” 
Josh says proudly, having faced three 
of them.

That same year he gained an invi-
tation to a tournament in Poland 
where he lost to a Ukrainian fighter, 
a decision that he feels was the 
wrong one.

“Arguably, I beat that Ukrainian 
but honestly the judging was really 
suspect. I don’t want to sound as if I 
am making excuses but I felt I won 
that fight. The Ukrainian went on to 
win the title,” he says.

The Oceania t i t le  earned 
him a ticket to the 2015 World 
Championships in Doha, Qatar, 
where he lost to Great Britain’s Josh 
Kelly in his opening contest.

But defeat at an Olympic qualify-
ing tournament to a Syrian fighter 
in 2016 scuppered his hopes of 
competing at Rio.

Those Games were the first in 
which New Zealanders had to 
qualify through Asia after previ-
ously having to win the Oceania 
Championships to gain entry. “So 
I was pretty disappointed to miss 
out on becoming an Olympian in 
2016 when in previous tournaments 
I would have already made it,” he 
says.

“I had to win two or three fights 
to qualify. In my second fight I came 
across a strong and awkward Syrian 
fighter, who I lost to fair and square. 
I was gutted to miss out on Rio after 
working so hard for it.”

▴ Josh Nyika on his way to defeating Rob Ramsey earlier this year

After one professional fight – a 
points win in Cambridge in March 
– Nyika turned his focus on his new 
job with Gurnell Harrison.

Instead he can be satisfied at 
watching brother David further his 
career. “He is immense and I think 
if he gets to the Olympics in two 
years’ time he will win a medal if 
the judging is fair.”

Fleeing a dictatorship
The Nyika family has a cosmpolitan 
background – part English, Welsh 
and Ugandan. His grandfather 
Tom Nyika escaped Idi Amin’s 
bloodthirsty regime in the early 
70s at a time when foreigners were 
suspected of being insurgents. 
His sister Ruby Nyika has said 
elsewhere that the attention his 
European mother received from 
soldiers and government officials 
became increasingly hostile and, 
with some family already living in 
New Zealand, the family escaped 
the regime, which is said to have 
killed between 300,000 and half a 

million people.
Ruby has said that the relatives 

here had links to then Prime Minister 
Norman Kirk and some strings were 
pulled to ensure they got clearance 
to come to New Zealand.

Josh’s grandmother sneaked out 
of northern Uganda into neigh-
bouring Kenya with their children 
while Tom Nyika – a dentist – stayed 
behind to offset any suspicion 
before setting off for what he told 
authorites was a dental conference 
and reuniting with his family. They 
settled in Oamaru, where Tom Nyika 
still lives, and Josh’s father, Simon, 
later moved to Hamilton.

Simon Nyika was only four at 
the time of fleeing for New Zealand 
and had four children – Josh, Ruby, 
David and Zoe.

Josh says that while he has visited 
both Wales and England and recon-
nected with those sides of his herit-
age, neither he nor any of his siblings 
have been able to visit Uganda, but 
he says that is something he intends 
doing. ▪
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What does legal innovation 
mean to you?
It means opportunity and optimism in the face of a 
demanding, evolving and unknown future.

What role does technology 
play in innovation?
Technology and a future-focused mindset are critical 
to enabling innovation in the legal sector.

Both will allow us to engage in ambitious projects that 
support creative thought, new learnings and competitive 
edge.

What pressures are organisations facing 
in the delivery of legal services?
The pressure is certainly real. Clients, community and 
colleagues alike are eager to participate in the new wave 
of legal service delivery.

For Govett Quilliam, a firm with a 130-year history, 
we’re moving purposefully to address the pressures. 
We’re doing this by considering our strategic directions, 
adapting to more collaborative work-styles, incre-
mentally adopting useful technology and embracing 
transformation as a team.

As an industry, we have the potential to deliver sig-
nificant social value through improved legal services; 
services that improve the experience and the outcome, 
and that’s exciting.

What opportunities has legal 
innovation brought you?
Of particular note, I think legal innovation has allowed us 
to explore the strategic and social opportunities, as a team.

Although not early adopters of ‘legal-tech’, our firm has 
a strong future-focus which is undoubtedly recognised 
by our community and clients.

Having a commitment to changing the established 

PEOPLE
P R O F I L E

The Innovators: Sophie 
Braggins, CEO Govett Quilliam
BY ANDREW  

KING

LawFest organiser Andrew King contin-
ues a series of interviews with key legal 
professionals with their innovation and 
legaltech stories.

ways of working is also assisting our efforts to attract 
and retain exceptional people, and appeal to an entre-
preneurial international market of clients; both enduring 
challenges for regional firms.

What are some of your tips to 
start innovating or developing 
an innovative mindset?
I believe that inspiration is at the heart of any innovative 
organisation. For us at GQ, this means ensuring our team 
understands and is excited by the journey of change.

Create an innovation and opportunities committee, 
relentlessly encourage collaboration and creative think-
ing, develop partnerships with clever operators, invest in 
useful technology, and create an engaging environment 
that people enjoy working in.

Why is it important for legal 
professionals to continue to 
learn about legal innovation 
and leveraging technology?
Our people need to commit to continuous learning. In 
fact our collective comfort around change is critical to 
our success as a profession.

It’s now our role as leaders to gently and respectfully 
introduce legal-tech and innovative practices as the ‘new 
norm’. ▪

Andrew King  www.lawfest.nz is organiser of 
LawFest 2019, which will be held in Auckland on 
21 March 2019. Sophie Braggins will be one of the 
speakers at this event.
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AMPLIFY 
YOUR CAREER
Herbert Smith Freehills’ market-leading Projects team comprises some 
of the world’s most respected industry and sector professionals. Our 
Australian team works on the largest and most complex construction, 
infrastructure and energy projects across the Asia Pacific region.
With an award-winning energy, projects, project 
finance and infrastructure practice in Australia, we 
are the go-to firm in this space.
We are looking for talented and ambitious 
projects and finance lawyers who are passionate 
about what they do. We have roles at different 
levels in our Australian offices, and some of our 
partners from Australia are visiting Auckland at 
the end of August/early September to meet with 
interested NZ qualified lawyers.
We are keen to have a discussion, so please  
contact our exclusively retained consultant,  
Kirsty McNay of Burgess Paluch, on  
+61 2 9216 9080 or +61 426 834 852 (mobile); or 
by email to Kirsty@bplr.com.au. In collaboration 
with Burgess Paluch, JLR will also be assisting in  
our search for first class NZ lawyers. 

HERBERTSMITHFREEHILLS.COM

LAW FIRM  
OF THE YEAR  

(>500 LAWYERS)
AUSTRALASIAN  
LAW AWARDS  

2017 & 2018

LAW FIRM OF  
THE YEAR 2017

CHAMBERS  
ASIA PACIFIC

Asking for help is 
a sign of strength

lawsociety.org.nz/practising-well



Legal Executive Diploma 
graduates celebrated

Graduation ceremonies have been held at New Zealand 
Law Society branches around the country for 122 students who 
graduated with the Legal Executive Diploma. Examinations were 
conducted by the New Zealand Law Society for the Diploma in late 
October 2017 at 20 venues in New Zealand and seven overseas. 
A total of 582 candidates sat 897 examinations covering the six 
subjects that make up the Diploma.

The top graduating student was Joanne Lesley Columbus from 
Rolleston. A legal executive with Christchurch law firm Cameron & 
Co, she works mainly in the areas of buying and selling residential 
property, family trusts and estate administration.

Each year the Law Society awards a $150 prize to the students 
who gain the highest mark nationally in each of the six subjects. 
The winners this year were:

Course Top Student(s) Location

Introduction to 
the Legal System Kimberley Jane Brown Oamaru

Introduction to 
the Legal System Jaimee Riley St Andrews, 

Canterbury

Introduction to 
Law Office Practice Breggie Sophia Bosua Whangarei

Property Law 
and Practice Kate Michelle Russell Hamilton

Business Law 
and Practice Ang Li Wellington

Estates Law 
and Practice Renee Michelle Julius Oamaru

Litigation Law 
and Practice Erin Elizabeth Fairbairn Snells Beach, 

Warkworth

Litigation Law 
and Practice Ruth Hacking Ashhurst

AML/CFT Practice Briefing updated

The Law Society has updated its practice briefing Certification and 
Verification under the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Funding 
of Terrorism Act 2009. This provides information on the wording 
which lawyers may use when certifying Customer Due Diligence 
documentation for their own clients or for the customers of other 
reporting entities, such as banks. It has the objective of providing 
guidance in an area where there are few defined procedures. The 
Practice Briefing can be downloaded at www.lawsociety.org.nz/
practice-resources/practice-briefings.

Accessing LawTalk online
All lawyers holding a practising 
certificate are sent an email upon 
publication of each issue of LawTalk 
with links to online versions of most 
of the articles and a PDF and flipbook 
of the whole issue. The hardcopy 
LawTalk is sent automatically to 
all New Zealand-based lawyers 
who hold a current practising 
certificate. If you want to access 
LawTalk online only you may email 
subscriptions@lawsociety.org.
nz stating “Please cancel LawTalk 
hardcopy” and advising your name, 
lawyer ID (lawyer login), workplace 
and address. This information is 
needed to ensure that your name 
is extracted from the automatic 
mailing list generation program. The 
hardcopy LawTalk subscription will 
then be cancelled.

NEW ZEALAND LAW SOCIETY

Caroline Silk 
elected President of 
Taranaki branch

New Plymouth lawyer Caroline Silk was 
elected President of the Taranaki branch 
of the New Zealand Law Society at the 
branch 2018 AGM. Mrs Silk is a partner of 
Auld Brewer Mazengarb & McEwen. She 
was admitted as a barrister and solicitor 
in December 1999 after gaining BSocSci 
and LLB degrees from the University of 
Waikato. She has 20 years’ experience in 
the field of employment law and advocacy 
and has also worked in commercial litiga-
tion and as a mediator.

The following Council was elected at 
the AGM:
President: Caroline Silk.
Vice-President: Rachael Webb.
Council: Alexa Carey, Amanda Clinton-
Gohdes, Megan Gundeson, Reyma 
Hilaga (South Taranaki), Alex Laurenson, 
Catherine Quin, Rajan Rai (Central), Adam 
Thame, Herman Visagie.
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File notes for AML/
CFT decisions 
recommended

Following the implementation of phase 2 of the Anti-Money 
Laundering and Countering Funding of Terrorism regime for law-
yers on 1 July, the New Zealand Law Society became aware of a 
number of issues and concerns among lawyers.

The Law Society has asked lawyers to continue to make rea-
sonable attempts to interpret the legislation, including sharing 
their ideas with colleagues, until clarification is received from the 
Department of Internal Affairs. The department is supervisor of 
the legal profession as a reporting entity.

Lawyers are also encouraged to keep file notes of the reasons 
for any decisions they make in relation to AML/CFT matters.

“This would include a decision not to make a suspicious activity 
report. The file note should set out the reasoning at the time the 
decision was made. Lawyers may wish to keep a copy in the 
relevant file and also in a general AML file.”

Legal practitioners are advised to contact the Department of 
Internal Affairs directly if they have an issue: AMLPhase2@dia.
govt.nz.

“We suggest that if a clear answer is not received from the DIA, 
you interpret it as best you can and document your reasoning in 
case the matter is ever queried in the future,” acting Executive 
Director Mary Ollivier says.

“We have been advised by the department that it is increasing 
its staff resourcing in relation to AML. The Law Society itself is 
mindful of its own position where it is not the regulator and 
cannot give legal advice. However, we welcome inquiries from 
the profession on this and will answer where we can.”

Mrs Ollivier says the Law Society remains in constant com-
munication with the DIA through different channels and has 
highlighted to it the main queries it has received from members 
of the profession.

“The Law Society is also discussing pragmatic approaches to 
concerns with the implementation of AML where there is scope. 
The DIA have said that they’re fighting one fire at a time and trying 
to prioritise them all.”

Mrs Olliver says unresolved issues which have been raised 
so far by members of the legal profession are wire transfers, 
treatment of fees in advance and disbursements, due diligence 
and real estate agencies, and due diligence and second tier 
lenders.

“The DIA has made it clear that it is going to take an educative 
approach in the first instance, particularly where guidance has 
been requested on those grey areas. This may provide some 
comfort.”

Inquiries to the Law Society can be made to nzls.aml@lawsociety.
org.nz.

Welcome reforms 
in ACC bill

Removal of the requirement to elect 
between weekly compensation and New 
Zealand Superannuation and removal 
of age limits for surviving spouses’ enti-
tlements, are welcome changes to the 
Accident Compensation Act 2001, the New 
Zealand Law Society says.

In a submission on the Accident 
Compensation Amendment Bill, the 
Law Society says the proposed changes 
address provisions in the Act which the 
Human Rights Review Tribunal declared 
inconsistent with the right to freedom from 
discrimination on the basis of age (Heads v 
Attorney-General [2015] NZHRRT 12).

However, the clause which makes the 
changes raises two concerns, it says. 
Providing up to two years’ weekly com-
pensation for entitled persons, regardless 
of whether they receive New Zealand 
Superannuation, discriminates against 
some claimants based on age – and it is 
not clear that the discrimination is demon-
strably justified.

The Law Society says consideration 
should be given to extending the two-year 
limit on weekly compensation for entitled 
persons near, at or past the age of 65, to 
an upper age limit of 70 years. This would 
recognise that today many people work 
well beyond the age of 65 and would effec-
tively be a reversion to the position under 
the original 1972 accident compensation 
legislation.

Auckland branch 
Council election

The New Zealand Law Society Auckland 
branch Council election closed on 14 June. 
There were three vacancies. Suzanne 
Robertson QC has been returned to the 
Council and is joined by Jacque Lethbridge 
and David Roughan who were elected as 
new members. David Campbell returns for 
a further term as branch President after 
being elected unopposed.
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Safe and Effective Justice 
Programme Advisory 
group welcomed

New Zealand’s lawyers welcome the 
appointment of the Safe and Effective 
Justice Programme Advisory Group – Te 
Uepū Hāpai i te Ora and the opportunities it 
presents for a thorough examination of the 
criminal justice system, the New Zealand 
Law Society says.

“Agreement on the principles underpin-
ning the criminal justice system is some-
thing which has been missing,” Law Society 
criminal law reform committee convenor 
Steve Bonnar QC says.

“Changes to the law have often come as 
kneejerk reactions to something which has 
sparked public interest. The many changes 
made to the Sentencing Act, the Bail Act 
and the Parole Act are examples of this.

“There are different views within the 
community as to what the main objectives 
of our criminal justice system should be, 
and on how we achieve those aims. Often, 
criminal justice issues become politicised.”

Mr Bonnar says the New Zealand Law 
Society will be a keen observer of the 
reform process and will offer advice and 
assistance when this is sought.

“It is also very important that any pro-
posed reforms to criminal justice are made 
within the context of the long-established 
rights at the centre of our justice system. 
Any proposals for change must fit within 
the framework of the New Zealand Bill of 
Rights Act.”

New Zealand Law Society submissions
Copies of submissions and comments made by the Law 
Society in its law reform role may be found on the website 
under News & Communications, and within that, “Law 
reform submissions”.

Law Society and 
Niche to carry out 
Legal Salary survey

The New Zealand Law Society and legal 
recruitment specialist Niche are to carry out 
a legal salary survey of employed lawyers 
in law firms and in-house. The Law Society 
last carried out a salary survey in 2016 and 
the objective is to provide both employers 
and their employees with a picture of legal 
salaries and other remuneration by time in 
practice and location. Results will be freely 
available after completion of the survey.

Evidence Act a success

The New Zealand Law Society agrees with the Law 
Commission’s preliminary view that, broadly speaking, the trans-
formation of the law of evidence into a single Act is a success, 
and that the Evidence Act 2006 is still working well.

The Law Society has provided detailed responses to the Law 
Commission on its Second Review of the Evidence Act 2006 Issues 
Paper. It agrees that legislative amendment would improve the 
application of the Act in some areas. These include:

Sexual disposition evidence: The Law Society agrees that 
there is an unsatisfactory lacuna in the Act and says sexual 
disposition evidence should not be subject to a blanket ban 
against admissibility, given that it could be relevant and probative 
in some circumstances. It says the admissibility of this type of 
evidence should be subject to the heightened relevance test in 
section 44(34) and this could be achieved by an amendment to 
section 44(1).

False complaints as evidence of veracity: Whether false and/
or allegedly false complaints should be treated as evidence of 
veracity, sexual experience, or as both depends on the particular 
circumstances of the case. “A false complaint is not evidence of 
sexual experience, if it is a false allegation and nothing in fact 
happened. If something did happen, but was falsely described, 
it is likely to be properly characterised as sexual experience.” 
The Law Society says this is an area which could be simplified or 
clarified by amending the Act.

Conviction evidence: The Act should be amended to clarify 
the relationship between sections 8 and 49. The Law Society says 
it believes the sequential operation of s 49 and s 8 is in fact the 
position under current law, and the argument that s 49 excludes 
s 8 is “unpersuasive”. Section 49 should not be the sole filter of 
convictions in evidence and at the very least s 8 should provide 
an additional control as to their admissibility.

Section 49(2)(a) is redundant and should be repealed, the Law 
Society says. It recommends consolidating s 49(2)(a) and (b) into 
one provision.

Right to silence: Section 32 should be amended to clarify 
whether a judge sitting alone is permitted to draw an adverse 
inference of guilt from a defendant’s pre-trial silence, the Law 
Society says. It considers that judges sitting alone should be treated 
in the same way as juries.
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Rule of law threatened 
in Nauru

Legislation recently passed in Nauru shows the country 
is sliding towards authoritarianism, with the rule of law threatened, 
the New Zealand Law Society has said in a statement.

“The recently enacted Administration of Justice Act 2018 is 
another clear sign of the deterioration of civil rights in Nauru,” 
says the Law Society’s Rule of Law Committee convenor, Austin 
Forbes QC.

“Under the Act, a person who commits contempt of court is 
held strictly liable, subject to them proving the existence of the 
provided defences. Contempt of court is defined as including 
anything that scandalises a judge or the court or the justice system 
in any manner whatsoever.

“This can include the publication, picturising, uttering or 
ridiculing of a judgment or court order, the recording of court 
proceedings, the criticism of any witness, parties, judicial offers, 
or legal representatives, and any attempt to predict the outcomes 
of court proceedings.

“The breadth of conduct that it catches, the narrow defences, the 
burden of proving a defence, and the way in which conduct is to 
be assessed raise major concerns about the rule of law in Nauru.

“The contempt of court prohibitions even extend to conduct 
overseas, and any publication overseas – through the internet or 
otherwise – which is accessible to people in Nauru may amount 
to contempt of court.

“It is worth noting that the Act is so wide in its application that 
my comments could be caught by these contempt of court provi-
sions, raising at least the theoretical possibility of a prosecution 
against the New Zealand Law Society.”

Mr Forbes says another law passed this year, the Bail Act 2018, 
removes the presumption in favour of bail for those accused of 
contempt of court.

“The Nauru government is generally shielded from the appli-
cation of this law, if any statement it makes in breach of the Act 
is deemed necessary for the public interest, national security or 
administration of justice.”

Mr Forbes says the New Zealand Law Society has a commitment 

GR AEME COLGAN 
LLB(HONS), AAMINZ

Employment Mediations and Arbitrations · Opinions
Pleadings · Independent Workplace Investigations
graeme@colgan.nz | 021 926 524 | www.graemecolgan.co.nz

Barrister  and Employment Law Specialist

Andrew Shaw President 
of Nelson branch

Andrew Shaw was elected President of the 
New Zealand Law Society’s Nelson branch 
at the branch AGM on 23 May. Mr Shaw is a 
director of C & F Legal Ltd. He was admit-
ted in June 2011 after completing a law 
degree at Victoria University and moved 
to Nelson to join C & F Legal. A specialist 
in litigation and dispute resolution, he 
acts for clients in commercial, family and 
criminal law.

The following Council was elected at 
the AGM:
President: Andrew Shaw.
Vice-President: Nicky Grimes.
Council: Alex Reith, Anjela Sharma, David 
Holloway, Gerhard Engelbrecht, Hamish 
Fletcher, Jacintha Atkinson, Sandra Heney, 
Gerard Praat (Immediate Past President).

Correction: Turou Hawaiki
The last paragraph of the article by 
Alana Thomas, “Turou Hawaiki” at 
page 49 of the LawTalk 919, July 2018 
should have read: “While this can be 
loosely translated to ‘Let the ancient 
homeland of Hawaiki glisten on in 
your minds for eternity’ my personal 
favourite explanation for this saying 
is ‘May the force be with you.’ So, 
until next time… Turou Hawaiki!”. 
The word “favourite” was removed 
during the editing process and we 
apologise to Alana Thomas and Te 
Manahau Morrison for our mistake.

to uphold the rule of law and the way 
things are developing in Nauru is extremely 
worrying. He says it is important to high-
light the situation and its potential impact 
on the wider Pacific region.

“And at the beginning of July, the Nauru 
government said it had decided not to 
issue a visa to any Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation staff to cover the Pacific 
Islands Forum in Nauru in September. This 
is a clear illustration of the breakdown of 
respect by the government there for the 
right of freedom of expression.”
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guidance for lawyers 
undertaking pro 
bono work

A new title in the Law Society’s Practice 
Briefing series has been released. Guidance 
for lawyers undertaking pro bono work pro-
vides information about the structuring 
of pro bono service arrangements. The 
details are also relevant to lawyers wishing 
to undertake private work outside their 
employment – such as work for friends or 
organisations that a lawyer may be person-
ally associated with. The practice briefing 
may be downloaded at www.lawsociety.
org.nz/practice-resources/practice-briefings.

Online voting and 
identity authentication 
questioned

The Law Society has questioned whether 
there are other more effective and secure 
ways to authenticate the identity of indi-
viduals than date of birth information 
when online voting mechanisms are used. 
The Local Electoral Matters Bill amends the 
Electoral Act 1993 and one amendment 
would require the Electoral Commission 
to provide electors’ date of birth informa-
tion to local authorities for the purpose of 
elections, by-elections or polls.

In a submission on the bill, the Law 
Society says the rationale for requiring 
provision of date of birth information is 
to enhance the integrity of the electoral 
roll and voting system, particularly if new 
voting methods are adopted.

“However, it is not clear that the use of 
date of birth information would necessarily 
achieve this; as the Privacy Commissioner 
has noted, date of birth information has 
some limitations as a method of identifi-
cation.” These include the fact that others 
are likely to know the date of birth, and 
it could be available from other sources 
such as Facebook.

The Law Society says adding date of birth 
information as an option opens the door 
to a potentially insecure voting system. 
“This would be problematic for privacy, 
and also for electoral integrity and trust.”

At about this time each year, I like to encourage our best 
and brightest legal scholars to get their applications in for New 
Zealand’s premier legal research award.

The Law Foundation’s International Research Fellowship, Te 
Karahipi Rangahau ā Taiao (IRF), offers $125,000 for multi-year 
study in New Zealand and overseas that makes a significant 
contribution to our law.

Over the years, IRF recipients have produced ground-breaking 
work that has improved understanding and application of law in 
many and varied areas including mental capacity, the environment, 
cross-examination procedure, patient safety, the Treaty of Waitangi 
and international law.

The excellent work of recent IRF recipients suggests they will 
continue the established trend. Last year’s winner, Warren Forster, 
has taken on nothing less than a fundamental “world first” con-
ceptual rethink of how we organise and fund health and disability 
services. His early ideas are attracting considerable interest from 
policy-makers, and offer the prospect of improved access to quality 
care for many who struggle to navigate the system.

Mr Forster is a Dunedin barrister whose work with ACC claimant 
support group Acclaim Otago led to a review of the ACC appeals 
system by the previous government. Acclaim highlighted many 
cases where access to ACC support had been unreasonably denied.

New system
His IRF project will propose a new system that removes the current 
causal distinction between sickness and injury-based disability, 
as envisaged by ACC founding architect Sir Owen Woodhouse. 
His solution would involve creating a single agency combining 
functions from the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Social 
Development and ACC.

Mr Forster has recently returned from researching health and 
social support services in Europe. He says that, while models in 
use there offered no “off the shelf ” solution for New Zealand, 
several countries are moving towards addressing the escalating 
costs of disability support by consolidating services rather than 
the traditional approach of tightening entitlements.

UPDATE
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Fellowship 
winner rethinks 
disability 
support system
BY LYNDA 

HAGEN
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“Ageing populations and increasing 
costs of services are having to be met by 
a reducing percentage of the population 
who are working age. We can’t just keep 
on increasing taxes,” he says.

Much of the current public spending on 
health is being diverted from patient care to 
enforcing boundaries between bureaucra-
cies, Mr Forster says. He estimates that the 
government spends $1-2 billion each year 
on systems that box people into defined 
areas and exclude them from others.

“It’s not just the cost of enforcing these 
boundaries that’s problematic, it’s their 
datasets as well,” he says. “Bureaucrats 
put stuff in boxes depending on factors 
like age, accident and mental health. But 
almost everything that happens in life 
is multi-factorial, so we have inaccurate 
datasets. If we really want to learn, pre-
vent injury and make communities safer, 
we need datasets that can take multiple 
variables into account.”

While a single-agency solution seems 
appealing in theory, the potential extra 
cost of extending entitlements to more 
claimants is an obvious concern. His 
solution to that is a “sovereign wealth 
fund” approach, replacing taxation with 
a levy-based funding system similar to the 
ACC model.

“We need to extend the ACC funding 
model across the health and disability 
support system,” he says. “ACC has $40 
billion in the bank – it makes more money 

from return on investment than it pays out. In recent years it 
could have collected no levies and still fully funded the cost of 
the system. We need to work towards something that doesn’t 
require ever-increasing taxes to support.”

Warren Forster says ACC has a proven track record of producing 
returns above benchmark over many decades.

“Any reduction in investment returns would simply extend the 
timeframe before the system could be self-funding. The greater 
use of a large investment fund and levy system presents an 
alternative source of revenue, so the Government doesn’t have 
to resort to controversial new sources like GST exemptions or a 
capital gains tax.”

Discussion paper
Mr Forster will soon issue a discussion paper providing more 
detail on his proposed new health and disability system based 
on a single agency backed by a sovereign wealth fund. While he 
doesn’t want to “name names” just yet, he says his ideas have 
attracted strong interest from senior politicians and officials.

His project looks set to continue the tradition of influential 
research established by previous IRF winners. He encourages 
people to apply: “This award provides a rare opportunity for aca-
demics and lawyers to do serious, in-depth research on complex 
issues.” ▪

The deadline for this year’s IRF award applications is 1 September 
– for more information, visit  www.lawfoundation.org.nz or 
contact Lynda Hagen directly at  lynda@lawfoundation.
org.nz

NZ Law Foundation 
scholarship and 
awards deadlines
• NZLF Doctoral Scholarship (in Law) 

– 31 August.
• NZLF International Research 

Fellowship – 1 September.
• NZLF Cleary Memorial Prize – 30 

September.
• NZLF Ethel Benjamin Scholarship 

– 1 March 2019.
For terms of reference and appli-
cation guidelines for all awards 
and scholarships visit the ‘Apply 
for Scholarships’ tab at www.
lawfoundation.org.nz
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In the third in this series of articles 
looking at each of the Woodhouse 
principles and the extent to which they 
are embodied in the legislation and its 
administration by the ACC, Don Rennie 
considers the need for complete reha-
bilitation for all persons covered by the 
scheme. While he is the convenor of 
the Law Society’s ACC Committee, the 
views expressed in this article and the 
series are those of Mr Rennie and not 
necessarily those of the Law Society.

The third principle  the 
Woodhouse Report recommended 
to be the basis of any statutory 
system designed to replace common 
law rights, is the need for complete 
rehabilitation for all persons covered 
by the scheme.

In discussing the objective of 
rehabilitation, the report referred 
to the widely-used definition of 
rehabilitation in the United States 
namely: “the restoration of the 
handicapped to the fullest physi-
cal, mental, social, vocational and 
economic usefulness of which they 
are capable”.

It said that rehabilitation is a total 
process which begins with the earli-
est treatment of the injury and does 
not end until everything has been 
done to achieve maximum social and 
economic independence. The aim 
is that this should be achieved in a 
minimum amount of time (para 354).

The report considered that, for 
the purposes of rehabilitation, 

UPDATE
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ACC and the Woodhouse 
Principles: Complete 
rehabilitation
BY DON 

RENNIE

incapacitated people can be considered in three main 
groups: (a) those who will quickly recover and return to 
their activities; (b) others who will eventually be able to 
return to their work and activities but only after a period 
of treatment and convalescence; and (c) a relatively small 
group who will require and deserve much assistance 
and possible retraining (para 361). The majority of ACC 
claimants fall into the first category and it is only those 
in categories (b) and (c) that require direct intervention. 
There are, of course, numerous cases where what begins 
as a minor injury later develops into something more 
serious requiring long-term treatment and rehabilitation.

The Woodhouse Report emphasised the need for early 
referral, comprehensive assessment and appropriate 
medical treatment. The assessment should include an 
appreciation of the victim’s intelligence, educational 
standard, mental and emotional state, general aptitudes 
and adaptability, motivation, resilience and social and 
economic background (para 367).

Assessment
Although the assessment is largely medical in nature, it 
is most usefully provided by the coordinated teamwork 
of a group of experts in various fields. The assessment 
team should include, surgeon, physician, psychologist, 
psychiatrist, social worker, placement officer, physio-
therapist, and occupational therapist (para 370).

Paragraph 428 of the report said: “The compensation 
process should always be secondary to the goal of 
rehabilitation but it is not enough to pay lip service 
to the principle. There must be imagination, drive, 
and leadership which will ensure that the best use 
is made of facilities; the best sort of co-operation is 
maintained with the medical profession; and efficient 
medical administration is achieved in the wide area of 
the authority itself.”

It went on to say: “All this will not be easy and it is a task 
which must be organised from the beginning. Accordingly, 
it would be a mistake to underestimate its importance 
or undervalue the importance of the medical director in 

terms of remuneration.” (Clause 429).

Rehabilitation on 
a national basis
The Woodhouse Report observed 
that rehabilitation can be of benefit 
to people with a variety of incapac-
ities and involves a broad variety of 
professional skills needed for help 
with particular problems. Observing 
that rehabilitation methods apply to 
all incapacity arising from whatever 
cause, it proposed a national body 
responsible for all rehabilitation 
whether arising from accident, 
sickness or disease. Such a body, 
headed by a qualified rehabilitation 
medical specialist, would offer a 
co-ordinated rehabilitation service 
and would develop expertise and 
experience available to everyone 
who needs specialist rehabilitation. 
In pursuance of the principle of 
complete rehabilitation, it recom-
mended that the medical branch 
of the administrative authority (ie, 
currently ACC) should be under the 
leadership of an experienced highly 
qualified doctor to act as Director of 
Rehabilitation and principal Medical 
Assessor under whom would be 
engaged an appropriate number of 
experienced doctors whose function 
would include the active promotion 
of rehabilitation.

Current legislation 
– entitlements
Entitlements provided under the 
Act are listed in s 69. They include:
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• Rehabilitation comprising treat-
ment, social rehabilitation, and 
vocational rehabilitation;

• First week compensation;
• Weekly compensation;
• Lump sum compensation for 

permanent impairment;
• Funeral grants, survivors’ grants, 

weekly compensation for the 
spouse [or partner], children 
and other dependants of a 
deceased claimant, and child care 
payments.

Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation is defined in s 6 of the 
2001 AC Act and means a process 
of active change and support with 
the goal of restoring, to the extent 
provided under s 70, a claimant’s 
health, independence and partic-
ipation and comprises treatment, 
social rehabilitation and vocational 
rehabilitation.

Section 70 says that anyone 
who has suffered personal injury 
covered by the Act is entitled to be 
provided with rehabilitation. There 
is no age limit on entitlement to 
rehabilitation. However, the ACC’s 
responsibility is limited to the 
extent provided by the Act which 
says that the person is responsible 
for his or her own rehabilitation to 
the extent practicable have regard 
to the consequences of the injury. It 
is important to note that the ACC’s 
responsibility only extends to the 
consequences of the injury and not 
to other causes.

Emphasis on cost
A further limitation on entitlement 
to rehabilitation provided by s 70, 
is found in s 324 which allows the 
making of regulations prescribing 
not only the cost the ACC is liable 
to pay, but also the circumstances 
in which, and the method by which, 
it makes payment or contributes 
towards rehabilitation. There is 
a clear indication that the cost of 
rehabilitation is considered of most 
importance even to the extent of 
ignoring the needs of an injured 

person who has lost common law 
rights. The Act and regulations and 
the way they are administered by 
ACC with the emphasis on cost, falls 
far short of what was envisaged 
by the Woodhouse Report. It has 
been the source of many reviews 
and appeals against ACC decisions 
related to both social and vocational 
rehabilitation.

Prior to ACC, with the assessing of 
common law damages to pay for a 
future rehabilitation process, there 
was no limitation because it might 
have “cost the insurance company 
too much”. Accordingly, appropriate 
rehabilitation under the ACC scheme 
should not be limited by cost. 
Currently, rehabilitation is likely to 
be provided by ACC if the injured 
person is an earner and therefore 
entitled to weekly compensation 
until capable of resuming their 
previous employment, alternative 
employment by the same employer, 
or other employment. ACC clearly 
recognises that the sooner a claim-
ant can return to employment, the 

less it will cost in weekly compen-
sation payments. It is rare for an 
earner who has reached the qual-
ification age for receiving national 
superannuation (ie, 65), to be offered 
a comprehensive rehabilitation 
programme until they can return 
to employment. Rehabilitation for 
accident victims was a common law 
right and is now a statutory right 
but is limited in such a way that 
complete rehabilitation is in many 
cases not possible.

To repeat the reference above to 
para 428: “The compensation pro-
cess should always be secondary 
to the goal of rehabilitation but it 
is not enough to pay lip service to 
this principle.”

Social rehabilitation
Section 79 of the Act says that the 
purpose of social rehabilitation is to 
assist in restoring a claimant’s inde-
pendence to the maximum extent 
practicable. Section 81(1) lists the 
key aspects of social rehabilitation 
for which the ACC is responsible and 
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subsection (4) lists the conditions 
which apply to its delivery.

Section 82 gives the ACC a discre-
tion to provide social rehabilitation 
if:
a It is a direct consequence of 

personal injury covered by the 
Act and;

b The claimant has been assessed 
or re-assessed as needing it and;

c The ACC considers that it is for 
the purposes set out in s 79; it is 
necessary and appropriate and of 
quality and;

d It is part of an agreed rehabilita-
tion plan.

All of this is subject to regulations 
made under ss 324 and 325. The ACC 
is given the power to limit the appli-
cation of the principle of complete 
rehabilitation recommended by Sir 
Owen Woodhouse in a way that it 
is not provided according to actual 
need but is limited by statute.

Vocational rehabilitation
Vocational rehabilitation is a stat-
utory right under s 69(1)(a) of the 
Act. The ACC’s liability to provide it 
is contained in s 85 and matters to 
be taken into consideration when 
deciding whether to provide it 
are contained in s 86 and further 
matters in s 87. Section 88 provides 
that vocational rehabilitation may 
start or resume if circumstances 
change. Section 89 specifies what 
must be taken into account in the 
assessment of the claimant’s voca-
tional rehabilitation needs. Section 
90 specifies that the assessment 
must be carried out by a person 
who the ACC thinks has the appro-
priate qualifications but there is no 
independent criteria and the ACC 
can appoint anyone. Section 91 sets 
out the rules to be followed in the 
conduct of the initial occupational 
assessment.

These are further indications 
where claimants have lost a 
common law right which is not 
reflected in the ACC legislation 
because of the discretions and 
limitations provided both in the 
legislation and the regulations. 
Clearly, the Woodhouse Report 
principle of complete rehabilitation 

is not reflected in the law.

Rehabilitation officers 
the human face of ACC
When the ACC first started its oper-
ations in 1974, rehabilitation officers 
were appointed with the specific 
task of ensuring that claimants who 
required treatment and rehabilita-
tion received the care they needed 
from appropriate professional pro-
viders. The rehabilitation officers 
had a close relationship with the 
claimants and worked on a one-to-
one basis. They visited them in their 
homes, attended their workplaces 
and discussed their social needs 
with their family, their doctor 
and their employer. They were 
the human face of ACC during the 
rehabilitation process and were on 
hand to help the claimant through 
difficult times during their recovery.

Rehabilitation officers gained con-
siderable knowledge and expertise 
in carrying out their function and 
were able to quickly identify the 
specific needs of claimants and 
where they could get the necessary 
professional help. They were often 
able to encourage the claimant to 
be self-sufficient and get back into 
society. That function cannot be 
carried out by a claims manager in 
the current ACC staffing structure 
and staff are very aware of the Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) set by 
their employer.

Statistics
While the ACC has a unique record 
of every person who has lodged a 
claim for accidental personal injury 
in New Zealand in the last 44 years, 
it has not produced comprehensive 
statistics on the success rate (or 
otherwise) of rehabilitation pro-
grammes undertaken. There is very 
little data and no statistics available 
to the public which show how the 
ACC goes about providing social 
rehabilitation to different people in 
various circumstances. Occasionally 
individual cases get media attention 
but no information is available to 
claimants showing what they can 
expect from the ACC by way of 
vocational or social rehabilitation 

for their particular case.
By now there should be statistics 

available with an analysis of the 
different forms of both social and 
vocational rehabilitation for various 
types of injury to different people by 
age group in different industries and 
occupations and the consequences 
which have resulted from the reha-
bilitation programmes undertaken.

There have been indications in 
the past that KPIs for staff have 
been determined by the success 
of a claims manager in “getting a 
claimant off the system”. Getting a 
claimant “off the system” meant the 
claimant being assessed as capable 
of working and was regarded as the 
sign that the rehabilitation process 
had been completed and the claim-
ant was therefore no longer ACC’s 
problem. There is no evidence that 
ACC follows up claimants who have 
returned to work or been rehabili-
tated into society, to determine the 
extent to which their individual 
rehabilitation programme has been 
effective.

Conclusion
The ACC should be a world leader 
in the rehabilitation of injured 
people covered by the Act, but for 
many years it appears that getting 
claimants “off the system” has 
taken priority over ensuring that 
a claimant’s health, independence 
and participation for all the ongoing 
consequences of the injury, has been 
aimed at achieving the optimum 
result.

The ACC cannot claim it has an 
outstanding or even a successful 
record in achieving what the 
Woodhouse Report recommended 
in providing all accident victims 
with complete rehabilitation. ▪

Don Rennie  rendon@actrix.
co.nz is convenor of the New 
Zealand Law Society’s ACC 
Committee. He has worked for 
the ACC and in private practice 
and is widely published in the 
area of accident compensation 
and personal injury. The opinions 
in this article are of the author in 
his private capacity
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Many lawyers consider that it 
is safe to assume that a director of a 
company has authority to contract 
on behalf of the company. The recent 
decision of Hinton J in Autumn 
Tree Ltd v Bishop Warden Property 
Holdings Ltd [2017] NZHC 2838 (17 
November 2017) reiterates that this 
is not a safe assumption (except in 
the case of a company that has only 
one director).

A third party dealing with a 
company director will often not 
know whether the director, in 
fact, has specific authority for a 
particular transaction. However, 
a third party may assume that the 
director has usual or customary 
authority arising simply from their 
position as a director. Hinton J’s 
decision confirms that is not a 
valid assumption. A single director 
on a board of more than one has 
“very limited” customary authority. 
Nothing in s 18 of the Companies 
Act 1993 changes that.

Validity of sale
The Autumn Tree case concerned the 
validity of the sale of the company’s 
property at 18 Appleyard Crescent, 
Meadowbank, Auckland to Bishop 
Warden Property Holdings Ltd. 
Autumn Tree was incorporated to 
buy and develop the property.

The agreement for sale of the 
property was entered into on 3 
August 2017 on behalf of Autumn 
Tree by Xioayuan Niu (Tina).

UPDATE
C O M PA N Y L AW

Autumn Tree – The dangers 
of assuming you can safely 
contract with a single director
BY JOHN 

LAND

As at 2 August 2017 Tina was the 
sole director and 20% shareholder 
in Autumn Tree.

However, on the morning of 3 
August 2017 Tina apparently advised 
that she wanted to surrender her 
shareholding in Autumn Tree. She 
also advised that she had resigned 
as a director of Autumn Tree and 
wanted Lanhua Zhang (Anna), the 
daughter of another shareholder, to 
take over as director of the company.

The change of shareholding was 
registered at the Companies Office 
that morning. Anna was registered 
as a new director of Autumn Tree 
early that afternoon. However, 
Tina’s removal as a director was not 
recorded at the Companies Office 
until 5 August.

Tina and Bishop Warden entered 
into the agreement for sale and pur-
chase of the property on the evening 
of 3 August 2017 (sometime after 
6:10pm). Tina purported to sign as 
director of Autumn Tree.

No actual authority
Hinton J held that Tina did not have 
actual authority to enter into the 
agreement. The judge proceeded 
on the basis that Tina was still 
a director at the time of the sale 
and purchase agreement. That was 
not, in fact, clear. However, even 
if Tina was still a director at that 
time, she was not sole director and 
there was no evidence of her having 
express authority to enter into the 
agreement.

Actual authority was not present 
in the absence of a board resolution 
to approve the sale, or provide Tina 
with authority to enter into the 
agreement. Further, in this case, 
actual authority was also nega-
tived by the absence of a special 
resolution of shareholders (as the 
transaction was a major transaction 
under s 129 of the Companies Act).

The real battleground in the case 
was on whether Bishop Warden 
could rely on apparent authority 
and s 18(1)(b) and/ or (c) of the 
Companies Act. The Court of Appeal 
have said that Section 18(1) “affirms 
and extends” the common law 
indoor management rule (Norman 
v ANZ National Bank Ltd (2012) 21 
PRNZ 261 at [23]). The indoor man-
agement rule (and its statutory reen-
actment in s 18(1)) is essentially a 
presumption of regularity. A person 
dealing with a company is entitled 
to assume that the company’s 
internal requirements have been 
complied with unless they have 
knowledge to the contrary.

Section 18(1)
Section 18(1) relevantly provides: “A 
company ... may not assert against 
a person dealing with the company 
or with a person who has acquired 
property, rights, or interests from 
the company that –

…(b) a person named as a director 
of a company in the most recent 
notice received by the Registrar 
under section 159 … does not have 
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authority to exercise a power which 
a director of a company carrying 
on business of the kind carried on 
by the company customarily has 
authority to exercise:

(c) a person held out by the com-
pany as a director… of the company 
... does not have authority to exer-
cise a power which a director… of a 
company carrying on business of the 
kind carried on by the company cus-
tomarily has authority to exercise: 
… 
unless the person has, or ought to 
have, by virtue of his or her position 
with or relationship to the company, 
knowledge of the matters referred 
to in any of paragraphs (a), (b), (c), 
(d), or (e), as the case may be [of this 
subsection].”

There was a question as to 
whether s 18(1)(b) could be relied 
on at all as the most recent notice 
to the Companies Office by autumn 
did not name Tina as a director.

Section 18(1)(c) effectively restates 
the common law principle of usual 
apparent authority. It requires a 
holding out by the company of a 
person as having a certain position. 
Hinton J was prepared to assume 
that the Companies Register could 
be relied on as the basis for finding 
that Autumn Tree was “holding out” 
Tina as a director. At the time when 
the sale and purchase agreement 
was signed the Companies Register 
recorded both Anna and Tina as 
directors. Accordingly, Autumn 
Tree could be said to have held out 
both Anna and Tina as directors at 
that time.

However, Bishop Warden could 
only obtain protection for the 
agreement under either s18(1)(b) 
or (c) to the extent that Tina was, 
in purporting to enter into the 
contract, in fact exercising a power 
that a director of a property holding 
company “customarily has authority 
to exercise”.

Not exercising a power
Hinton J found that Tina was not 
exercising a power that a director 
of a property owning company 
would customarily have authority 
to exercise.

knowledge of the defect in actual authority. The pro-
viso suggests that a person’s constructive knowledge 
will defeat reliance on apparent authority where that 
constructive knowledge occurs “by virtue of his or her 
position with or relationship to the company”.

Constructive knowledge
Hinton J thought that even if Bishop Warden could rely 
on s 18(c) there was a strong case that the proviso to 
s 18 would apply to defeat Bishop Warden’s claim on 
the basis of constructive knowledge (at [66]). However, 
given that Bishop Warden had not dealt with Autumn 
Tree before, Hinton J’s obiter comment that constructive 
knowledge could be enough for the proviso to apply 
cannot be reconciled with the leading case on the appli-
cation of the proviso, Equiticorp Industries Group Ltd v The 
Crown (No 47) [1998] 2 NZLR 481 (at 722-723). In that case, 
Smellie J held that a third party would only be affected 

Hinton J said at [51]: “The position 
as to customary authority varies 
significantly between the customary 
authority of a sole (or managing) 
director and a director who is one 
of a board. The customary authority 
of one of a board acting alone, is 
very limited.”

A sole director of a company will 
have usual authority to contract. 
This is because a sole director of a 
company will comprise the board 
of the company and will therefore 
have the full powers of the board to 
manage the business and affairs of 
the company (s 128 Companies Act).

However, a single director who 
is one of a board of directors is in 
a different position. Among other 
authority, Hinton J relied on the 
High Court of Australia decision 
in Northside Developments Pty Ltd 
v Registrar-General (1990) 170 CLR 
146 (HCA) [at 205] where the Court 
said the position of director does 
not carry with it any ostensible 
(apparent) authority to act on behalf 
of the company.

No authority
Hinton J concluded that one of the 
two directors did not customarily 
have authority to unilaterally 
enter into a significant property 
transaction.

That meant that Bishop Warden 
could not rely on ss 18(1)(b) or (c) 
and Tina did not have authority 
to enter into the agreement. The 
mere fact that Autumn Tree could 
be said to have held out Tina as one 
of two directors on the Companies 
Register, did not mean that Tina 
had the authority to sell the prop-
erty on behalf of the company. 
The attempted reliance by Bishop 
Warden on the apparent authority 
of Tina to act for Autumn Tree failed.

Hinton J, went on, obiter, to refer 
to the potential application of the 
proviso to s 18. If a third party to a 
contract with a company can rely 
on apparent authority in accordance 
with s 18(1)(c), the proviso will defeat 
that reliance where the third party 
knows about the defect in actual 
authority or in some cases where 
the third party has constructive 

by constructive knowledge of a 
defect in authority where the third 
party had an “ongoing relationship” 
with the company. (In the absence 
of an ongoing relationship with 
the company, a third party’s ability 
to rely on the apparent authority 
of a corporate agent will only be 
defeated by actual knowledge of a 
defect in authority.)

Nevertheless, Hinton J’s view on 
the limited extent of the custom-
ary authority of a single director is 
well supported by precedent and 
academic commentary. While some 
lawyers have expressed surprise at 
the suggestion that a single director 
has limited authority to contract, 
that position is consistent with 
previous high judicial authority 
(such as the High Court of Australia 
decision in Northside) and leading 
company law texts (such as Watts, 
Campbell and Hare, Company Law 
in New Zealand 2nd edition, 2016 at 
11.8.1). This means that it is not safe 
to assume that a single director of a 
company has authority to contract 
on behalf of the company (unless 
the director is the sole director of 
the company in question). ▪

John Land is a senior competition 
law specialist and commercial 
litigator at Bankside Chambers 
in Auckland and also Teaching 
Fellow at Auckland Law School, 
lecturing in company law. He can 
be contacted on 09 379 1513 or at 
 john.land@bankside.co.nz
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Back in 1970s New Zealand, idealistic young 
reformers saw marijuana as a wonderful recreational 
drug which enhanced other experiences like eating, 
drinking, sex, music, images and the enjoyment of 
nature.

They campaigned for its legalisation, and in the uto-
pian state they envisaged, big tobacco companies were 
the enemy and wouldn’t be allowed to sell marijuana. 
The friendly hippie with a small plot of marijuana plants 
at the edge of town was their friend. Besides, they could 
always grow a few plants themselves and share with 
friends.

In their idealistic moments, marijuana was legal, 
cheap, easy to grow, readily available and widely shared. 
Some argued for a state company to buy and process the 
leaves, or at least for some regulation to ensure quality 
and consistency, just as New Zealand tobacco growers 
of the day and cigarette companies were regulated.

Marijuana: a legal, policy and 
administrative problem
BY JOHN 

BISHOP

In the United States more and more states are changing their laws about the use of marijuana for 
both medical and recreational purposes. It’s also very much a live subject in New Zealand, where 
opinion is more divided. John Bishop visited Denver, Colorado, one of the nine states where citizens 
can purchase marijuana legally, and found a minefield of issues.

only nine allow recreational use as well. Interestingly, 
in almost all the states that allow recreational use the 
law change has come about through popular initiatives 
at the ballot box rather than by legislation in the state 
assemblies. Vermont is the one exception.

In the US Federal system this situation of mixed legali-
ties has created some interesting problems, not the least 
of these being people who travel to a neighbouring or 
nearby state to buy or consume marijuana. If they take 
the product back to their home state they are committing 
a federal offence, even though they may have made a 
legal purchase.

Another issue is operating a business growing or 
selling marijuana. It might be legal in the state where 
the business operates, but at a federal level, the Inland 
Revenue Service doesn’t recognise this and won’t allow 
normal business expenses, like wages, rent, operating 
costs and product purchases to be deducted for tax.

Apart from skewing the economics of the marijuana 
growing industry, it is also argued that non-deductibility 
encourages vendors to make illegal sales just to keep 
in business. And in turn this is further compounded 
by the collapse in wholesale prices for marijuana over 
the last five years.

Data for Washington State shows the retail price per 
gram fell from US$35 in December 2014 to US$7.45 in 
late 2017. Wholesale prices also fell from nearly US$10 
to just US$2.53 in the same period.

Those prices are a lot lower than what pot farmers 
thought they would be getting for a wholesale gram when 
they were first applying for licences at the end of 2013. 
Susan Gress, a legal pot farmer of Vashon Island outside 
Seattle said this in an article headlined “Legal Weed isn’t 
the boon small business thought it would be”, published 
on the political website 538.com in December 2017.

But, despite continuing federal prohibition, legal sales 
of marijuana in North America were worth $US9.7 bil-
lion in 2017, according to a report from Arcview Market 

More recently the debate in New 
Zealand has moved to a different 
ground; the medical benefits of mar-
ijuana for pain relief and treating 
various mental disorders, the former 
being led and inspired by the late 
union leader Helen Kelly.

A hemp industry has been advo-
cated over the years, most recently 
by former Green MP Nándor 
Tánczos, but it has attracted only 
limited support. In the US the lob-
bying effort is now headed by the 
former speaker of Congress John 
Boehner.

Mixed legalities
At present 29 states allow the use of 
marijuana for medical reasons, but 
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To get 
marijuana 
for medical 
purposes 
requires a 
doctor’s 
prescription 
and the user 
must register 
with the 
state. But that 
person can 
grow up to 
24 plants for 
personal use.
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Research and BDS Analytics. That’s 
up a third by value on 2016.

Test case
With this background I investigated 
what was happening in Denver, 
Colorado on a visit in May/June 
this year. There I met Cindy Sovine-
Miller, a lobbyist for the marijuana 
industry.

She won a battle over the use of 
medical marijuana in schools – the 
so-called Jack’s Law after a child 
called Jack who had severe cerebral 
palsy and used marijuana to ease 
the pain. He was not allowed to use 
it in school.

The law allowed schools to permit 
the use, but no school did. Jack’s 
amendment mandates that schools 
must allow it.

Ms Sovine-Miller supports indus-
try regulation. “All cultivation is 
done indoors, and everything is 
recorded on camera. It is like a lab-
oratory. Staff all wear white coats, 
masks and gloves, dust and pollen 
are prevented from moving from 
room to room.”

Although this is seemingly about 
hygiene, it is also about controlling 
the industry and deterring poor 
operators from setting up.

“Without standards we would 
have bad operators.”

Cindy took me to a medical mari-
juana dispensary where I met owner 
Erik Santus. The dispensary is one 
of many commercial tenants in a 
modest brick multi-storey building 
close to the CBD, but you’d need to 
know it was there because it has 
no signage.

Entering the premises is like 
stepping into the waiting area of an 
expensive consultancy – high class 
carpet and drapes, low level settees, 
art work on the walls, desks placed 
discreetly for staff to work at.

The nerve centre is the dispensary 
itself, which looks like an old chem-
ist’s shop. The door can be securely 
locked and there is a warning sign, 
just like the signs which used to at 

the entrance doors of public bars 
in New Zealand. “DO NOT ENTER 
18+ ONLY. Access limited to licensed 
personnel and escorted visitors.”

Display
The products are displayed in glass 
cabinets. You ask for what you want 
and staff take out your selections. 
It emphasises the point that this is 
a medicinal purchase.

Erik says the whole operation 
is constantly under video surveil-
lance, and it’s a legal requirement 
to keep the tapes for two months. 
The Marijuana Enforcement Division 
of the Denver Police can ask to see 
the tapes.

“We have to keep track of the 
product. All our trading in the dis-
pensary is recorded. Compared to 
other small business, selling mari-
juana is more difficult because of all 
the regulations we have to follow,” 
he says.

It’s $5 for a single joint which comes 
in a plastic silo. The bowl, which 
contains an ounce of marijuana, is 
$125, but has enough to make about 
30 joints, one a day for a month. This 
is where the exotic names come in. 
‘Girl Scout Cookies’ is described as 
“famous sweet berry taste great for 
relaxation from pain and stress”.

And on ‘Golden Stormz’ the sales 
pitch is “The strain is calming and 
relaxing. Great for relieving end of 
day stress. Long lasting pain relief.”

The maximum amount that can 
be sold to an individual in a single 
day is one ounce. One chain of 
dispensaries operating in the rec-
reational market was shut down 
for selling the maximum amount to 
the same individuals several times a 
day, a practice known as ‘looping.”

To get marijuana for medical pur-
poses requires a doctor’s prescrip-
tion and the user must register with 
the state. But that person can grow 
up to 24 plants for personal use.

Same purpose as wine
It’s difficult to tell the difference 
between medical and recreational 
usage. Cindy Sovine-Miller com-
pares growing marijuana to making 
wine. “Why do people have a glass 
of wine in the evening?” she asks. 
To relax, unwind, shed the troubles 
of the day, enhance food, I suggest.

“Exactly, marijuana is taken for 
the same reason. Who is to say what 
is the difference between medical 
and recreational use?” she asks rhe-
torically, conflating the difference 
between the two.

She makes light of the difference. 
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“Do we allow one of the safer sub-
stances in the world to be readily 
available or do we allow – or even 
require – people needing pain 
relief to seek out more dangerous 
alternatives?”

Clear distinction in NZ
New Zealanders make a clear 
distinction between medical and 
recreational use.

In June 2017 Research NZ polled 
500 people on legalising canna-
bis-based products for medicinal 
purposes. They found 77% supported 
this and 16% were opposed.

A Curia Research poll for the New 
Zealand Drug Foundation in July 
2017 found a similar result. Sixty-five 
percent wanted marijuana either 
legalised or decriminalised, with 
79% and 80% in favour of that spe-
cifically for pain relief or terminal 
pain relief respectively.

While 52% supported “personal 
growing” to be legal, only 21% 
supported legalising “growing for 
friends”, while 30% favoured “selling 
from a store” being legal.

Also in 2017, Colmar Brunton for 
TVNZ asked 1,007 voters: “It has 
been suggested that the sale of can-
nabis should be legalised. Its culti-
vation and sale would be regulated. 
Do you support or oppose this idea?” 
The response was: 47% supporting 
the idea, and 41% opposing it.

There are several other features of 
the Colorado situation worth noting.

Marijuana for medical purposes has 
been available in Colorado since 2001, 
but marijuana for recreational use 
became legal only on 1 January 2014. 
Cultivators, sellers and manufacturers 
of marijuana-infused products like 
balms and oils must be local.

Ms Sovine-Miller says “We were 
scared so we took it slow. Only 
people who had been residents of 
Colorado for two years prior to the 
legalisation of the industry had the 
right to enter it. That has limited 
public investment from outside 
the state. There are no listed public 
companies trading in marijuana.”

It also has a perverse result. Only 
labs in Colorado can test marijuana, 
and this has led to a variety of results 
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because the labs’ performance has 
varied.

Bizarrely, medical marijuana 
is not required to be tested for 
pesticides and residues although 
recreational marijuana is.

Opposition
The local industry is far from being 
a happy group of cultivators and 
users. The enemies of the mar-
ijuana industry are alcohol and 
pharmaceutical companies which 
see marijuana as a threat to their 
products.

Coors, the huge local brewery, 
openly funds the anti-marijuana 
industry lobby group Smart 
Colorado. In the state legislature, 
the various industries play one of 
America’s favourite political games: 
using the law and administrative 
processes to harass their opponents.

For example, doctors who gave 
out “too many” prescriptions for 
medical marijuana have been 
threatened with malpractice suits.

The law relating to how much 
marijuana a person was legally 
allowed to have had to be changed 
to stop police including waste prod-
uct from plants like clippings, buds 
and stalks in the weight calculation.

Legislation to allow social spaces 
where people could gather to smoke 
marijuana was amended to exclude 
facilities with a liquor licence. That 
legislation has still to be passed, but 
the user’s dream of a smoke and a 
beer in a bar or café has gone.

Smoking in public places, includ-
ing in parks, on street corners, and 
in your own vehicle is illegal. Smoke 
at home is the message – this is not 
Amsterdam.

Lessons for NZ?
Are there lessons for New Zealand 
here? One is to be clear about what 
behaviour we are willing to allow. 
The public do not see medical and 
recreational use as the same thing.

If there is to be a regime which 
licenses cultivators, but allows indi-
viduals to grow some quantity for 
personal use, what are the permitted 
quantities? In Colorado an individ-
ual with a medical prescription for 
marijuana can grow 24 plants for 
personal use. A cultivator must have 
at least 2,000 plants.

In Colorado monitoring and 
enforcement of the law is a police 
matter. Is that the best way? 
Incidentally, no one in Colorado 
argues that legalising marijuana 
has saved the police time or 
money.

Who is to test for quality and to 
measure the THC – a cannabinoid – 
level? Is a customer entitled to know 
this before purchase? If so, labelling 
becomes an issue.

Are there controls on price and 
quality and what might be the 
consequences for families and the 
community if prices become too 
high or drop very low?

There are many questions to be 
asked and answered, but the most 
basic one is whether there is public 
support for legalisation.

Public opinion in New Zealand 
seems to be strongly in favour of 
allowing marijuana use of medical 
purposes and quite strongly against 
for recreational purposes. ▪

John Bishop  john@johnbishop.
co.nz is a travel writer and busi-
ness mentor.
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UPDATE
P R O P E R T Y L AW

Overseas Investment 
amendments
Property lawyers rejoice! The select 
committee report on the Overseas 
Investment Amendment Bill has 
recommended that the part of the 
bill requiring practitioners to certify 
that a transaction complies with 
the Overseas Investment Act be 
removed. This removes a compliance 
requirement from lawyers (and let’s 
not forget, this was going to be an 
offence with a serious penalty) 
and places it where it belongs – on 
purchasers. There are mixed views 
on the bill overall, but all property 
lawyers can breathe a sigh of relief 
on this point.

Cook and recovery 
for body corporate 
maintenance
OIA changes have moved fast. Other 
law moves more slowly. Almost 
from the moment the Unit Titles Act 
2010 was passed, it was identified 
that there was a potential conflict 
between the recovery provisions of 
s 126 and s 138(4). Eight years on, this 
issue has (almost) been resolved, 
through the High Court decision in 
Body Corporate 199380 v Cook [2018] 
NZHC 1244.

As many of these decisions do, 
Cook concerned a leaky apartment 
building with a deck. Four first-floor 
units shared the deck, which was 
also the ceiling of unit S, but entirely 
within the boundaries of the first-
floor units. The body corporate did 
the works, and then sought recovery 
from the first-floor owners under 
s 138(4) of the UTA. Two owners 

OIA and body 
corporate recovery
BY THOMAS  

GIBBONS

argued that s 126 should apply 
instead.

Mandatory factors for 
deciding on recovery
With reference to Body Corporate 
S73368 v Otway [2017] NZHC 3265, 
the court held that it was not the 
case that s 138(4) only applied where 
s 126 did not apply. However, using 
the unfortunate language of admin-
istrative law, the court said that in 
considering whether to apply s 126 
or s 138(4), a body corporate “must 
have regard to”:
The purposes of the UTA in s 3, 
including:
• The retention of the theme distin-

guishing common property from 
unit property (set out in Fraser v 
Body Corporate S63621 (2009) 10 
NZCPR 647 and other decisions, 
but in my view amenable to 
criticism and not apparent from 
the UTA).

• The purpose of establishing a 
flexible and responsive regime 
for unit title governance.

• The purpose of protecting the 
integrity of a development as a 
whole.

• The objective of ensuring the 
ongoing management of the 
development on a socially and 
economically sustainable basis 
by the community of individual 
owners.

The principles derived from the UTA, 
Otway, and earlier decisions that:
• When repairs are done under 

s 138(1), the presumption is that 
costs should be met by the owner 
under s 138(4).

• Consideration of building characteristics, avoiding a 
‘one size fits all’ approach.

• The reality that weathertightness is interlinked and 
indivisible – everyone is affected by leaks.

• Departing from allocation based on title when “rea-
sonably necessary to achieve what is fair”.

• Where there is substantial benefit to other units, the 
likely appropriateness of recovery under s 126.

• The appropriateness of recovery by utility interest 
where there is no substantial benefit to some owners 
over others.

Comment
The end result was that recovery under s 126 was deemed 
more appropriate, and the first floor owners were better 
off than they would have been under s 138(4). The specific 
decision therefore seems correct. But the implications 
for other bodies corporate are alarming.

With respect, the prescriptiveness of this assessment 
is something of a nightmare for bodies corporate, which 
are often governed by laypeople, and within a context 
of prior courts allowing that body corporate resolutions 
should not be subject to “a pedantic or overly critical 
analysis” (see Body Corporate 198900 v Bhana [2015] NZHC 
1620, at [77]).

Setting out that these factors are mandatory means 
that a body corporate making a decision on whether to 
seek recovery under s 138(4) or s 126 must go through a 
number of technical and yet broad brush steps. Further, 
this test is separate from deciding whether: (a) this 
is work the body corporate should do; (b) whether 
the body corporate can actually seek recovery; and 
(c) whether recovery is practically feasible in the 
circumstances.

But “must have regard to” is clear and assertive 
wording. Complex decisions about maintenance respon-
sibilities and recovery just got even more complex. ▪

Thomas Gibbons  thomas.gibbons@mccawlewis.
co.nz is a director of Hamilton law firm McCaw Lewis. 
He writes and presents extensively on property law 
and is author of A Practical Guide to the Land Transfer 
Act 2017 (LexisNexis NZ Ltd).
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In a decision causing some angst for all regulators 
carrying out an operational role, in Strathboss Kiwifruit 
Ltd v Attorney-General [2018] NZHC 1559 Mallon J found 
that the then Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) 
owed and breached a duty of care to kiwifruit orchardists 
in negligently allowing destructive Psa bacteria into New 
Zealand in 2010, thereby causing significant damage to 
North Island kiwifruit orchards.

The case is, of course, important on its own facts. It 
is a claim for hundreds of millions of dollars against 
the Crown (albeit with quantum yet to be established). 
It is also the first decision in which a class action has 
successfully been pursued to trial in New Zealand. But 
the real significance of the case lies in the court’s rejec-
tion of traditional Crown arguments that proximity and 
policy factors tell against liability – leaving the door more 
open to claims against government departments, Crown 
entities and other regulators for negligent performance 
of operational functions carried out for the public good. 
Accordingly, this article focuses on Mallon J’s duty of 
care analysis (itself nearly 100 pages of a nearly 500 
page judgment) and possible implications for regulators.

The Facts
In early November 2010, Psa bacteria, long known to 
damage kiwifruit vines, were detected in two kiwifruit 
orchards in Te Puke – the centre of New Zealand’s highly 
concentrated kiwifruit industry. The bacteria spread 
rapidly, causing severe damage to orchardists. A number 
of them, as well as one post-harvest operator, sued the 
Crown for their losses.

On the plaintiffs’ case, accepted as probable by 
Mallon J, Psa arrived in New Zealand in a consignment 
of anthers – being the part of the flower from which 
pollen is extracted. The anthers were imported from 
China by a small local company, Kiwi Pollen, with a 
view to subsequent artificial pollination of a number 
of orchards.

Unsurprisingly, given pocket depth, the plaintiffs’ 
claim was against the Crown rather than Kiwi Pollen 

UPDATE
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Kiwifruit and the Crown 
– Expanding regulator 
liability in Strathboss
BY TIM SMITH AND DUNCAN MCLACHLAN

– centring on, firstly, at the pre-border stage, the decision 
to grant Kiwi Pollen the permit to import the anther 
consignment and, secondly, at the border stage, the 
inspection and risk-screening of the anthers on arrival 
in New Zealand.

The plaintiffs argued that MAF was negligent at both 
of those stages. In turn, stage 1 of the proceeding deter-
mined four questions:
• Did MAF owe a duty of care to the plaintiffs?
• Did it breach that duty?
• Did the anthers consignment cause the Psa outbreak?
• Was the Crown immune from liability?
Justice Mallon found that MAF did owe a duty of care to 
the orchardists (but not the post-harvest operator) and 
breached that duty at the pre-border stage by a series 
of “process errors … not following usual procedures, 
not being clear about the scope of a document to be 
relied on for determining whether risk goods should 
be permitted, and not adequately checking the context 
in which the document was to be relied upon”. By way 

of example, MAF failed to carry 
out a required formal risk analysis 
which would have involved making 
inquiries about the pollen milling 
process. MAF thereby caused the 
orchardists’ losses in circumstances 
where Crown immunities did not 
apply. At stage two the court will 
assess damages.

The Duty of Care
Laying the platform for her findings 
on duty, Mallon J painstakingly set 
out the developing principles of 
negligence theory and doctrine. 
She tells the origin story through 
Donoghue v Stevenson, Dorset Yacht, 
Hedley Byrne and Anns and numer-
ous others. The reader senses the 
inevitability that, as a matter of 
first principle at least, her Honour 

Justice Mallon 
found that 
MAF did owe a 
duty of care to 
the orchardists 
(but not the 
post-harvest 
operator) 
and breached 
that duty 
at the pre-
border stage 
by a series 
of “process 
errors"
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will find that there simply must be 
Crown liability for the negligent 
performance of a statutory function 
under the Biosecurity Act 1993.

Then, shifting to the standard 
approach to considering novel duty 
of care questions, as confirmed by 
the Supreme Court in North Shore 
City Council v Attorney-General 
[2012] NZSC 49, [2012] 3 NZLR 341 
(The Grange) (in which the court 
determined that the Crown, unlike 
councils, did not owe a duty in 
respect of leaky buildings), Mallon 
J adopted the two-stage framework 
considering, first, foreseeability and 
proximity, and, second, policy fac-
tors pointing for or against liability.

Foreseeability was not really an 
issue. As the plaintiffs claimed, 
given the known risks of Psa, “their 
loss was a plainly foreseeable con-
sequence of MAF’s negligence in 
the performance of its biosecurity 
obligations”. Foreseeability in novel 
cases operates as a mere “screen-
ing mechanism, to exclude claims 
which must obviously fail” and the 
plaintiffs’ claims passed this first 
hurdle.

The assessment of proximity per-
mits the court to consider a range 
of factors:

“Ultimately, however, it is a 
judgement on a sufficient con-
nection between the plaintiff 
and defendant and on what 
is a fair, just and reasonable 
balance between the plaintiff ’s 
interest for compensation and 
the defendant’s interests in 
protection from undue burden.” 
– Mallon J.

In this way issues of proximity and 
policy tend to overlap. The former 
is focused, though, on the issue of 
whether it is fair, just and reasona-
ble to impose liability in the specific 
case, whereas the latter considers 
the broader implications of the 
imposition of liability.

Ultimately, Mallon J found that a 
duty of care was owed to orchardists 
rather than post-harvest operators 
– being “those who have ‘property 
rights’ in the crop or vines which 
were infected with Psa3 or treated 
as though they were infected”. By 

persuaded that the post-harvest operator was able to 
mitigate the financial consequences of adverse events 
through its contractual arrangements. This meant that 
it was more appropriate that it bear its losses than the 
New Zealand public through the Crown.

Of particular significance to regulators, though, was 
Mallon J’s analysis of Crown arguments to the effect 
that it was different to other defendants.

As to proximity, and in addition to the central point 
regarding control as set out above:
• The Crown argued that if liability was imposed the 

court would be trespassing into the political, non-jus-
ticiable sphere. In Couch v Attorney-General [2008] 
NZSC 45 (Couch (No 1)) (in which a probation officer 
had allegedly negligently allowed a violent parolee 
to work in an RSA, where he killed three people and 
seriously injured Ms Couch) the Supreme Court dis-
tinguished between negligence resulting from policy 
matters (“high policy assessment”) and operational 
matters (“administrative blunders”). If the former, 
the duty may be more readily precluded. The court 
rejected that the negligent conduct here concerned a 
policy matter – it was fundamentally operational. The 
Crown essentially claimed that the negligence was a 
resourcing issue, which was itself a policy decision. 
Justice Mallon disagreed: “While greater resourcing 
might assist in responding to the challenges of the 
scale of work, recognising the pleaded duty of care 
in this case makes no judgement on that.”

• The Crown claimed that imposing a duty was incon-
sistent with the competing range of interests that 
must be balanced under the Biosecurity Act. The 
court rejected this argument finding that the duty 

property rights, Mallon J intended “to 
cover all those who may have a suf-
ficiently direct or closely associated 
interest in the vines or crop that the 
law will recognise”. Central to Mallon 
J’s findings on the orchardists’ prox-
imity was their relative vulnerability 
in so far as they had no control over 
the risk that harmed them and had 
to rely on MAF for protection. MAF, 
by contrast, “had responsibility for 
controlling that risk and had powers 
to control the entry of the risk goods 
into New Zealand (both pre-border 
and at the border)” – with the rele-
vant risks being both “known” and 
“obvious”.

Relational ecomomic loss
In respect of the post-harvest 
operator, however, Mallon J char-
acterised its loss as being due to 
“its business relationships with 
growers. That is relational economic 
loss.” Essentially, although Mallon J 
was also alive to the common law’s 
traditional preferential treatment 
of property over pure economic 
interests, the relationship between 
post-harvest operator and the 
Crown was “less close” than that 
between orchardist and Crown. In 
addition, her Honour appeared to be 

 Robert Engberg b
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to carry out non-negligent risk 
assessments marches “hand-in-
hand” with the Act’s purpose of 
effectively managing the risks 
associated with the importation 
of risk goods.

• The Crown argued that this was 
an omissions case, and in cases of 
omissions courts are less willing 
to impose a duty against a regu-
latory authority. Justice Mallon, 
again, disagreed, describing the 
decision to grant the permit and 
clear the import as “positive 
actions”.

• The Crown said that the com-
pensation regime provided for 
under the Biosecurity Act was 
inconsistent with the imposition 
of liability. Justice Mallon clarified 
that the question was “whether 
the statute excludes a private law 
remedy”. Her Honour found that 
it did not.

Justice Mallon adopted a similar 
stance on the various policy argu-
ments raised by the Crown. The 
Crown claimed that if a duty was 
found here, it may also apply in a 
number of other cases, which may 
give rise to an indeterminate and 
disproportionate liability. Justice 
Mallon gave these claims short 

shrift. Negligence liability, she said, 
has controlling mechanisms to limit 
liability, including proximity, the 
requirement to be negligent, proof 
of loss, and remoteness of damages. 
In respect of the claim that the cost 
was disproportionate to the negli-
gent conduct that occurred, Justice 
Mallon considered that this was not a 
problem specific to the issue at hand:

“However a moment’s inatten-
tion when driving a car can 
cause the loss of lives. A match 
dropped in the wrong place 
may cause an explosion with 
significant property damage 
and consequential financial 
losses resulting. Carelessness 
in reading a map when navi-
gating a boat loaded with oil 
and other cargo may cause 
significant environmental 
damage. In other words, con-
cerns about magnitude of the 
consequences relative to the 
activity undertaking are not 
unique to biosecurity.”

Crown immunity
Justice Mallon found that the Crown 
was not immune from liability in 
this case. The court had to consider 
the interpretation of the State Sector 
Act 1988 and the Crown Proceedings 
Act 1950 prior to their amendments 
and so the court’s findings on this 
may not have much implication 
in the future. Those amendments 
made clear that the immunity from 
liability for Crown servants did not 
make the Crown also immune from 
liability. We note that this was a case 
of vicarious liability. The court did 
not need to address whether the 
Crown was directly liable for MAF’s 
systemic or collective negligence.

Potential impact 
on regulators
To an extent, this decision makes 
plain what was already established 
by the Supreme Court in Couch (No 1): 
that the Crown will be held respon-
sible for its mistakes, and should, in 
principle, be treated no differently 
to anyone else. However, the facts 
of Couch, unlike Strathboss, were 
remote from day-to-day regulatory 

operational activities. As highlighted 
by the Crown’s case, there are 
potentially wide ramifications aris-
ing from the imposition of a duty of 
care in Strathboss. The Crown argued 
that liability should not be imposed 
because it may result in expanded 
liability in a number of other cases. 
Now, to paraphrase the Crown, the 
floodgates have been opened.

It is true that liability should 
only be found when negligence 
can be established. However, as we 
all know, the mere existence of a 
duty, along with possibilities about 
what a court might find, can lead to 
litigiousness on the part of bullish 
plaintiffs, a settlement mindset 
on the part of skittish defendants, 
and defensive practises. Further, 
as is inevitable, mistakes by regu-
lators will be made – whether by 
themselves or as part of a collective 
systemic failure. While councils 
being liable for leaky buildings is 
now an established part of the New 
Zealand legal psyche, it seems that 
leaky building cases are not so sui 
generis after all.

Absent a successful appeal (one 
has been lodged), it will be interest-
ing to observe how the Crown looks 
to responds to the risk of creeping 
regulator exposure. A retreat from 
the regulatory sphere would obvi-
ously be unattractive and hoping for 
total funding of all regulator require-
ments to minimise risk would be 
naïve optimism. Accordingly, while 
there has previously been a degree 
of mandarin hostility to the idea 
that the Crown should exclude its 
own liability, it seems possible that 
Mallon J’s judgment may create a 
softening of that former distaste. ▪

Tim Smith  tim.smith@bellgully.
com is a partner and Duncan 
McLachlan  duncan.mclachlan@
bellgully.com a solicitor with 
Bell Gully, Wellington. Tim was 
formerly a Crown Counsel in the 
Crown Law Office and was junior 
counsel for the Attorney-General 
in North Shore City Council v 
Attorney-General (The Grange), 
the leading Supreme Court case 
on analysing novel duties of care.
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Last month, Justice Minister 
Andrew Little announced an 
advisory group to look at changes 
to New Zealand’s criminal justice 
system, and a Criminal Justice 
Summit, to be held from 20 to 22 
August.

Many of us will have experience 
in different parts of the criminal 
justice system that inform our 
perspectives, and potentially 
little exposure to other parts of 
the system. The perspective of 
the police, prosecutor, defence 
counsel, registry staff, judges and 
a host of other people (eg, victims 
advisers, restorative justice pro-
viders, probation officers) are all 
different.

I want to put some system-wide 
data on the table, and demonstrate 
what those numbers mean in 
human terms to help inform the 
debate about the sort of criminal 
justice system New Zealanders 
want.

I’m sure it is no surprise to most 
that the prison population is about 
10,500, and is projected to keep 
climbing. We already have one of the 
highest rates per head of population 
in the OECD.

There are around 100,000 people 
in New Zealand who have served a 
prison sentence.

At any one time, there are around 
20,000 children in New Zealand 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Criminal justice 
stats and facts
BY ANDREW BRIDGMAN, SECRETARY FOR JUSTICE

who have a parent in prison. Research shows children 
with a parent in prison suffer from poorer health, poorer 
results at school, and a host of other negative social 
outcomes, and are then at higher risk of going to prison 
themselves.

New Zealand also has a high reoffending rate. About 
60% of people are reconvicted within two years of release 
from prison. Of that number, 42% are back in prison 
within the two years.

Of the people in prison:
• 37% have diagnosed mental health problems;
• 65% have difficulty with literacy and numeracy;
• 47% have an addiction problem;
• 77% have been victims of violence themselves, par-

ticularly women in prison; and
• 46% of people starting a prison sentence have suffered 

a traumatic brain injury.
At the risk of switching from percentages to fractions, 
for everyone in New Zealand who was born in 1978, one 
in four have a criminal conviction. One in three men 
born that year have a criminal conviction.

The picture is bleaker for Māori and Pacific men. 
Half of the Māori and Pacific men born in 1978 have a 
criminal conviction. For most New Zealanders, being 
arrested, convicted and sentenced is an extraordinary 
event – for some communities, however, it is sadly, a 
normal part of life.

And that connection with the criminal justice system 
doesn’t just stop there. Twenty-four percent of adults 
were victims of crime, according to research from 2014. 
But some people are affected more often than others: 
the same study also found 3% of adults experienced 
more than 50% of all crime.

I’d urge everyone to think about the kind of crimi-
nal justice system New Zealand needs, and I want to 
encourage you to take part in the events, make submis-
sions, share your perspectives and join the discussions 
happening in the coming months. ▪

There is a lot of public discussion about the criminal justice system, which is likely to continue as 
the government is encouraging that discussion with a view to a package of reforms.
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have a criminal 
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There were 17,000 civil court cases disposed of in 
the year to 30 June 2017 (14,588 in the District Court and 
2,370 in the High Court). In too many of those, one or 
both parties were legally unrepresented. Employment 
Relations Authority figures, as a guide, indicate self-rep-
resentation of applicants at time of filing ranges from 
19.7% to 26.1% over the years 2015-2018.

Civil parties may well have an entitlement to legal 
aid but few lawyers are providing such services. Figures 
supplied under the Official Information Act indicate that 
for the period 1 July 2017 to 13 June 2018 there may have 
been 464 listed civil lead providers nationally (including 
employment and ACC lawyers) but only 35 were doing 
five or more cases in that period. This ties in with some 
research in the Auckland and Otago areas published by 
the University of Otago Legal Issues Centre this year – 
under Research/Current Projects.

Reasons for the poor take-up by lawyers of civil legal 
aid work range from the amount of work required to 
establish financial or merits eligibility (especially if there 
are companies or trusts, which do not generally qualify 
at all) and demonstrating that the case is cost-effective, 
to the unrealistic number of hours that are approved, 
the effect of fixed fees in some cases, and the low hourly 
rates which are involved when there is private work 
available paying double or triple those rates. Also, the 
taking of a civil legal aid case involves commitment to 
a substantial portion of unpaid work dealing with legal 
aid administrators over issues such as caveat or land 
charge authorisation and repayment. The Ministry of 
Justice points out that only 1% of legal aid grants are 
civil, but is that because there is no demand or because 
there is no supply?

Legal aid in client interests
It is in the client’s interests to have legal aid owing to 
section 45 of the Legal Services Act providing a general 
costs protection if losing. This will also save him or her 
from an application for security for costs most of the 
time: O’Malley v Garden City Helicopters Ltd (1994) 8 
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The parlous state of 
civil access to justice 
in New Zealand
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PRNZ 182 as explained at [7] to [13] 
of Barron v Hutton (2013) 21 PRNZ 
528 for the current legislation. There 
is a duty to draw potential legal aid 
eligibility to your client’s attention 
under chapter 9.5 of the Client Care 
Rules but few must be stating in the 
affirmative the second part of this 
as to whether or not the lawyer is 
prepared to work on legally aided 
matters. For it is increasingly diffi-
cult to find suitable lawyers who are 
prepared to act on legal aid terms. 
Liberalising the use of McKenzie 
friends, as occurred in Craig v 
Slater [2017] NZHC 874 to allow the 
use of a qualified barrister, is not a 
sustainable solution.

In the area of ACC provision, there 
are very few lawyers operating at all, 
perhaps a dozen lawyers or firms 
who regularly represent clients 
in this area nationwide. This was 
pointed out as a serious shortcom-
ing in the 2015 report from Acclaim 
Otago and the University of Otago 
Legal Issues Centre – (which can be 
found on the website under “News 
and Events”).

Self-represented parties
When a client is self-represented, 
the judge is required to intervene to 
ensure a fair process. However, the 

A good case 
presented badly 
can lead to even 
a well-meaning 
and experienced 
judge not 
appreciating 
what is 
involved...  an 
unrepresented 
party... will 
come across as 
less organised 
and confident, 
which will have 
an effect on 
the quality of 
justice. 
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judge is not able to be there when the preparation work 
is done. The briefs or the affidavits may be lacking in 
detail or clarity. The evidence given in the witness box 
by the unrepresented party and his or her witnesses 
may not be structured properly. The witnesses may not 
have been prepared for how to answer cross-examina-
tion. An unrepresented party’s ability to cross-examine 
the other side’s witnesses will be compromised and it 
will take longer. All those involved in the process will 
become frustrated and during the course of that, there 
is room for error to creep in and for miscarriages of 
justice to arise. Limitations on the efficacy of judicial 
help of litigants in person were noted by Palmer J at 
[13] and [14] of Low Volume Vehicle Technical Association 
Inc v Brett [2017] NZHC 3281.

A good case presented badly can lead to even a 
well-meaning and experienced judge not appreciating 
what is involved. Also, an unrepresented party will have 
difficulty with pleadings, evidence and interlocutory 
steps. He or she will come across as less organised 
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rule of law, generally, and in the individual case. Litigants 
will nurse their grievances for a long period of time. This 
may affect their health or relationships in the future. 
The reputation of the court will also be affected if it is 
seen to preside over unjust outcomes.

Generally, the community will see justice as the 
preserve of the well-off. That will have an insidious 
effect on the ties which bind society and resolution of 
disputes, with people walking away from their disputes 
or settling too low out of despair or, instead, taking the 
law into their own hands.

So, the answer is to encourage civil legal aid by trim-
ming bureaucracy and improving conditions and rates 
so that cases which are the lifeblood of society may see 
the light of day and the courts will then continue to be 
an important safety valve for the pressures experienced 
by individuals who find themselves in disputes. ▪

Steven Zindel  steven@zindels.co.nz has run his 
Nelson firm Zindels since the end of 1994.

and confident, which will have an 
effect on the quality of justice. As 
was said, for example, by the Court 
of Appeal in Robertson v ASB Bank 
Ltd [2014] NZCA 597, at [11b]: “not 
infrequently, lay litigants do not 
realise the importance of evidence 
that has not been put before the 
Court. Further, it is self-evident the 
Judges do not know what relevant 
evidence may exist.”

These things matter because 
results which are not consistent 
with justice tend to undermine the 
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At the Whitireia Community Law Centre in 
Porirua, north of Wellington, they have a saying: never 
use the Q-word.

That’s Q for quiet, and the law centre is anything but 
silent. The offices are small, overcrowded and typical of 
an area of legal services delivery that is in need of much 
more funding than it gets.

It has a virtual café quality to it where people of all 
backgrounds arrive with different requests from the 
law menu. There’s a modest bookcase sitting behind the 
reception desk area stacked with traditional law books, 
and the interview rooms are constantly in use, which 
is evident by the condition of the tired chair coverings.

Taia Herman, from Waikanae on the Kapiti Coast, 
works as a butcher. He and his wife and children come 
from remote Kiribati in the Pacific Ocean. One of the 
greatest challenges the island nation faces is climate 
change.

While Mr Herman and his family are on safer ground 
these days, living in New Zealand has brought immi-
gration obstacles to overcome.

“Our visas were about to expire. We have finally been 
granted another year but there were issues that we had 
to work through. My wife works as a caregiver and her 
hours of work were not considered sufficient. The lawyers 
at the Community Law Centre saw corners that we did 
not see. If we had tried to sort this out ourselves we 
would not be living here,” he says.

Why community law?
Michael Fitzgerald is a lawyer at the Community Law 
Centre. He was admitted in September 2017.

“I was interning here while I was studying for close to 
18 months and began working full-time once I finished 
at law school.”

For Mr Fitzgerald the work is very personal.
“You have an opportunity to form some really nice 

connections with people who are really in need of 
help. Quite often we get people coming in here who, 
to a trained legal mind, their issues might not be that 
complex but there is real value and utility in the work 
that we can do to help them,” he says.

He represented Taia Herman and says being able to 
provide some relief to the stress that Mr Herman and 

A day in the life of a 
community law centre
BY NICK 

BUTCHER

his family was feeling is very rewarding.
“It’s difficult when New Zealand isn’t where you were 

born and raised and you don’t understand the system. 
It just adds another level of anxiety and stress,” he says.

Literacy is often a big hurdle for clients of the law 
centre.

“Literacy is a real issue. A number of people I’ve dealt 
have had bad legal outcomes because they have had 
little education. It’s those people that we can help so 
much by just talking through things,” says Mr Fitzgerald.

“Six months out of university and to be able to feel like 
I have achieved a positive outcome for a client through 
the action and work I did is a really rewarding feeling. 
It’s very important to me to know that I’m being useful 
and contributing something. I get an opportunity to 
have an effect on people’s lives by virtue of education.”

A great place to start
Community law centres, he says, are some of the best 
places for a law student or new graduate to get real 
experience, with real people.

“You get more contact with clients, more responsibility 
and more space to upskill and learn about what it’s 
like being a lawyer and serving your community. That’s 
what drew me here in the first place. You get to work 
on your feet. I get to represent clients at the Porirua 

District Court too.”
The sort of court work he does is 

mostly traffic offences, some family 
law work and sometimes low level 
assault charges. Much of the more 
severe crimes are taken over by legal 
aid lawyers.

So, chasing tall buildings with 
mirror windows and flash high-
tech law offices is clearly not for 
everyone?

“It’s never been a goal of mine. 
What drew me to the law was being 
a skilled advocate and being able 
to represent people’s interests and 
achieve good outcomes. For me, that 
doesn’t require being in a corporate 
firm. Coming out of law school, if I 
could have written a job description 

“generally we 
don’t know 
who could 
come through 
the door. 
It could be 
immigration, 
consumer, 
tenancy, 
employment 
and our level 
of involvement 
depends on the 
seriousness of 
the matter.”
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says there is no typical day as such 
at the Community Law Centre.

“Generally we don’t know who 
could come through the door. It 
could be immigration, consumer, 
tenancy, employment and our level 
of involvement depends on the 
seriousness of the matter,” she says.

Expect the unexpected
On the day of the interview for this 
story, the centre was served with 
a deportation notice for one of its 
clients, without warning, and Miss 
Sebastian says that unpredictability 
is normal.

“We hadn’t even poured a coffee 
before that happened, so that’s 
at least two hours’ work. It’s not 
uncommon for people to tell us 
they’ve tried every family lawyer 
who are already busy, and ask us 
for help with a protection order 
issue,” she says.

At the other end of the scale it 
could be a simple affidavit to be 
sworn or explaining what a tenancy 
agreement means and a person’s 
rights.

“We have a saying that when a 
day does appear quiet and we are 
focusing on the administrative 
work, no one is allowed to mention 
the Q-word because as soon as you 
say ‘it’s quiet’, suddenly the recep-
tion area will be full of people.”

Miss Sebastian is heading to 
Berlin in August where she will 
pursue her Masters in International 
Human Rights and Humanitarian 
Law. She’ll study at a university in 
Frankfurt (Oder), 80km away, and 
commute there by train.

“A lot of the programme is geared 
around refugee and immigration 
law and that’s my focus. Doing 
Niuholo’s case with regard to her 
mother changed my life. She was 
the type of person I always wanted 
to help and she really made me 
value that practising certificate and 
my position as a lawyer because I 
could use my skills to make a huge 
impact on someone’s life,” she says.

Her long-term goals are to be 
involved in legal work with the 
United Nations or the European 
Convention on Human Rights. ▪

for myself, it would be for this place,” he says.
But despite Mr Fitzgerald’s idealist good intentions, 

he is realistic and knows that he cannot do this sort of 
work forever.

He has a $92,000 student loan as he gained two 
degrees. Mr Fitzgerald earns less than $40,000 so it’s a far 
cry from what many lawyers would be prepared to earn.

“I don’t let it get to me. I don’t have a deep seated 
urgency about getting a high paying job, yet as a staff 
solicitor I earn a lot less than 40k. It’s not a glamorous 
position at all but the value comes in all of the other 
things I’ve mentioned,” he says.

Accessing community law is a means-tested service. 
The irony is that if Michael had legal problems, he would 
probably qualify for the free service.

Barrister sole the long-term goal
For Mr Fitzgerald, one of his long-term goals is to become 
a barrister sole.

“Coming into this job I thought that was something 
I’d not want to do, as I’m quite an anxious person but 
after standing up on my own two feet in the criminal 
court, that experience showed me that I could do it. A 
barrister, Brett Crowley, told us during the introduction 
to criminal legal practice about his experiences and how, 
after many years, he still gets nervous. It gave me a lot 
of confidence,” he says.

Niuholo Leupena is from Tuvalu. Her mother has 
permanent residency in New Zealand following a five-
year battle which the Whitireia Community Law Centre 
took on.

That fight was led by Jessica Sebastian, who is the 
Managing Solicitor at the law centre.

Ms Leupena says she became aware of the centre 
through her pastor at church.

“He brought me in. I would not have known otherwise. 

There were many times when I was 
losing hope but Jessica said things 
would be okay,” she says.

Miss Sebastian has been working 
at the law centre for about five 
years. These women are from com-
pletely different backgrounds but 
none of those differences matter, 
and the two get on with each other 
like old friends.

“Niuholo’s case was very diffi-
cult. We had to go down several 
legal avenues with Immigration 
New Zealand. Her mother started 
off as an unlawful resident. When 
we received the residency visa, 
we all cried, we were so happy,” 
she says.

Ms Leupena’s mother hadn’t 
been subjected to a deportation 
order but that was a possibility.

The battle for residency took 
hundreds of hours and the cost of a 
private lawyer to do that work was 
out of Niuholo Leupena’s reach.

“Every application we made 
included a submission piece and 
we dealt with several case man-
agers. One visa application took 
nine months for Immigration New 
Zealand to consider. We fought 
for everything with our fingers 
crossed,” she says.

Jessica Sebastian, who was 
admitted in 2013 after completing 
her studies at Victoria University, 
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ACCESS TO JUSTICE

It’s a new era for Community Law 
Centres o Aotearoa with a funding boost 
in the new Government’s first budget and a 
new head, the ex Labour MP Sue Moroney.

Ms Moroney is a self-proclaimed “street 
fighter” who was prominent in campaigns 
around pay equity and stopping early 
childhood education funding cuts, and 
won the extension of paid parental leave 
to six months when she was in Parliament.

A one-off payment of $2.2 million was 
given by Finance Minister Grant Robertson 
in May, the first increase from central gov-
ernment in 10 years.

The Budget top-up will help take the 
pressure off community law centres and 
Ms Moroney says, due to such a long fund-
ing freeze, the new money is effectively 
catch-up funding.

“Some parts of our organisation have 
had cuts over the past 10 years, so at a 
time of growing demand and hardship in 
the community, our services have been 
really struggling, and have been in survival 
mode. We have borrowed heavily off the 
goodwill and passion of our staff to keep 
things going. So that $2.18 million we see as 
being a down-payment on the debt that we 
owe to staff for hanging in through those 
really tough times.”

Community Law Centres employ about 
170 people nationally, of which 80 are 
lawyers, on top of the 1200 lawyers who 
provide pro bono services. The services are 
provided out of 24 community law centres 
but those centres reach out to more than 
another hundred locations, many in rural 
areas.

Ms Moroney says each of the 24 centres 
will make decisions about how they will 
use that funding in response to community 
needs. “But my heavy recommendation to 
those centres is that it is time for the staff 

New CLC head says 
funding still inadequate
BY CRAIG  

STEPHEN

to get a little bit of compensation.”
But she adds that there will be some 

investment needed to help those who 
cannot afford legal advice in the normal 
fashion. This is under discussion in a review 
of community law centres currently being 
undertaken with the Ministry of Justice 
that will go forward for Budget 2019.

“We also see the opportunity now to 
extend the work that Community Law 
does. We know that the unmet legal needs 
are substantial and Colmar Brunton’s 
recent survey for the Ministry of Justice 
shows that there’s about 130,000 New 
Zealanders who have legal needs in the 
bracket of income that we provide for, and 
haven’t been able to find their way through 
our doors.”

Under-represented
Among the groups not receiving as much 
help as they should are Māori, and Ms 
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Moroney says that is a priority for the organisation.
“We know that, in particular, we can do better in engaging with 

Māori and making our services more accessible and available to 
Māori. It’s an obligation we have under the Treaty of Waitangi 
and it’s a priority that the Government has set as well.

“We get a lot of Māori people coming in, but it is not as high 
as it should be in terms of the representation of Māori who are, 
sadly for this country, in those low-decile income groups. Māori 
feature far too highly in the deprivation indexes and the proportion 
of Māori who are seeing our volunteers doesn’t match that level 
of deprivation.

“What excites me is the type of preventative work that we do 
so that people know what their rights and responsibilities are so 
that we can, I guess, head off some of the unecessary tangles that 
people get themselves in.”

It is perhaps a little-known fact the bulk of the community 
law centres’ funding comes from the Lawyers and Conveyancers 
Special Fund which collects interest from banks on solicitors’ and 
licensed conveyancers’ nominated trust accounts. Each year the 
balance in the fund is paid to the Secretary of Justice to help fund 
community law centres.

In 2017 it amounted to $6.998 million, and the previous year it 
was $7.333 million. The Ministry of Justice tops up the funding to 
just under $11 million. A small, additional amount comes from a 
special fund from banks which changes every year.

Is that enough?
“We have a report from NZIER who have looked at our service 

and they have estimated that the value that we give back to New 
Zealanders is somewhere between three and five times the amount 
of funding that we receive from the government. So there’s a lot 
of value captured in what we do, because we do have the 1,200 
volunteers who are providing all the wonderful legal advice for 
people, and we are a very lean and mean organisation in the 
way we operate.”

Double the money
Ms Moroney says the amount of money they need in order to 
provide a really valuable service is double what they do receive, 
which is currently about $11 million annually. That would enable 
the centres to reach a lot more people who need legal assistance.

“There are people in low-paying jobs but are in the next couple 
of deciles up who are struggling and come knocking on our doors 
all the time. These are people on the minimum wage and have 
three children and they haven’t got the money for a legal matter 
which might be about the care of their children.

“In recent years with the centres being squeezed funding-wise 
they have had to make really difficult decisions about who was 
needy and who wasn’t.

“The Government has to think about how much they want to 
address inequality in society through people’s inability to access 
justice – that’s an issue to make decisions on. We’ve got the infra-
structure and the governance arrangements, as well as the depth 
and breadth around the country to do a job in delivering that.”

Sue Moroney was a journalist and union 
educator in Waikato before being elected 
to Parliament for Labour in 2005 on the 
list. She decided not to run again last year.

“I ran campaigns around issues like 
extending paid parental leave and won 
those from opposition in Parliament so I 
guess I bring that street fighter element 
with me to Community Law. It is an organ-
isation I worked closely with as an MP and 
I was really impressed with the quality of 
service and the kaupapa, the culture of the 
service as well,” she says.

“I see it as carrying on my lifelong project 
of carrying on social justice, that was the 
reason I went into Parliament and now 
the skills and experience I have gained 
in Parliament are quite valuable to a role 
like this.

“It’s a little bit like returning home, I 
have a background with the trade union 
movement and that’s about making sure 
people know about their rights as well so 
I feel that same level of commitment and 
passion and collectivism in the community 
law movement so it feels a little like coming 
home.” ▪
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Section 27 of the Sentencing Act 2002 
allows an offender to request the court to 
hear a person on personal, family, whānau, 
community and cultural background of the 
offender. This provision has been underuti-
lised, despite the Sentencing Act being in 
force for over 15 years. A report under this 
section may be oral, or a more detailed, 
formal written report.

Why use a section 27 report?
Māori are over-represented in the prison 
population. According to the Department 
of Corrections, in September 2017, Māori 
made up 50.5% of New Zealand’s prison 
population, but comprised just 14.9% 
percent of the New Zealand population. 
Where offenders (almost always Māori, but 
not restricted to any culture) are facing 
charges, or the court is deciding between 
various sentencing options – for example 
a custodial or non-custodial sentence – 
the court may order a cultural report to 
provide background and context for the 
defendant’s offending.

Application confusion
While they appear to have been underuti-
lised, there is also some confusion about 
the application of the reports.

In R v Mason [2012] NZHC 1361 the 
defendant applied to be dealt with in 
accordance with tikanga Māori. Justice 
Heath ruled against this application. He 
said that it was unlikely that a crimi-
nal trial process could accommodate 
tikanga Māori, but sentencing would be 
more amenable to the use of customary 
processes. He qualified this for cases of 
serious offending and also commented 

Cultural background report 
process underutilised
BY TRACEY  

CORMACK

that a focus on rehabilitation could potentially conflict with 
community interests.

In sentencing, R v Mason [2012] NZHC 1849, Justice Heath was 
presented with a cultural report. When discussing the report he 
recognised that sentencing can reflect cultural background. He 
noted, however (at [40]), that “...there are problems in taking the 
tikanga approach too far” and while “… such matters are relevant 
to the sentencing process … they cannot drive it.”

Looking at other jurisdictions, Canada also has a problem where 
indigenous people are over-represented in the prison population. 
The Canadian Criminal Code has been interpreted to address this 
problem.

Subsection 718.2(e) of the Criminal Code provides for restraint 
in the use of imprisonment for indigenous offenders and has 
facilitated the use of conditional sentencing, often involving 
restorative justice principles:

“718.2 A court that imposes a sentence shall also take into 
consideration the following principles:
….
(e) all available sanctions or options other than imprisonment 
that are reasonable in the circumstances should be considered 
for all offenders, with particular attention to the circumstances 
of Aboriginal offenders.”

Canadian courts have decided in cases such as R v Glaude [1999] 
1 SCR 688 that when sentencing an indigenous offender, judges 
should consider all available sentences other than prison time 
that are reasonable, and pay attention to the life circumstances 
of the indigenous offenders.

Recent New Zealand decision
In a recent decision in Timaru, R v Alexander [2018] NZHC 1584, 
Justice Nicholas Davidson was grateful to have access to a ‘cultural’ 
report prepared for the court pursuant to s 27. Davidson J found 
the report “very enlightening and helpful”, and also noted that a 
s 27 report is seldom obtained. He noted that this case was the 
first time he had come across one in over three years and that 
many judges had never come across it.

How does a report fit in?
There is some debate about whether the report is intended to count 
to discount a sentence, or otherwise to offer more understanding 
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of the offender and their cultural back-
ground. If it is the latter, the report offers 
an explanation or an understanding for the 
offending and then might suggest ways 
towards rehabilitation. In the Alexander 
case the offender had been placed in Child, 
Youth and Family (now Oranga Tamariki) 
care at 18 months of age. His caregivers had 
no knowledge of the offender’s whanau, 
whakapapa or culture. He was therefore 
without a cultural grounding point.

Justice Davidson said he took this from 
the report:

“Facilitating an offender’s knowledge 
of and connection with pro social Māori 
identity can be a powerful motivation for 
change, and a sense of direction, impor-
tance, belonging and worth.” [75]

The process
The judge may order a report. An 
adjournment may be ordered under 
s 26 to provide time for these and other 
relevant reports. In addition, a lawyer 
or the defendant may order a report. As 
mentioned previously the report may be 
an oral statement made in court on behalf 
of or by the defendant.

The court-ordered reports are funded by 
the Ministry of Justice.

A specialist report writer will write up 
a report. Shelley Turner, who is based in 
north Waikato, has established a business, 
Specialist Reports Ltd, and focuses her 
work on s 27 reports.

Ms Turner says her objective is “work-
ing together for better sentencing out-
comes”. She prepares a narrative from 
the offender, detailing their personal, 
family, whanau, community and cultural 
background. When appropriate she will 
cross-reference their narrative with their 
family members.

She uses several tools to help prepare 
her reports, including templates for the 
defendant’s whakapapa, timeline and 
Mauri Ora assessment – all of which help 
determine goals and aspirations for the 
offender going forward.

Sentencing remarks from a report she 
recently provided described her report as 
“fantastic” and the presiding judge made 
frequent reference to various aspects of 
the report. The Crown Prosecutor in that 

same hearing described the report as “a 
good and useful report”. Ms Turner has no 
doubt her report contributed to the positive 
outcome for the offender, whose sentence 
indication was 30 months’ imprisonment 
and who received a sentence of six months’ 
home detention.

Lack of knowledge
Christchurch lawyer Jamie-Lee Tuuta 
works out of the Christchurch Community 
Law Centre and wrote the report for the 
Alexander case. She says there is a lack 
of knowledge regarding the use of these 
reports in Christchurch, but is optimistic 
that there is plenty of opportunity for 
change, especially in the current political 
environment.

In preparing the report, Ms Tuuta 
interviewed the offender in prison over 
several hours. She wrote a detailed report 
and linked the information provided to 
each part of s 27 of the Act. She took an 
oral history from the offender, but in this 
instance did not speak to his family as he 
was essentially disconnected from his 
family.

Ms Tuuta reported that Mr Alexander 
had been with a Pākehā family his whole 
life, he did not know his grandparents 
and while he knows he is Māori, he does 
not know what that means. In other cases 
she said she would interview family 
members.

Jamie-Lee Tuuta thinks there is room 
for deeper research, particularly in rela-
tion to cases with similar circumstances 
to the Alexander case (where the defend-
ant has been in care from the age of 18 
months).

“Almost all (93%) of the children referred 
for a youth justice FGC in the period exam-
ined had previously been the subject of a 
report of concern to Oranga Tamariki about 
their care and protection. The proportion 
has been trending upwards. In 2016/17, it 
was 98% (139 out of 142 children) com-
pared with 88% (183 out of 208 children) in 
2009/10.” (Youth Justice Indicators Summary 
Report April 2018).

She also says rehabilitation for a defend-
ant comes late in the sentence and it would 
be better if rehabilitation was started 
earlier in the sentence. ▪

There is some 
debate about 
whether the 
report is 
intended to 
count to discount 
a sentence, 
or otherwise 
to offer more 
understanding 
of the offender 
and their cultural 
background. If it 
is the latter, the 
report offers an 
explanation or an 
understanding 
for the offending 
and then 
might suggest 
ways towards 
rehabilitation.
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ACCESS TO JUSTICE

Auckland Litigant in Person 
Pro Bono Service extended
BY DARRYN 

AITCHISON

Auckland Community Law 
Centre’s (ACLC) Litigant in Person 
Pro Bono Service recently extended 
its operations in the Employment 
Court at Auckland. Unrepresented 
people considering a challenge to 
an Employment Relations Authority 
determination can now receive free 
advice about their case and the 
Employment Court process.

As co-manager of the ACLC I am 
excited about the new service and 
its potential to promote access 
to justice. The right to represent 
yourself is a fundamental part of a 
healthy justice system. However, the 
reality for lay litigants, the numbers 
of which appear to be rising, is that 
the process is too difficult to manage 
effectively.

The service is designed to support 
decision-making at key junctures 
and to help navigate the complex 
procedural, legal and evidential 

Chief Judge Christina Inglis says Employment Court 
Judges are pleased to endorse the Community Law 
Centre’s initiative, funded by the New Zealand Law 
Foundation.

“The reality is that litigants in person often struggle 
to navigate the complexities of the court process. Early, 
and ongoing, advice, assistance and support can make 
a positive difference – not only for the litigant, but also 
for the opposing party and the court,” she says.

“The Auckland Community Law Centre has put a 
considerable amount of time and effort into devel-
oping the initiative, and early signs are encouraging. 
The generous involvement of the senior employment 
bar in Auckland is impressive, as is the broad base of 
stakeholders supporting the initiative, including the ERA, 
the New Zealand Law Society and the New Zealand Bar 
Association.”

The employment clinic runs from 2-3pm, Mondays, 
Employment Court Auckland. The bankruptcy clinic runs 
on list days, 9:30-12pm, High Court Auckland. Phone: 
09 302 5343. Email: lip@aclc.org.nz ▪

Darryn Aitchison   darryn@aclc.org.nz is 
Co-manager and Administration Practice Leader at 
the Auckland Community Law Centre.

issues involved in litigation. The 
service is working well in the bank-
ruptcy jurisdiction, where many lay 
litigants, and indeed their creditors, 
are seeing better outcomes than 
they otherwise would have.

The service runs a weekly triage 
clinic from the Employment Court 
and accepts phone or email inquiries. 
ACLC lawyers provide preliminary 
advice about merits, time limitations, 
and the benefits of representation. 
Eligible clients who decide to pro-
ceed with a challenge are referred to 
specialist employment lawyers for 
pro bono advice at various parts of 
the proceedings, such as preparation 
of pleadings, timetabling confer-
ences, and trial preparation.

During its pilot phase, which is 
limited to unjustified dismissal and 
disadvantage matters, the service 
will use pro bono lawyers from the 
ADLS Incorporated employment 
committee.
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ACCESS TO JUSTICE

Each year more than half a 
million inquiries are made at the 83 
branches of Citizens Advice Bureau.

While the trained volunteers are 
able to deal with most inquiries 
themselves, some people require 
more specialist help, and 58 of the 
CAB’s sites provide legal clinics – 
equating to about 3,000 pro bono 
hours contributed by lawyers 
annually.

“Many people who contact the 
CAB for help are navigating issues 
that are fundamentally about the 
application and implementation of 
the law. Many of these clients are 
vulnerable and struggle to obtain 
access to their rights,” says the CAB’s 
Chief Executive, Kerry Dalton.

The CAB is the first port of call 
for most people with a legal inquiry 
who can’t afford to take it to a 
lawyer.

“People come to us with inquiries 
across the whole range of issues 
that affect people in their daily 
lives,” says Sacha Green, the CAB’s 
National Advisor – Legal & Strategic.

“Our approach is to empower 
people with knowledge of their 
legal rights and responsibilities 
and to support them with options 
so they can take the next step. The 
CAB has an essential role to play in 
improving access to justice, and one 
that is complementary to the more 
specialised role that lawyers play.”

The CAB has a knowledge base 
containing 2,600 question and 
answer pages on 325 different topics, 
providing a powerful resource for its 
2,300 volunteers.

Citizens Advice – providing 
3,000 pro bono hours a year
BY CRAIG  

STEPHEN

Most common inquiries
The five most common areas of 
inquiry are citizenship/immigration, 
legal services, conditions of work, 
rental housing and relationship 
issues.

Ms Green says in many CABs 
there is a long-standing arrange-
ment for lawyers to provide a pro 
bono service: “it’s an opportunity to 
give back to the community where 
there is a need”.

Jock Nicolson, a consultant with 
MinterEllisonRuddWatts, first 
became involved at CAB from “the 
late 60s or early 70s” as a volunteer 
on the legal roster of CAB Wellington 
at the former church in Newtown, 
now the Newtown Community and 
Cultural Centre and still home to the 
suburb’s CAB.

In 2005 Mr Nicolson became the 
honorary solicitor for New Zealand 
CAB and he is also honorary solicitor 
for Age Concern. He remains on the 
roster of lawyers for Wellington CAB 
at its Kilbirnie centre.

“I have found being involved with 
both organisations keeps me in 
touch over very worthwhile causes 
with a large number of people 
whom I would not otherwise meet 
up with in daily legal practice,” he 
says.

Funding
The CAB is funded in two ways. 
Central government provides 
funding to the national body for the 
national infrastructure including the 
knowledge base, a helpdesk and the 
learning and development system.

Local bureaux are funded 

through councils, philanthropic 
trusts, Lottery funding, and some 
offices have contracts with the 
Ministry of Business, Innovation 
and Employment to provide a face-
to-face information service for new 
migrants.

That means they are subject to 
the whims of local government. 
This was exposed in June when the 
Wellington City Council denied CAB 
a renewal of its three-year grant – 
more than $200,000 a year – to run 
its five branches. The council also 
wanted to see a complete redesign 
of the organisation’s operation, 
which would include only mobile 
branches.

That led to a petition and several 
meetings between the two parties 
with a new course of action being 
agreed which ensured that the CAB 

▴ Kerry Dalton and Sacha Green
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would receive its current funding in 
the first year with funding for the 
following two years being deter-
mined by a review process.

Other CABs have not been so 
lucky, and in Gisborne the local CAB 
has lost its council funding.

“It does mean that the landscape 
is changing and we need to make 
sure that the value of our service is 
recognised in a way that ensures 
the viability of the organisation. 
There needs to be a cohesive under-
standing of the CAB service between 
central and local government,” says 
Sacha Green.

“Central government places a 
high value on the data we collect, 
and the information and insights 
we can provide from our client 
inquiries. These insights are gained 
through the work done to support 
people and strengthen communities 
at a local level, so resourcing and 
funding at a local level is essential, 
as is adequate funding from cen-
tral government for the national 
systems that support all CABs.”

The CAB also makes submissions 
on legislation and policy issues to 
better serve vulnerable people. One 
recent submission was made on the 
letting fees for tenants. Housing 
Minister Phil Twyford introduced the 
Residential Tenancies (Prohibiting 
Letting Fees) Amendment Bill to 
Parliament in March.

“We support banning letting 
fees as they represent a cost that 
ultimately benefits the landlord and 
is being unreasonably passed on to 
tenants. From our client inquiries 
we can see that letting fees are being 
charged in unfair and unjust situa-
tions, including where the charge 
bears no correlation to any actual 
expense,” says Ms Green.

“Being a universal service 
we really do see anything and 
everything and that means we can 
draw on those observations to give 
insights into the development of the 
law. Our client inquiries tell a pow-
erful story of what’s not working 
and what needs to change.” ▪

The final issue we will consider 
in our study of diversity is this big 
picture question: does culture 
matter in our decision-making 
regarding conflict?

It seems reasonable to assume 
that the cognitive processes that 
inform our decision-making are uni-
versal and we would all approach 
conflict in the same way. We are all 
humans with the same basic needs 
(Abraham Maslow).

However, the society we live in 
may affect our decision-making. 
Traditionally, we view societies as 
being either individualistic or col-
lectivist. A simple way to assess this 
is to ask whether the individual’s 
life belongs to him, or to the group, 
the community, society or the state.

Individualism is based on the 
premise that the individual’s life 
belongs to her and that she has an 
inalienable right to live it as she 
sees fit, to act on her own judge-
ment to keep and use the product 
of her efforts and to pursue the 
values of her choosing. Common 
traits include self-reliance and 
competitiveness. Individualists see 
themselves as independent and hold 
loose connections to groups. Where 
their goals conflict with the group 
they will prioritise self-interest.

On the other hand, collectivism 

MEDIATION

Embracing 
Diversity
Part 6 – Culture and 
decision-making – 
Individualism versus 
Collectivism
BY PAUL 

SILLS

is based on the idea that the indi-
vidual’s life belongs not to her but 
to the group or society of which 
she is merely a part, that she has 
no rights, and that she must sacrifice 
her values and goals for the group’s 
greater good. Interdependence, 
group harmony and solidarity 
are important. Collaboration and 
cooperation are common traits. A 
collectivist will typically conform to 
the wishes of the group when there 
is a conflict between individual 
interests and group norms.

Overlapping
We all manifest characteristics of 
both systems. Socialisation and 
demographic factors determine 
whether we exhibit one more than 
the other. We tend to become more 
collectivist as we age. The rich are 
more individualist than the poor, 
and woman typically more collec-
tivist than men. Context plays a role: 
collectivists are harmonious and 
collaborative with their in-groups 
but may adopt a competitive atti-
tude with out-groups. Individualists 
may compete in business but be 
respectful outside that environment.

Like people, countries and regions 
contain aspects of both but most 
have a dominant culture. New 
Zealand is predominantly an indi-
vidualist society as is the United 

M E D I AT I O N
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States, Canada and Australia. 
However, generalisations can be 
dangerous and New Zealand’s immi-
gration demographics are changing 
quite quickly.

A society’s approach to conflict 
extends to its approach to media-
tion. Individualists view conflict as 
a natural part of human interaction. 
However, for a collectivist society, 
conflict involving relationships is 
negative and to be avoided. With an 
increased representation of people 
from collectivist societies (predom-
inantly Asia), New Zealand needs 
to reconsider what its social norms 
are and how best to integrate both 
viewpoints into dispute resolution 
processes – especially mediation.

Where mediation 
comes in
Going to mediation is more palat-
able for an individualist because 
acknowledging conflict and engag-
ing in dispute resolution does not 
cause shame. It may be stressful and 
raise other negative emotions, but 
shame is probably not one of them. 
A collectivist may refuse to mediate 
(even if ordered to do so) because of 
the shame involved at having failed 
to maintain harmonious relation-
ships. Resistance will be high where 
the parties are members of the same 
in-group or where maintenance of 
the relationship is vital. Mediating 
with an out-group may not be as 
stressful.

The cultural norms of the parties 
may influence the selection of the 
mediator. An individualist will want 
a professional mediator skilled in 
process. A collectivist may want an 
insider who either knows the par-
ties or the context of the dispute. A 
collectivist may prefer an evaluative 
mediator who – if an insider – may 
suggest resolutions that will restore 
harmony to the parties.

Decisions around who should 
participate in the mediation process 
can also vary. For individualist soci-
eties the parties are those directly 
involved in the dispute. Collectivists 

may want a wider group of people from, or respected 
representatives of, a particular in-group to also partic-
ipate in the mediation.

The degree of formality and the structure of the dispute 
resolution processes can change between societies. A 
typical one-day mediation in New Zealand would begin 
with the mediator and the parties in the same room, sat 
around the same table in a joint session. Direct commu-
nication between the parties is encouraged. This might 
not work for collectivists who may find the directness 
of a joint session uncomfortable or even humiliating. 
Private meetings and shuttle diplomacy might be a 
better strategy.

Negotiation styles will vary. An individualist may 
be completely comfortable with a standard one-day 
mediation process that follows the familiar path of 
opening statements, identification of issues, the gen-
eration of options and then negotiation over settlement 
possibilities. A collectivist may be more indirect and 
relationship focused. For them the mediation may need 
to start by focusing on the relationship and building 
trust before examining interests and options. When the 
parties represent both styles there is a risk that they will 
misunderstand each other. The directness of an individ-
ualist may be confronting while a collectivist’s desire to 
establish trust first may be seen as delaying. Individuals 
make autonomous decisions while collectivist societies 
adopt a more consensus-based model.

Conclusion
Individualists and collectivists have different views 
about their relationships with others. Their approach 
to conflict resolution is therefore different and not 
just a product of universal cognitive processes. There 
is a real risk that if the dispute resolution process is 

predominantly individualistic or 
collectivist, parties with the oppos-
ing approach will feel alienated, 
misunderstood and aggrieved.

We need to increase our aware-
ness of the cultural assumptions 
we make when we are from a 
particular society, especially when 
we are increasingly engaging with 
people who have a different outlook. 
Dispute resolution models need to 
be adjusted so they do not them-
selves become barriers to resolution.

There is no ‘one size fits all’ solu-
tion to life and the world’s problems. 
The approach of the members of a 
particular society to conflict will 
always vary depending on the value 
they place on issues of interest and 
dominant cultural characteristics. 
Close examination of these factors 
in a given society will indicate how 
its members are likely to respond to 
conflict in general. Given the grow-
ing interconnectedness of societies 
today, such knowledge might help to 
develop more effective strategies for 
conflict prevention and resolution. ▪

Paul Sills  paul.sills@paulsills.
co.nz is an Auckland barrister 
and mediator. He specialises in 
commercial and civil litigation 
and is a Mediation Panel member 
of AMINZ. 
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Complaints Resolution Summaries

LAWYERS COMPLAINTS SERVICE

Clear conflict 
of interest
Names used in this article are fictitious

A lawyer who acted for two people amid 
a separation has been fined $3,000 by a 
lawyers standards committee due to the 
“clear breach of conflict” that ensued.

The lawyer, Crewler, had acted for Mr 
Landless and Ms Squeers on a number 
of matters while they were married. That 
included the establishment of a family 
trust. Crewler was a professional trustee 
of the trust.

At a meeting in 2013, Mr Landless and 
Ms Squeers advised Crewler they wished 
to separate their affairs. They told him they 
were separating amicably and did not wish 
to use separate lawyers to undertake var-
ious matters relating to the family trust, 
including dividing its assets between them.

Crewler told the standards committee he 
considered Mr Landless and Ms Squeers 
would each be entitled to a share of the 
family trust assets. He suggested various 
property transactions and other mecha-
nisms to divide the shares and settle them 
in separate trusts.

Crewler said he advised Mr Landless and 
Ms Squeers of the inherent conflict that 
may arise, but that both were adamant 
they did not wish to seek independent 
advice, although they may do so later about 
greater relationship property matters.

Crewler said he reluctantly continued to 
act for the family trust on the sale of the 
family trust’s main asset – a family home.

The committee said it considered it may 
have been acceptable for Crewler to act in 

the sale of the family home, given it was 
owned by the family trust of which he was 
a professional trustee.

However, he ought to have immediately 
refused to act on Mr Landless’ and Ms 
Squeers’ request to assist in the redistri-
bution of the family trust’s assets following 
the sale, the creation of new trusts, the 
drafting of new wills and the preparation 
of enduring powers of attorney.

The standards committee concluded 
that in such circumstances Crewler was 
very clearly acting not only for the family 
trust but also for both Mr Landless and 
Ms Squeers in their personal capacities, 
notwithstanding the fact that each had 
competing interests.

The divergence between Mr Landless’ 
and Ms Squeers’ interests was “so obvi-
ous” that Rule 6.1 of the Lawyers and 
Conveyancers Act (Lawyers: Conduct and 
Client Care) Rules 2008 was immediately 
triggered, the committee said.

Rule 6.1 says that a lawyer must not 
act for more than one client on a matter 
where there is more than a negligible 
risk that the lawyer may be unable to 
discharge obligations owed to one or 
more clients.

“The only way for [Crewler] to ensure 
that the interests of both Mr [Landless] 
and Ms [Squeers] were properly protected 
would have been for him to terminate the 
retainers of each of them … and request 
that each seek independent legal advice,” 
the committee said.

In fining Crewler $3,000, the committee 
noted his previous good record and that his 
breach of rule 6 and 6.1 was “relatively seri-
ous”. The committee also ordered Crewler 
to pay $1,000 costs.

Lawyer claimed 
lien over passport
Names used in this article are fictitious

A lawyer who claimed a lien over a New 
Zealand passport has been fined $2,000 by 
a lawyers standards committee.

When finding unsatisfactory conduct 
on the part of the lawyer, the committee 
quoted Justice Laurenson in Vallant Hooker 
& Partners v Proceedings Commissioner [2001] 
2 NZLR 357.

“… we have a real doubt,” Justice 
Laurenson said (at [28]), “whether it 
was ever possible to claim a solicitor’s 
lien over any passport in the first place. 
Clearly s 33 of the Passports Act [1992] 
prevents such a lien in the case of New 
Zealand passports.”

The client, Mr Bamber, engaged the 
lawyer, Rouncewell, to undertake immi-
gration work for his wife.

Mr Bamber paid Rouncewell $3,000. He 
was told some time later that the total bill 
was $9,318 and the balance owing was 
$6,318.

The committee noted that Mr Bamber 
had been invoiced throughout the 
immigration work done for his wife and 
raised no queries about the invoices at 
the time.

He received a final bill on completion 
of the grant of residency to his wife and 
arranged with Rouncewell’s firm to pay 
monthly instalments. He never fulfilled 
that arrangement, despite reminders from 
Rouncewell’s firm.

Rouncewell told the committee that 
she had been asking for payment for 
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more than two years. She submitted 
that the law permitted lawyers to hold a 
passport if there was “lawful authority” or 
“reasonable excuse”. She submitted that 
non-payment of a fee for more than two 
years was reasonable excuse, quoting the 
Australian Court of Appeal decision Xu v 
Council of the Law Society of New South Wales 
[2009] NSWCA 430.

The committee noted that the authority 
Rouncewell quoted was an Australian case 
and was not binding.

It also noted that s 33 of the Passports 
Act prohibits the right in a travel document 
conferred by the New Zealand Government 
being defeated by any security, pledge, 
deposit or encumbrance by the holder or 
by any other person.

While Rouncewell may genuinely have 
believed she had “reasonable excuse” to 
hold Mr Bamber’s passport, the committee 
did not accept her submission that this was 
purely a contractual matter and could not 
therefore be an offence under the Passports 
Act.

“ I n  t h e  c o m m i t t e e ’ s  v i e w, 
[Rouncewell]’s conduct in purporting to 
exercise a creditor’s remedy in claiming 
a lien over Mr [Bamber]’s passport was 
conduct unbecoming of a lawyer and 
unprofessional.”

As well as fining Rouncewell $2,000, 
the committee ordered her to pay $1,500 
costs and to release the passport to Mr 
Bamber immediately. The committee’s 
finding was upheld by the LCRO on 
review.

Lawyer was 
acting as trustee
Names used in this article are fictitious

The Legal Complaints Review Officer 
(LCRO) has upheld a lawyers standards 
committee decision to take no further 
action against a lawyer accused of wrongly 
holding himself out as a trustee (LCRO 
160/2017).

Both the complainant, Mr Grayper, and 
the lawyer, Lenville, owned properties that, 
along with several other properties, had 
the use of a private accessway.

The land comprising the accessway was 
held by three trustees. At the relevant time, 
Lenville was acting as one of those trustees.

After a landslip on the accessway resulted 
in erosion, one of the landowners requested 
a geotechnical engineer “to assess the 
potential and remediation work required”.

Some years later, another of the land-
owners, Ms Chadband, proposed carrying 
out work on her property. Mr Grayper said 
he was concerned about the risk of a fur-
ther landslip and warned Ms Chadband’s 
contractor that “the lower part of the 
accessway was in a slip zone”.

Further subsidence resulted in the 
accessway being closed for safety reasons. 
Mr Grayper said that this deprived the ben-
eficiaries of “access for an entire season”.

Mr Grayper lodged a complaint with the 
Lawyers Complaints Service about the way 
Lenville conducted himself in authorising 
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the contractor to use the accessway to gain 
access to and to carry out work on Ms 
Chadband’s property. Mr Grayper alleged 
that Lenville made misrepresentations and 
had a conflict of interest which, in his view, 
constituted misconduct.

Mr Grayper claimed that Lenville 
wrongly held himself out as a trustee 
when evidence showed he had not been 
validly appointed. He also said that Lenville 
benefitted from the authorisation given as 
he then employed the contractor to carry 
out work on his own property.

The LCRO noted that in its decision, the 
standards committee stated that because 
Mr Grayper’s complaint concerned Lenville’s 
role on the behalf of a trust, the issue for 
consideration was whether the committee 
had jurisdiction to consider the complaint.

The committee determined that while 
it “can review the conduct of lawyers” it 
“cannot review the actions of a trustee” 
which is “a matter for the High Court even 
where the trustee is a lawyer”. The proper 
course for Mr Grayper “is an application to 
the courts”, the committee said.

The LCRO concluded that Lenville’s 
interactions with Mr Grayper, the con-
tractor and Ms Chadband, including his 
authorisation to the contractor, were in 
his capacity as an “endorsed” or “acting” 
trustee, and not as a lawyer.

Lenville’s explanation of the background 
to his “election” as a trustee and the author-
isation he provided in that capacity “also 
lend support for the view that he had not set 
out to mislead” as to his role, the LCRO said.

“I appreciate that Mr [Grayper] wishes 
to resolve the appointment of trustees 
issue in the interests of continued use of 
the accessway by the [estate’s] property 
owners, and the protection of both the 
accessway and adjacent properties to the 
fullest extent possible from damage caused 
by natural events.

“However, he does have the alternative 
courses open to him of calling a meeting of 
property owners to discuss this issue and 
agree a course of action. Also, as considered 
appropriate, applying either alone or with 
other property owners who are beneficiar-
ies, to the High Court,” the LCRO said. 
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Victim statement 
given to 
defendant’s 
partner
Names used in this article are fictitious

A lawyer who provided a victim’s statement 
to a defendant’s partner has been censured 
by a lawyers standards committee.

The lawyer, Gulpidge, acted for a person 
defending charges of aggravated assault. 
After a bail application was denied, 
Gulpidge appealed the decision to the 
High Court.

One of the defendant’s victims made 
a comment about his release on bail to 
a victim adviser. Her statement noted 
her concern of the risk and safety for 
herself and her children if the offender 
was granted bail. The District Court sent 
Gulpidge a copy of her statement.

The victim, Ms Kedgick, complained that 
her statement was then forwarded to her 
partner by the defendant’s partner, and 
that she had been left embarrassed, hurt, 
angry and disgusted that her privacy could 
be breached so badly.

Ms Kedgick said she did not know how 
the defendant’s partner obtained a copy 
of the statement, as it clearly stated on 
the document that: “This report remains 
the property of the District Court. If 
released to counsel, it is to be returned 
to the victim adviser at the completion 
of the case. A copy must not be given to 
the defendant.”

In his response to the complaint, 
Gulpidge said that Ms Kedgick’s statement 
raised significant issues in opposition to 
the defendant’s appeal against refusal 
to grant bail, and that the issues would 
require explanation in order to assist the 
appellate court. The defendant’s partner 
was the most suitable person to address 
the concerns.

Under s 23 of the Victims Rights Act 2002, 
an offender is not to be given a copy of a 
victim impact statement to keep. However, 
Gulpidge said he understood that section 

Fined for 
communicating 
with witness

Two in-house lawyers have each been 
fined $2,000 for communicating with a 
witness between cross-examination and 
re-examination.

The lawyers standards committee con-
sidering a complaint against the lawyers 
found that this constituted unsatisfactory 
conduct.

Rule 13.10.7 of the Lawyers and 

did not apply when Ms Kedgick was 
supplying views about bail under s 30 of 
the Act.

Gulpidge said that he had spoken to 
the defendant’s partner and she informed 
him that she did not provide a copy of the 
statement to the defendant. Gulpidge also 
said he did not provide the defendant with 
a copy of Ms Kedgick’s statement.

In response to Gulpidge’s statement, Ms 
Kedgick submitted that Gulpidge did not 
have the right to “submit” a copy of her 
statement to the defendant’s partner.

She added that: “Not only did she receive 
that from you, she used it in a way that was 
not relevant to the case as you may have 
intended but instead as a way to cause 
yet more grief to our family. I think that 
was incredibly poor judgement. A better 
idea would have been to possibly relay my 
views to [the defendant’s partner], not give 
her a copy.”

The committee found that Gulpidge 
should not have provided a copy of Ms 
Kedgick’s statement to anyone, let alone 
the defendant’s partner.

Gulpidge “should have asked for his cli-
ent’s instructions after orally summarising 
the main concerns from the complainant’s 
report,” the committee said.

“The committee acknowledged that 
this was a very difficult area, where a 
lawyer was charged with looking after a 
client’s interests and thereby disclosing all 
information relevant to the case, but at 
the same time having to take into account 
the victim’s rights.”

Rather than just show it to a third party, 
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Gulpidge had “kept” the document and 
then transmitted it to a third party. That 
was, “to all intents and purposes, in direct 
breach of the Act, but for the fact that 
this was a document prepared for a bail 
hearing and was thus caught by s 30 of 
the Act.

“The committee held that it should have 
been obvious to [Gulpidge] that to provide 
such a statement to the defendant’s partner 
could potentially pose a very great risk to 
the complainant.”

In the circumstances, the duty Gulpidge 
owed to the Court not to provide the state-
ment to the defendant or other associated 
persons “is more acute,” the committee 
said.

As well as the censure, the committee 
ordered Gulpidge to pay $950 costs.
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Conveyancers Act (Lawyers: Conduct 
and Client Care) Rules 2008 states that 
“a lawyer must not communicate with a 
witness during the course of cross-exam-
ination or re-examination of that witness 
or between the cross-examination and 
the re-examination, except where good 
reason exists and with the consent of 
either the judge or the lawyers for all 
other parties (or, where a party is unrep-
resented, the consent of that party). This 
applies during adjournments of the 
hearing.”

Both lawyers admitted that they had 
communicated with the witness.

One lawyer said she thought the rule 
relating to the communication with one’s 
witness applied only to the time that the 
witness was being cross-examined. She 
said she was unaware of the scope of 
the rule and that it meant she could not 
confer with the witness before or during 
re-examination.

She told the committee it was an “open 
and honest mistake which I sincerely 
regret”.

The other lawyer said she was unaware 
that the client conduct rules prohibited 
discussion between witnesses and coun-
sel after cross-examination and before 
re-examination.

She told the committee: “I am certain 
I will not make the same mistake again”.

The committee noted that in this case, 
the complainants’ counsel raised the 
matter in chambers and it was agreed 
that the witness would not be re-exam-
ined. Instead, the judicial officer asked the 
witness a series of questions.

The committee noted that “this approach 
may not in all cases fix any damage a 
breach of the rule against conferring with 
a witness may have caused”.

The most important part of the 
rule, the committee said, relates to 
a lawyer talking to a witness during 
cross-examination.

“The committee accepts that some 
lawyers (especially those not regularly 
appearing in court, as appears to be the 
case here) may not [be] fully aware that the 
prohibition extends even after cross-exam-
ination has concluded. The committee gives 

Censured for 
undermining court

Auckland lawyer Bruce McNiece has 
been censured and fined by a lawyers 
standards committee after arranging for 
loans of funds days before a High Court 
judgment ruling that the money should 
be paid out.

Mr McNiece was the sole executor and 
trustee of the estate of Mr A. He also con-
sidered he was a trustee of a trust that had 
been set up by Mr A some years before 
his death.

However, following a hearing on 23 
and 24 May 2016, a High Court judgment 
was issued on 18 July 2016. The High 
Court held that the trust failed because 
of uncertainty. The consequence was that 
the funds reverted to the estate, and that 
Mr A’s wife was entitled to them as the sole 
beneficiary. The estate funds were therefore 
to be paid out to Mrs A.

However, just days before the judgment 
was issued, Mr McNiece entered into three 
loan agreements dated 7 June 2016 and 14 
July 2016 (two) respectively. The loan expiry 
dates were 7 June 2017 and 7 September 
2017.

“It was the timing of those loans in 
the very particular circumstances of the 
case that was problematic,” the standards 
committee said.

“Mr McNiece was well aware that if the 
outcome was in Mrs [A]’s favour, the funds 
should be paid to her.

“Yet, while awaiting the outcome 
he loaned the funds, making them 
unavailable.”

Mr McNiece argued that he had done 

nothing wrong. In terms of timing, he 
asserted that he had no indication as to 
when the reserved decision of the court 
might be available. He argued that, in the 
meantime, his duties to the trust (includ-
ing ‘to maximise the return in its invest-
ments’) prevailed. He submitted that he 
acted appropriately, as a prudent trustee, 
in reinvesting the funds when previous 
investments matured.

However, the standards commit-
tee disagreed with Mr McNiece in 
all respects. It said, “There was not a 
completely unknown, open-ended time 
before the judgments would issue. The 
High Court has guidelines for such time 
frames.”

“More importantly, the committee 
considered Mr McNiece was completely 
wrong regarding his duties as trustee and 
the priority of such.”

He owed duties to the court and whether 
he was even a trustee was a live issue 
before the court.

“The risk for Mr McNiece was that he 
would be found to not have the right to 
deal with the funds as proposed – and that, 
in fact, came to pass.”

Mr McNiece had “hindered or under-
mined” the processes of the court by his 
actions.

“The intended effect of the judgment 
was that Mr McNiece pay the funds 
to Mrs [A]. Yet Mr McNiece made that 
impossible for some time. The funds were 
potentially tied up for a further year,” 
the committee said when finding there 
had been unsatisfactory conduct by Mr 
McNiece.

The committee considered that the con-
duct was at the “higher end” of the scale 
of unsatisfactory conduct and set a fine of 
$10,000 and $1,000 costs.

Mr McNiece sought a review by the Legal 
Complaints Review Officer (LCRO).

In LCRO 113/2017, the LCRO confirmed 
the finding of unsatisfactory conduct, the 
censure and the $1,000 costs.

However, the LCRO said he did not 
consider Mr McNiece’s conduct was at the 
higher end of unsatisfactory conduct and 
reduced the fine to $7,000. He also ordered 
Mr McNiece to pay $1,200 costs.

both [lawyers] the benefit of the doubt in 
this regard.”

The committee determined that a fine 
was appropriate “to signify the importance 
of the rule in maintaining the integrity of 
the adversarial process”.

As well as the fine, each lawyer was 
ordered to pay $1,500 costs.
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This is the first of two articles looking 
at the ethnic makeup of New Zealand’s 
legal profession and the issues which 
are raised. This month LawTalk looks 
at the statistics relating to some of the 
different elements of legal practice.

New Zealand’s legal profession 
is out of kilter with the wider New 
Zealand population in terms of 
ethnicity, but there are indications 
that things are changing. The 
ethnic makeup of recently admit-
ted lawyers and those who will 
become lawyers in the next few 
years is much closer to that of New 
Zealand’s working age population.

At 30 June 2018, however, over 
85% of lawyers located in New 
Zealand were of European ethnicity, 
compared to 74% of New Zealanders 
of working age. Representation of 
the other main ethnic groups in the 
legal profession is well below the 
national situation.

The New Zealand Law Society has 
required practising lawyers to pro-
vide information on their ethnicity 
since 2017, with lawyers given the 
option of refusing to disclose. This 
has resulted in comprehensive infor-
mation, and over 95% of practising 
lawyers have contributed details 
of their ethnicity. Analysis of the 
resulting information shows some 
noticeable differences between 
lawyers of different ethnicities, 
plus some warning signals when it 
comes to matters such as law firm 
leadership and lawyer location.

The information provided in this 
analysis is not intended to develop 
stereotypes. Instead, it has the 
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objective of providing a picture of the 
similarities and differences between 
the lawyers of different ethnicities 
who make up the New Zealand legal 
profession. As Statistics New Zealand 
states, ethnicity is self-perceived and 
people can identify with more than 
one ethnicity. In the legal profession, 
for example, 501 lawyers identify 
as both Māori and New Zealand 
European. The ethnic shares in the 
information presented add up to 
over 100%.

For the purposes of this summary, 
information on the five Statistics 
New Zealand ethnicity categories 
will be shown, along with the four 
single most-common ethnicities. 

People of Māori ethnicity are, of 
course, included in the five Statistics 
New Zealand categories. The 
“European” category only includes 
all other options where indicated.

The overall picture
Lawyers are asked to select from 18 
different ethnicity options, including 
the option not to state ethnicity. There 
is wide variance between ethnicities 
in the proportion of lawyers who are 
female, with women dominating 
in most ethnicities except the one 
with most, NZ European. To ensure 
privacy, separate information has not 
been provided for ethnicities with 
fewer than 30 individuals.

Ethnicity of New Zealand lawyers, 30 June 2018

Ethnicity Female Male Total % NZ Total % Female

African 14 27 41 0.3% 34.1%

Chinese 247 182 429 3.2% 57.6%

Cook Island Māori 23 12 35 0.3% 65.7%

Fijian 39 34 73 0.5% 53.4%

Indian 175 128 303 2.3% 57.8%

Māori 489 331 820 6.1% 59.6%

Middle Eastern 29 18 47 0.4% 61.7%

NZ European 5178 5223 10401 77.9% 49.8%

Not Stated 269 353 622 4.7% 43.2%

Other Asian 137 95 232 1.7% 59.1%

Other 93 85 178 1.3% 52.2%

Other European 409 369 778 5.8% 52.6%

Other Pacific Peoples 21 25 46 0.3% 45.7%

Samoan 117 65 182 1.4% 64.3%

SE Asian 75 56 131 1.0% 57.3%

Tongan 20 21 41 0.3% 48.8%

Blank 25 22 47 0.4% 53.2%

All New Zealand 6739 6613 13352 50.5%
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Lawyers are almost invariably aged at least 22 by the time they start 
practice, but the most accessible national ethnicity data is that for the 
usually resident New Zealand population aged 15 and over. This is based 
on the 2013 census and therefore does not necessarily reflect the current 
situation. However, it provides a clear illustration of the ethnic differences 
between lawyers and the whole New Zealand workforce.

Lawyers compared to working age population

Ethnicity Lawyers
% Lawyers 
selecting

New 
Zealand

% New 
Zealand

European or Other 11344 85.0% 2,860,500 74.0%

Asian 1095 8.2% 529,500 13.7%

Māori 820 6.1% 495,100 12.8%

Pacific 377 2.8% 248,800 6.4%

Middle Eastern/Latin 
American/African

101 0.8% 49,300 1.3%

*The New Zealand information is taken from the Household Labour Force survey, 
March 2018 quarter.

Time in practice
Information on lawyer ethnicity in past years is 
elusive, but it would be a fair assumption that the 
proportion of lawyers of European ethnicity would 
have been close to 100% fifty years ago (see “Some 
trailblazers” on page 74). This appears to be reflected 
in the average time spent in practice by lawyers, with 
a number of years difference between European eth-
nicities and others.

Average time since admission

Ethnicity Time

European 18 years 7 months

Pacific 13 years 9 months

Māori 13 years 0 months

Asian 11 years 5 months

Middle Eastern/Latin 
American/African

6 years 10 months

All lawyers 17 years 8 months

NZ European 19 years 0 months

Samoan 13 years 5 months

Indian 13 years 0 months

Chinese 12 years 5 months

Time since admission
Change is coming, with much higher proportions of all 
ethnicities except European having been in practice for 
five years or less: one-third of Asian lawyers, nearly a 
third of Māori lawyers and a quarter of Pacific lawyers. 
At the other end, a much higher proportion of European 

practitioners – 9.0% – have been in practice for 40 years 
or more. Indeed, 92% of those in the 40-plus range are 
of NZ European ethnicity, compared with 67% of those 
in practice for a year and 71% of those in practice for 
5 years or less.

Time since admission: Proportion 
of each ethnicity

Ethnicity
1 

year
2 

years
5 

years
40 

years

Asian 8.4% 16.0% 33.9% 1.4%

European 4.1% 8.9% 19.1% 9.0%

Māori 5.0% 12.7% 29.0% 2.0%

Middle Eastern/
Latin American/
African

10.6% 19.1% 56.4% 0.0%

Pacific 4.6% 12.2% 25.5% 1.2%

All lawyers 4.7% 9.8% 21.0% 7.9%

Chinese 7.7% 14.7% 32.2% 3.2%

Indian 7.3% 13.5% 29.0% 2.0%

NZ European 4.0% 8.7% 19.1% 9.3%

Samoan 5.5% 11.5% 24.7% 0.0%

Type of practice
There are noticeable differences when it comes to the 
type of practice. Lawyers from Pacific ethnicities are 
most likely to be barristers, followed by Māori lawyers. 
Pacific lawyers are also most likely to work in-house. 
Asian lawyers are most likely to work in firms with 
more than one lawyer.

Proportion of lawyers engaged 
in different types of practice

Ethnicity Barrister In-house
Multi-

lawyer firm
Sole 

practice

Asian 5.1% 20.8% 67.1% 7.0%

European 10.8% 22.5% 59.2% 7.5%

Māori 12.1% 22.4% 60.0% 5.5%

Middle Eastern/Latin 
American/African

8.5% 23.4% 64.9% 3.2%

Pacific 17.1% 27.5% 47.6% 7.8%

All lawyers 10.6% 22.7% 59.0% 7.7%

Chinese 4.7% 18.4% 71.8% 5.1%

Indian 6.6% 23.8% 57.7% 11.9%

NZ European 10.7% 22.3% 59.4% 7.6%

Samoan 15.9% 26.4% 50.6% 7.1%
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Partnership and Directorship
There are noticeable differences between ethnicities 
when it comes to lawyers who are partners and directors 
in law firms with more than one lawyer. Overall, 59% 
of New Zealand’s lawyers work in law firms with more 
than one lawyer, and 37.2% of lawyers in those firms 
are partners or directors. However, when the ethnicity 
of partners and directors is considered lawyers from 
non-European ethnicities are far less likely to be partners 
or directors.

Some of this can be explained by the relatively long 
time it takes to move to partner or director. The average 
time since admission for partners and directors is 24 
years and 8 months, with just 227 (7.9%) of partners and 
directors admitted within the last 10 years. Of those 227, 
14.5% are of Asian ethnicity, 7.5% of Māori ethnicity, 1.8% 
of Pacific ethnicity, and 0.9% of Middle Eastern/Latin 
American/African ethnicity. The remaining 75.3% are of 
European ethnicity.

The information below shows the proportion of law-
yers of different ethnicities working in law firms with 
more than one lawyer who are partners or directors.

Multi-lawyer firms: Proportion 
who are partners or directors

Ethnicity
Proportion who are 
partners/directors

European and other 39.8%

Māori 27.8%

Asian 23.6%

Pacific 21.3%

Middle Eastern/Latin 
American/African

15.0%

All lawyers 37.2%

Chinese 29.1%

NZ European 40.1%

Indian 26.2%

Samoan 19.3%

Location
As well as being the largest, Auckland is the most eth-
nically diverse of New Zealand’s population centres. 
It is also the most ethnically diverse when it comes 
to lawyers – 12.5% of lawyers in Auckland are of Asian 
ethnicity, compared to 8.2% of all New Zealand lawyers. 
Asian and Pacific lawyers are noticeably rare in the South 
Island.

Proportion who work in Auckland Council area

Ethnicity
% of NZ Total in 

Auckland
% of Auckland 

lawyers

Asian 68.7% 12.5%

European 39.9% 77.0%

Māori 34.3% 4.9%

Middle Eastern/Latin 
American/African

54.3% 0.9%

Pacific 67.2% 4.0%

All lawyers 43.0% 100.0%

Chinese 70.9% 5.3%

Indian 66.3% 3.5%

NZ European 39.4% 71.4%

Samoan 72.5% 2.3%

Proportion working in the South Island

Ethnicity
% of total in the  

South Island

European 18.1%

Middle Eastern/Latin American/African 14.9%

Māori 14.3%

Asian 7.0%

Pacific 5.0%

All lawyers 17.0%

NZ European 18.7%

Chinese 7.0%

Indian 4.6%

Samoan 4.9%

Areas of practice
While not all lawyers give information on the areas of law in which they 
practise, the information provided shows some differences between eth-
nicities. A higher proportion of Asian lawyers practise some property law 
and company law, while Pacific lawyers are more likely to practise criminal 
law and family law. The following are the four areas of law in which the 
highest proportion of each ethnicity say they do some work:
Asian: Company (54.6%), Property (51.6%), Trusts (41.0%), Family (35.5%).
European: Company (53.1%), Property (44.8%), Civil litigation (38.9%), Trusts 
(38.5%).
Māori: Company (41.3%), Property (38.4%), Civil litigation (37.1%), Criminal 
(36.2%).
Middle Eastern/Latin American/African: Company (49.2%), Property (40.0%), 
Trusts (35.4%), Civil litigation (35.4%).
Pacific: Family (45.8%), Criminal (39.4%), Employment (30.3%), Company (28.5%).
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Chinese: Company (67.8%), Property (60.5%), Trusts 
(47.8%), Family (36.2%).
Indian: Company (51.5%), Property (48.0%), Family 
(43.1%), Trusts (40.7%).
NZ European: Company (55.1%), Property (48.0%), Family 
(43.1%), Civil litigation (40.7%).
Samoan: Family (51.5%), Criminal (49.2%), Employment 
(32.3%), Property (25.4%).

Entry to the legal profession
Those are some of the features of practising lawyers. 
What about those people who are going to become 
lawyers in the next few years?

Ministry of Education statistics from April 2018 show 
that there were 14,885 domestic students enrolled in law 
bachelor degrees in 2017 and 900 enrolled in honours 
and postgraduate certificates/diplomas. Combining these 
shows that higher proportions of students of non-Euro-
pean ethnicity could be entering the profession within 
the next five years:

Domestic students enrolled in LLB 
and LLB(Hons) degrees in 2017

Ethnicity Students % Total

European 10370 65.7%

Asian 3705 23.5%

Māori 1835 11.6%

Pacific 1445 9.2%

Other 720 4.6%

Total 15,785

Domestic students completing LLB 
and LLB(Hons) degrees in 2017
Ministry of Education statistics show 1,220 domestic 
students completed a bachelors degree in law during 
2017 and 245 completed honours degrees and postgrad-
uate certificates and diplomas in law. Combining these 
shows that students able to enter the profession in 2018 
were of the following ethnicities:

Domestic students completing LLB 
and LLB(Hons) degrees in 2017

Ethnicity Students % Total

European 1060 72.4%

Asian 285 19.5%

Māori 145 9.9%

Pacific 90 6.1%

Other 45 3.1%

Total 1465

As an indicator, the Ministry of Education statistics 
show that during 2017, 24,700 students completed a bach-
elors degree, of whom 70.6% were of European ethnicity, 
17.0% Asian ethnicity, 13.1% Māori ethnicity, 7.3% Pacific 
ethnicity and 4.9% Other ethnicity. This would seem to 
indicate that a slightly higher proportion of European 
and Asian students choose to study law than Māori or 
Pacific students (treating LLB(Hons) as a first degree).

“Profs”
The Ministry of Education has confirmed that its sta-
tistics for students completing “graduate certificates 
and diplomas” in law are those completing the legal 
professionals courses, which are required for admis-
sion to practise law in New Zealand. Statistics show 
that almost one-fifth of people just an admission away 
from becoming lawyers were of Asian ethnicity and 
almost 10% of Māori ethnicity – both up on the current 
proportions of practising lawyers. The ethnic make-up 
of the profession is changing.

Students completing Legal 
Professionals course in 2017

Ethnicity Students % Total

European 785 71.0%

Asian 220 19.9%

Māori 105 9.5%

Pacific 70 6.3%

Other 40 3.6%

Total 1105

As Statistics 
New Zealand 
states, ethnicity 
is self-perceived 
and people can 
identify with 
more than one 
ethnicity. In the 
legal profession, 
for example, 501 
lawyers identify 
as both Māori 
and New Zealand 
European. 
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Towards a more diverse 
profession: Some trailblazers

1840: English solicitor Richard 
Davies Hanson arrives at Wellington 
on 3 January, the first qualified 
European lawyer in New Zealand.
1842: English solicitor William 
Martin (later Sir William) is sworn 
in on 10 January as the first Chief 
Justice.
1897: On 26 March Apirana Turupa 
Ngata (later Sir Apirana) is the first 
Māori to be admitted as a barrister 
and solicitor.
On 10 May Ethel Benjamin becomes 
the first European woman to be 
admitted as a barrister and solicitor.
1924: Henry Ah Kew is the first 
person of Chinese ethnicity to 
obtain an LLB and to be admitted 
as a barrister and solicitor.
1950: Lalbhai Patel is the first person 
of Indian ethnicity to be admitted 
as a barrister and solicitor.
1970: In June Ken Mason is sworn 
in as a Stipendiary Magistrate (and 
later District Court Judge until his 
retirement in 1988). He is the first 
Māori to be appointed a judicial 
officer.
1972: Georgina te Heuheu (later 
Dame Georgina) is the first Māori 
woman to be admitted as a barrister 
and solicitor.
1974: Edward Durie (later Sir 
Edward) is the first Māori to be 
appointed a Judge of the Māori 
Land Court.
1979: Mary Finau Tuilotolava is 
admitted as a barrister and solicitor 
on 9 February, the first Tongan and 
Pacific woman to be admitted.
1980: Edward Durie is the first Māori 
to be appointed Chief Judge of the 
Māori Land Court.
1981: Avinash Ganesh Deobhakta 
is sworn in in April as a District 
Court Judge, the first judge to be 

appointed of Indian ethnicity.
1982: A’e’au Semikueiva Epati is 
sworn in as a District Court Judge 
on 22 February, the first judge to be 
appointed of Samoan and Pacific 
ethnicity.
1987: Margaret Lee is sworn in as 
a District Court Judge on 29 May, 
the first judge to be appointed of 
Chinese ethnicity.
1988: Lowell Goddard (later Dame 
Lowell) is appointed Queen’s 
Counsel on 4 March, the first Māori 
woman and (with Sian Elias) the 
first New Zealand woman appointed 
QC.
1995: Lowell Goddard is sworn in 
as a High Court Judge in December, 
becoming the first Māori woman 
appointed to the High Court bench.
1998: Edward Durie is sworn in 
as a High Court Judge in October, 
becoming the first Māori man 
appointed to the High Court bench.
1999: Josephine Kim is admitted 
as a barrister and solicitor on 17 
December, the first Korean woman 
to be admitted in New Zealand.
2000: Caren Wickliffe is the first 
Māori woman appointed a Judge 
of the Māori Land Court.
2001: Denise Clark is sworn in as a 
District Court Judge on Tematekapua 
Marae in Rotorua on 2 October. She 
is the first Māori woman appointed 
as a District Court Judge and it is 
also the first time a judge has been 
admitted to the bench in a ceremony 
held on a marae.
2002: Ida Malosi is sworn in as a 
Family Court Judge on 24 September, 
the first Samoan and Pacific Island 
woman. In 2013 she becomes the 
first woman judge to preside in the 
Supreme Court of Samoa.
2002: Ajit Swaran Singh is sworn 

in as a District Court Judge on 4 
November. He is the first Fiji-born 
Indian to be appointed to the 
District Court bench.
2016: On 1 June Mina Wharepouri 
is sworn in as a District Court Judge 
and becomes the first Tongan-born 
Judge.
On 2 September Soana Moala is 
sworn in as a District Court Judge, 
becoming the first Tongan woman 
appointed to the bench. ▪

This is the result of our research and 
all care has been taken not to miss 
anyone. Please send any additions or 
comments to geoff.adlam@lawsociety.
org.nz.

▴ 1897: Apirana Turupa Ngata

▴ 2016: Soana Moala
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My name may appear to be pretty 
straightforward. But that hasn’t 
stopped me from being called 
Stephen or Mr Craig innumerable 
times. I am sure Bond actor Daniel 
Craig experiences the same.

Nevertheless, getting names 
correct is crucial. Plane travellers, 
for example, might find themselves 
stranded in the terminal if the name 
on their passport is slightly different 
to the one on the ticket.

In the legal profession there are 
other ramifications if names are 
used wrongly. In 2015 the Chief High 
Court, Justice Geoffrey Venning, 
was prompted to remind lawyers 
to ensure they address individuals 
appropriately and respectfully, both 
in pleadings and in court.

Justice Venning noted that 
inconsistent practice regarding 
intitulements of pleadings and the 
way that parties are referred to, both 
in written submissions and orally, 
has potential to cause confusion in 
legal proceedings.

Crucial to get 
names right
Royal Reed is the managing director 
of Auckland-based Prestige Law, a 
multilingual law firm specialising 
in cross-cultural dispute resolution.

Ms Reed, who is originally from 
Taiwan, says it is crucial to get 
people’s names right.

“I have often seen judgments 
where the names have been put 
the wrong way round or mixed 
up, so it looks as if you are actually 
publishing a document about a 
completely different person. If this 
was about a wrongdoing and the 
names are incorrect the person who 
has done the wrongful action would 
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be feeling relieved as the communi-
cation says someone else has ‘done’ 
the bad deed.

“When a name is put differently it 
doesn’t have to be a big mistake to 
be fundamentally different.

“If the name of the person in an 
important case is, say, Li but has 
been spelt Lu that might only be 
one letter but it could refer to a 
completely different person. It just 
shows a really unfortunate lack 
in the care that we are expected 
to uphold in this industry. So, for 
a client to see that we don’t even 
care enough to check how the name 
should be presented, that shows a 
willingness to ignore the expecta-
tion and feelings of people who are 
coming to us. It’s about showing 
respect to people.”

Tips on correct address
In an attempt to address name 
butchering the Law Society updated 
a website Practice Briefing a year 
ago with tips on how to correctly 
address Asian clients.

The briefing (Correctly addressing 
parties, counsel and witnesses of Asian 
descent at www.lawsociety.org.nz/
practice-resources/practice-briefings) 
noted that many names of Asian 
origin comprise a surname/family 
name, which is usually monosyl-
labic, followed by a given/personal 
name, which is usually longer. Most 
Chinese, for example, use personal 
titles/honorifics such as Mr and Mrs 
followed by their surname and then 
their personal name/s.

So, in the traditional Eastern 
order, Craig Stephen would be 
referred to as Mr Stephen Craig.

Ms Reed says the style is the same 
for Korean names, hence the South 
Korean president Moon Jae-In being 

referred to as Mr Moon. The name reversal also applies 
to Japanese names. In business circles in Japan first 
names are rarely used.

For Vietnamese people it is a little more complex and 
names are written in this order: surname, middle name, 
first name.

With Indian and South Asian names, the second name 
is the surname.

Asian people may sometimes adopt Western names 
but do not go through the legal process of changing their 
name. Practitioners should therefore ensure that legal 
documents contain the client’s legal name, as indicated 
on a passport or driver’s licence.

Stronger line needed on incorrect use
Royal Reed says the profession needs to take a stronger 
line against the incorrect use of names.

“With the increase in legal professionals from Asian 
backgrounds, the legal system needs to have a greater 
appreciation of Asian names and to prioritise the correct 
use of them,” says Ms Reed.

“It is not good enough to be resorting back to generic 
phrases such as ‘counsel’, simply because it may be 
embarrassing to say the name wrong. The less we use 
these names, the more hurdles they become to us, and 
it can subconsciously affect our ability to operate with 
fairness when we secretly hope to avoid having to deal 
with them simply for the names sake.”

Confusion over names isn’t restricted to the legal 
profession. Last year the Asia New Zealand Foundation 
released a report New Zealanders’ Perceptions of Asia and 
Asian Peoples 2017 Annual Survey which found that Kiwis’ 
knowledge of Asia is low despite the proximity of New 
Zealand to the continent and the large number of Asian 
people living here.

The research shows that New Zealanders “have 
relatively low levels of self-assessed knowledge about 
Asia, less than what they claim to know about Australia, 
Europe, North America and the South Pacific. Six out of 
10 continue to say they know little about Asia.”

Law Society information shows that 8.2% of New 
Zealand lawyers are of Asian descent. In 2013, almost 
one in every four people living in the Auckland region 
identified with at least one Asian ethic group. Results of 
the 2018 census will now not be released until 2019, but 
there is expected to be a big increase in the proportion 
of people with Asian ethnicity. ▪
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In 1965, Bruce Tuckman wrote his 
memorable article, “Developmental 
Sequence in Small Groups” (Psychological 
Bulletin, 634(6), 384-399), in which he dis-
cussed the four stages that teams generally 
go through: forming, storming, norming 
and performing. Some years later he added 
a fifth phase: adjourning or mourning. 
These stages are associated with a team 
becoming a high performing group and 
achieving its full potential. Because the 
process is cumulative, to progress into 
the next stage of development, a team 
must successfully move through the prior 
developmental phase.

I will be discussing these five stages 
and how they apply to legal teams in two 
articles. In this first article, I’ll take a look 
at how legal teams go through the forming 
and storming stages and how to ensure 
a team does so successfully. The topics 
of norming, performing and adjourning/ 
mourning will be discussed in a second 
article in the October issue of LawTalk.

Teams in the practice of law
Teams are often a critical part of a success-
ful law practice. Whether one practises in 
a large, medium, small firm, a barristers’ 
chambers or as in-house counsel, there will 
be actual or virtual teams that are the basis 
of how lawyers work together.

High performance teams don’t just 
happen. Although a few teams sail through 
the first three phases and then blissfully 
perform, many don’t. Teams and team 
leaders often stall out in one or more of the 
developmental phases. One always knows 
when this happens – productivity drops, 
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Forming and storming 
in legal teams – how 
to make the most of it
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expectations, roles and responsibilities. 
The forming stage can last for a while or be 
brief, depending upon the team’s mission 
and objectives.

An excellent way to expedite the form-
ing process can be through a facilitated 
team retreat, the agenda for which might 
include:
• An interactive relationship building 

exercise, such as work on team member 
temperament preferences (so everyone 
has a common basis of knowledge and 
language to use to ensure optimum 
collaboration and minimise friction);

• Something fun and light that could be 
athletic or otherwise and is often done 
outside;

• Some educational discussion about 
group dynamics (to enhance everyone’s 
understanding of what a high function-
ing team looks and acts like);

• A discussion about the team internal 
organisational structure including, for 
example, developing an organisational/
work flow chart;

• Identification of future topics for group 
discussion.

Successful outcomes typically include:
• Enhanced individual and collective 

understanding of diversity, commonality 
and complementary capabilities;

• A robust discussion in which team 
introverts and extroverts participate;

• A channeling of early stage optimism 
and a reduction of formation anxiety 
and confusion;

• The beginnings of strong team identity 
and esprit de corps;

• An enhanced commitment to achieving 
the team’s goals.

turnover increases, morale decreases, con-
flict occurs and team members become 
cynical and pessimistic.

Problems that develop are usually best 
addressed in the context of that same 
structure. Although team leader perfor-
mance impacts team functioning, leader-
ship alone is usually not the full “fix”. The 
best solutions are often generated by the 
group as a whole.

Forming legal teams
New teams are formed for many reasons 
in a legal practice. A partner’s retirement 
or promotion, the acquisition or merger of 
firms, the lateral hiring of a new partner, 
or a major new project can all result in 
the formation of a new team. They often 
bring together newcomers with longtime 
employees, different cultures, varied 
definitions of success and many ways of 
practising good law.

Sometimes teams are painstakingly 
formed over time and sometimes they 
are constituted quickly in response to an 
unanticipated need. A firm may divide 
an existing practice group into new, 
smaller sub-units to take advantage of a 
carefully considered strategic opportunity. 
Conversely, a team might be formed when 
a lawyer resigns to address an unexpected 
crisis.

The forming stage is often characterised 
by optimism, curiosity and careful behav-
ioural and relationship management by 
team members and leaders. It can also 
be a somewhat anxious or sceptical time 
when members question the role of the 
team and compete for position. The team 
leader will need to be very clear about 
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I suggest expediting and optimising the 
forming phase so the team begins to get 
real traction. Investing in this stage creates 
a strong foundation for a team, including 
minimising the potential for a difficult or 
damaging storming phase.

Storming legal teams
After the optimistic glow of the forming 
phase, the storming phase may come 
as a bit of a surprise. Everything was 
going well, everybody was feeling good 
and then things start derailing. In most 
legal teams, storming is inevitable and 
necessary. Expediting and managing the 
process can minimise the adverse aspects 
and optimise the opportunities. Because of 
the nature of lawyers and the law, storming 
can be particularly intense in legal teams. 
Lawyers often don’t just discuss differences 
of opinion; they “litigate” them.

The storming phase in legal teams is 
often characterised by:
• Team members testing boundaries 

established by the group or leadership 
in the forming stage;

• Conflict caused by temperament and 
work style differences;

• Team member frustration, pessimism 
and cynicism;

• Challenges to team leader authority and 
the vision for the team;

• Development of factions and unhelpful 
informal leadership structures;

• Individual or collective questioning of 
the team’s goals or raison d’etre;

• Those team members who remain 
focused on the team’s core work expe-
riencing greater stress and “doubters” 
coming into ascendancy.

Surviving and thriving 
through storming
To ensure a team survives the storming 
phase, optimises the benefits of storming 
and moves toward high performance, I 
suggest the following:

The team leader needs to understand the 
team’s needs, have an appropriate manage-
ment style and have excellent communi-
cation with team members. Transparent, 
consistent, honest, high-quality, high trust 
communication will be critical. The leader 
will need to articulate and advocate for the 
team’s mission internally and externally. 

Lawyers who are not natural team leaders 
may benefit from professional coaching. 
Fortunately, many team leadership skills 
and best practices can be learned.

If a team is prone to factions, empha-
sising the importance of collaboration, 
having a clear and compelling mission 
and recognising the role and importance 
of each team member will be critical.

Storming will occur in most teams and 
the leadership choice is whether to have 
storming discussions occur informally 
or in a facilitated, structured setting. 
Articulating a compelling team mission 
can sometimes be difficult and is often 
best done in a structured storming dis-
cussion. Such a discussion should focus 
on (1) developing a team strategic plan, 
(2) understanding how the team fits into 
the firm’s overall objectives, (3) identifying 
roles for each member, and (4) discussing 
the benefits of collaboration and how do 
achieve it.

I generally find that the best agendas for 
structured storming sessions are those that 
are organised around open-ended, provoc-
ative questions having to do with team 
dynamics. Optimal discussion outcomes 
often include agreeing on what success for 
the team means, appropriate guidelines 
for individual and collective behaviour, 
clarifying responsibilities and lines of 
authority and settling things down.

Success for a team going through the 
storming phase will typically consist of:

• A renewed commitment to a refreshed 
vision and mission for the team;

• The departure of some members who 
were a less than ideal fit for it and the 
addition of new, better aligned members;

• A realisation that the benefits of collab-
oration outweigh those of factionalism 
and politicking;

• Personal and professional development 
for team members;

• Enhanced leadership capabilities and an 
acknowledgment that capable leader-
ship really does matter;

• Improved client service, productivity 
and profitability after the dust settles.

Sadly, some teams never fully emerge from 
the forming or storming phases, limping 
along at a low level of productivity and 
success. If you suspect your team is stuck 
in either phase, I suggest you do a critical 
diagnostic of where the problems are 
occurring and act accordingly.

Those teams that successfully progress 
through forming and storming will move 
with greater assurance into the norming 
and performing phases which are the 
golden phases of team functioning and 
development. More about those in my 
next article. ▪

Emily Morrow  www.emilymorrow.com 
was a lawyer and senior partner with a 
large United States firm. She now resides 
in Auckland and provides tailored con-
sulting services for the legal profession.
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We’ve seen the headlines and 
we’ve seen the survey results. 
Harassment and bullying is a 
problem within the legal industry 
and it’s clear that you need more 
than just having carefully worded 
policies against it.

Many firms are grappling with the 
issue of how to keep their staff safe 
from harassment – often from those 
at the top of their own hierarchies 
and within a culture of fear and 
ritual secrecy.

Although it’s by no means a silver 
bullet, one effective strategy for dis-
couraging workplace harassment is 
to force the perpetrators out of the 
shadows.

Giving a voice
By giving your staff a safe way of 
reporting (or otherwise responding 
to) inappropriate behaviour you can 
give them a voice while eliminating 
places for perpetrators to hide.

This is the idea behind confiden-
tial hotlines, although harassment 
hotlines are notoriously under-uti-
lised and ineffective. A US survey 
by Gartner of more than 300,000 
employes (from various industries) 
found that hotlines were the least 
popular mechanism for reporting 
harassment. Only 7% of respondents 
who had witnessed or experienced 
workplace harassment bothered 
reporting it via a hotline.

This is because employees simply 
don’t trust hotlines. They don’t trust 
that their complaint will remain 
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an app for that
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confidential and they don’t trust 
that reporting the harassment will 
result in meaningful change.

The Law Society set up a con-
fidential hotline earlier this year 
(0800 Law Care) and I think this 
is a positive step, but I do wonder 
how effective it will be and how 
many from within the industry will 
actually use it.

So, if victims are too afraid to 
report abuse in person or over the 
phone, what can we do to give them 
that voice?

It’s here that I should note that 
study after study has found that 
maintaining a positive workplace 
culture is by far the most effective 
way of preventing workplace abuse. 
When your culture is healthy, inclu-
sive and respectful then it’s very 
unlikely that workplace harassment 
or abuse is going to be happening 
at all. Or, if it does occur, it’s much 
less likely that the victim or their 
colleagues will tolerate and/or turn 
a blind eye to the abuse.

Building and maintaining a 
healthy workplace culture is out-
side of the scope of this article, 
so instead let’s take a look at the 
growing number of apps and ser-
vices designed to give a voice to the 
victims of workplace harassment 
while helping employers to keep 
it at bay.

If you don’t, someone 
else might
It’s important to note that, thanks 
largely to the democratising power 

of smartphone apps and the cloud, 
it’s no longer the employers’ sole 
decision whether to implement 
reporting tools such as those listed 
below.

If you choose not to give a voice 
to victims then they may find it on 
their own, and not just on social 
media. Websites such as the Silent 
Choir Project and apps like Ciaspora 
(a blockchain project for reporting 
sexual assault, due to launch later 
this year) are designed to do exactly 
this. They exclude the employer 
from the conversation (in some 
cases completely), which is probably 
the last place any employer wants 
to find themselves.

Regardless of how you do it, I 
think it’s a good idea to provide 
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employees with an ‘official’ tool for reporting workplace 
harassment – one that they demonstrably trust and 
support. This increases your chances of being the first to 
hear about (and respond to) allegations of harassment 
or abuse.

Apps and websites
New apps and websites are emerging in this space all 
the time. I’d definitely recommend doing your research 
to find the one that’s best suited to your organisation.

Safe to Talk (safetotalk.nz) – Provided by MSD, Safe 
to Talk is a confidential service that provides assistance 
to those affected (directly and indirectly) by sexual harm. 
Impressively, for a government-run service, it allows 
those in need to contact 24 hours a day via phone, text, 
email and even live webchat.

Spot (talktospot.com) – Spot is a really impressive web-
based app that focuses on preventing workplace discrim-
ination and abuse. The app uses artificial intelligence and 
machine learning to provide a clever, anonymous chatbot 

that the victim uses to understand 
and document what’s happening (or 
has happened to them).

The brilliance of Spot is that it 
allows the victim to report abuse 
and to get support without the 
intimidation of having to talk to 
a human. It allows the victim to 
keep a reliable record of the abuse, 
control what they report to their 
employer (if they choose to do so) 
and even to anonymously share 
their story with the researchers 
behind the app.

STOPit (stopitsolutions.com) – 
STOPit is designed to give employ-
ees a safe and anonymous method 
for reporting any kind of dubious 
behaviour in the workplace – one 
that allows you to hear about the 

allegations first.
Convercent (convercent.com) – 

Like STOPit, Convercent is an ethics 
and compliance reporting platform. 
It includes tools for employees to 
report suspected ethics violations, 
as well as features to allow organi-
sations to proactively manage and 
monitor ethics compliance.

BEEamicable (beeamicable.com) 
– The awkwardly named BEEamicable 
includes an app and a number of 
pre-formulated templates designed 
to allow victims of harassment to 
address the perpetrators directly. This 
gives the parties the opportunity to 
resolve the issue between themselves 
before involving the employer. As 
an employer I think I’d prefer to be 
involved from the outset, particularly 
as the perpetrator could try and 
intimidate the victim into not taking 
the matter any further.

Blind (www.teamblind.com) – 
Arguably the app that large corpo-
rates fear the most, Blind provides 
employees with an anonymous 
platform to communicate with 
each other about their workplaces. 
A number of devastating scandals 
have broken as a result of Blind, 
including not only some shocking 
cases of sexual harassment, but also 
a number of really embarrassing, 
headline-grabbing surveys (one 
showed that 58% of Microsoft 
employees would not feel com-
fortable going to HR about sexual 
harassment in the workplace).

It’s a good idea to keep an eye 
on apps like this in case your firm 
becomes active on the platform. If 
so, you might want to keep a close 
eye on what is being said. There can 
be a lot of incessant whingeing on 
this type of platform, but sometimes 
allegations can be serious enough 
to warrant investigation. ▪

T e c h n o l o g i s t  D a m i a n 
Funnel l   damianfunnel l@
choicetechnology.co.nz is founder 
of Choice Technology, an IT ser-
vices company and  panaceahq.
com, a cloud software company.
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Find your people: Join a chambers (or at least have 
strong networks). I would not do without our chambers 
lunches and margarita Mondays (though not every 
Monday!). Law is hard work. Having great chambers 
mates to talk your files through with, get advice from and 
moral support when things go to custard is invaluable. 
It also helps you keep up-to-date with the law. We also 
share resources (PO box, doco bins, copiers, internet, 
cleaners, etc).

If you are looking at working alone or from home 
then network hard – have coffee with colleagues, attend 
functions and have people you can pick up the phone 
and call. Also consider a door tenancy, so you have a 
professional place to meet with clients. And ask for 
help – the collegiality of the Bar has been remarkable in 
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two years as a barrister
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and invite clients to review you – I get loads of work 
this way, but also from other lawyers which is largely 
from being in the right place at the right time.

Your personal appearance and your business card 
may be the most important aspect of your brand so 
buy a stylish jacket and pay more for good business 
card stock. Be visible: take opportunities to speak at 
seminars, attend bar dinners, work on committees, offer 
to help at universities.

Consider risk: Have some money in the bank, squirrel 
your tax away (I put aside 40% of all I earn). Insurance 
is really important – I have used my PI insurance way 
more than I expected to and usually through no fault of 
my own (like when the cleaners threw out my shredding 
with the general rubbish). Consider income protection 
too if you are the main, or only, breadwinner. Also, make 
sure your DMS backs up to the cloud or get a hard-drive 
to back up files.

get help – outsource: Working parents – outsource 
the cleaning, gardening, childcare as much as you can 
at home. At work, have an IT guy, an accountant, get 
students to archive for you and consider hiring young 
lawyers to give them a start. We have law clerks – grad-
uates in their first year out who work for a few lawyers 
in chambers. We couldn’t live without their help now 
and it is a great opportunity to give them a start in the 
profession too.

Rest hard: Working for yourself is hard work. You may 
know how to work and play, but this year I have also 
learned to rest hard. BIG breaks from work (phone off; 
locum on), weekends at the beach, Netflix marathons 
in bed. ▪

Emma Priest  epriest@blackstonechambers.org.
nz was admitted to the Bar in 1999 and is a special-
ist criminal barrister. After work as a law clerk and 
solicitor she worked at Meredith Connell from 2002 
to 2013 and became a Senior Crown Prosecutor and 
Associate of the firm. She joined the Public Defence 
Service as a Senior Criminal Lawyer in 2014 before 
leaving to set up Auckland’s Blackstone Chambers 
from February 2016. With Sue Gray, Emma is founder 
of The Good Lawyer, which provides shirts and books 
to prisoners.

my experience. People will happily 
share their tips.

Value-driven work: Do what you 
love. Make your work value driven. 
Join committees to make changes 
you want to see in the profession. 
Consider not-for-profit work to 
utilise your legal skillset outside of 
the office.

get your technology on: Buy a 
great laptop and phone. These are crit-
ical tools. Get fast fibre, everywhere. 
Have a great client/time manage-
ment/document management/billing/
archiving system. I use Actionstep’s 
Barrister App (which to be fair I 
helped develop). Be efficient – set up 
lots of different Outlook signatures 
for common emails you send. Create 
document templates if you are not on 
a template-based DMS.

Branding is important: I have 
my own website on a Squarespace 
platform. I had headshots and a 
video done and worked with a 
copywriter. This is not for everyone. 
Our chambers has a website which 
directs traffic to us too. If nothing 
more, put yourself on Google Maps 

Your personal 
appearance 
and your 
business 
card may 
be the most 
important 
aspect of 
your brand so 
buy a stylish 
jacket and 
pay more for 
good business 
card stock. Be 
visible.
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PRACTISING WELL

When you get to that mid-after-
noon lull and you just want sugar, 
or you find you’re feeling anxious 
and a little bit ‘off ’, or something 
happens in your work day that has 
an impact on your mood, consider 
how your food intake, or more spe-
cifically your gut, might be behind 
how you feel.

We all know how food choices 
can impact on physical health, 
particularly your weight, but these 
choices could also be influencing 
your mental and emotional state. 
Hippocrates said all disease begins 
in the gut. And while he may have 
cast the net a bit wide, there is evi-
dence that many chronic metabolic 
diseases and level of brain health 
are influenced by the health of your 
gastrointestinal tract.

The gut is more than just the thing 
that absorbs and digests your food. 
Research is showing it has a much 
wider role, to the extent that it 
has been called the ‘second brain’. 
It’s not so much a brain that gets 
involved in thought processes like 
logical reasoning and theoretical 
debates, but it does influence mood 
and is capable of controlling behav-
iour on its own.

More technically known as the 
enteric nervous system and separate 
from the central nervous system 
(that is, your brain and spinal cord), 
your gut lining is populated with 
about 100 million neurons. These 
cells not only control blood flow and 
secretions to help digest food, they 
also help us feel what’s happening 
in the gut – including the feelings 
brought on by your stress response 

The gut-brain 
connection
BY RAEWYN 

NG

like that pit in the stomach feeling 
or those ‘butterflies’ you get when 
you’re nervous.

Up to 90% of these cells carry 
information to the brain rather than 
receiving information from it – your 
feelings and moods are just as likely 
to be ruled by your gut as they are 
by your head.

Within the gut, you’ll also find 
your microbiome. This refers to all 
the genes contained in the unique 
collection of bacteria and other 
microbes that live in your gastro-
intestinal tract. There’s trillions of 
microbes in there – around 1-2kg – 
you’ll actually find more bacterial 

cells in your body than human cells, 
and they help with almost all body 
functions.

It’s reported that that there’s 
up to 1,000 species of human gut 
bacteria, all with different roles in 
the body.

Just like the brain, the enteric 
nervous system uses around 
30 neurotransmitters. Around 
90% of your serotonin, your 
happy mood neurotransmitter, 
is made in your gut along with 
about 50% of your dopamine, the 
feel-good neurotransmitter that 
communicates with your brain’s 
reward and pleasure centre. GABA 
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(gamma-aminobutyric acid) which 
helps control feelings of fear and 
anxiety, is also found throughout 
the gastrointestinal tract.

What we eat provides the building 
blocks for these neurotransmitters 
so when we eat the wrong foods it 
causes the gut to get out of balance 
and it affects the production of these 
chemicals, ultimately impacting on 
our moods.

With 70% of your immune system 
in your gut as well, the effect of poor 
gut health can be felt throughout 
the rest of your body very quickly.

The health of our microbiome is 
determined by many things, like 
what we eat, sleep patterns, the 
bacteria we’re exposed to each day, 
as well as our ongoing stress levels.

When you get dysbiosis, or an 
imbalance in your gut flora, it 
starts to impact not just on gut 
function like leaky gut or irritable 
bowel, it also influences issues like 
autoimmune diseases, inflamma-
tory conditions like arthritis, neu-
rological disorders like dementia, 
skin disorders like eczema, and 
heart disease as well as contrib-
uting to feelings of anxiety and 
depression.

So, if we can keep our gut healthy 
through good food and lifestyle 
choices, we keep many health issues 
at bay and keep our brain function 
sharp.

The action plan
Improve gut health with these steps:

Reduce processed food, artifi-
cial sweetener and sugar intake. 
These encourage unhealthy bacte-
ria in the gut leading to symptoms 
like fatigue, mental fog, mood 
swings, headaches, inability to 
concentrate, insomnia, anxiety 
and depression.

Eat a variety of wholefoods. The 
more diverse your diet, the more 
diverse your microbiome which 
makes it healthier. The typical 
Western diet is usually quite limited 

and it’s estimated around 75% of the world’s food is 
made from 12 plant and five animal species. Focus on 
high-fibre plant foods, whole fruit, healthy fats and 
moderate protein.

Eat fermented foods. Fermented foods like yoghurt, 
sauerkraut, kimchi, kombucha and kefir contain pro-
biotics and healthy bacteria that promote nutrient 
absorption, support your immune system and control 
the amount of disease-causing species in the gut.

Eat prebiotic foods. Prebiotics promote a healthy gut 
ecosystem. They are mostly fibre or complex carbs that 
your gut bacteria breaks down for fuel which in turn 
promotes the growth of more beneficial bacteria. Many 
fruits, vegetables and wholegrains contain prebiotics and 
some particularly prebiotic rich foods include artichokes, 
bananas, asparagus, oats and apples.

Eat healthy fats. Healthy fats are necessary for 
brain development and things like olive oil, avocado 
and fish oil contain antioxidants to protect against cell 
damage, improve memory and brain function and are 
anti-inflammatory.

Eat polyphenol rich foods. Found in red wine, green 
tea, dark chocolate, olive oil and wholegrains, polyphe-
nols are a type of antioxidant that your microbiome 
breaks down to instigate increased healthy bacteria 
growth.

Eat nuts. Nuts like almonds, cashews, walnuts and 
Brazil nuts can help boost serotonin thereby boosting 
your mood.

Consider a probiotic supplement. Probiotics can help 
restore gut health after dysbiosis but may not make a 
substantial difference in an already healthy microbiome. 
It may be just as beneficial to increase your fermented 
and whole food intake.

Decrease stress. Chronic ongoing stress slows gut 
function so look for ways to reduce your stress load. 
Gentle exercise like vinyasa yoga, walking in nature, 
meditation, breathing exercises or mindfulness tech-
niques can all help.

get good sleep. Without enough sleep, immunity 
is lowered, inflammation increases, and gut function 
slows down. Turn off your devices and aim for eight 
hours of uninterrupted sleep.

While the gut-brain connection is complex, the science 
is still emerging. Replacing your coke with kombucha 
may not totally get rid of your anxiety or depressive 
symptoms but consistent efforts to improve gut health 
may lift your mood, improve brain health and make you 
more pleasant to be around. ▪

Raewyn Ng  Rae@mybod.co.nz is a movement 
coach with an interest in wellbeing and holistic health, 
managing stress and living a balanced lifestyle.
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The ‘Hanging of Justice Mander’ 
in the Dunedin Law Courts on 6 
June 2018 – or rather the unveiling of 
Murray Webb’s framed caricature of 
him – marks the revival of an Otago 
legal tradition which originated 
nearly half a century ago. Two local 
barristers had commissioned Otago 
Daily Times cartoonist Sid Scales to 
draw a caricature of celebrated 
barrister Alf Jeavons for Jeavons’ 
60th birthday celebrations on 2 
November 1969. The finished prod-
uct was presented and hung with 
due ceremony in the Otago District 
Law Society (ODLS) robing room 
and, as Kelvin Marks has noted in 
the ODLS history Occupied Lawfully 
(2006), this occasion “set the course 
for many other presentations” of 
framed caricatures of legal person-
alities associated with “modest 
alcohol and social intercourse which 
sometimes went beyond midnight.”

By the 1970s this event had mor-
phed into a quasi-protest ceremony 
to mark (or rather, ‘hang’, in a sym-
bolic sense of course) visiting judges 
sitting in the Dunedin High Court. 
The Chief Justice had announced in 
1970 that Dunedin’s resident High 
Court Judge would be replaced 
by circuit judges from Wellington, 
Christchurch and Auckland, and the 
ODLS lobbied vigorously against the 
unpopular decision, arguing that the 
loss of a resident judge was “a loss of 
status for the city and province, and 
for the profession” (as the Report 
of the Royal Commission on the 
Courts, better known as the Busby 
Report, noted in 1978). Dunedin, 
after all, popularly regarded itself 
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as the birthplace of the New Zealand 
legal profession – a reputation that 
is still nurtured on a regular basis 
during ceremonial legal occasions 
including courthouse re-openings, 
admission ceremonies and gradu-
ation functions.

Over the following decades, the 
ODLS commissioned Scales, and 
then Murray Webb, to produce 
caricatures of a number of visiting 
judges, court officials and ODLS 
representatives for ‘hanging’ (Marks’ 
essays provides fuller details of 
Scales’ ‘hanging’ work, including 
his caricature of the Court of Appeal 
in 1985). This tradition had lapsed 
by 2008, and has only been revived 
again this year.

The dreaded black cap
While this Dunedin tradition of 
‘hanging judges’ is a relatively new 
one, the phrase evokes an older and 
grislier history – that of the judges 
who sentenced guilty defendants to 
death via hanging. The term ‘hanging 
judge’ has its origins in 17th Century 
English legal history, and the term 
is popularly attributed to Welsh 
Judge George Jeffreys, 1st Baron of 
Wem (1645-1689), who developed 
a particularly fearsome reputation 
for bias and the severity of his sen-
tencing decisions. Over the period 
1688 to 1820, Parliament passed 
what historian Douglas Hay, in his 
famous essay Property, Authority and 
the Criminal Law, has described as a 
‘flood of legislation’, increasing the 
number of capital statues from 50 
to over 200 under the ‘Bloody Code’. 
London acquired a reputation as a 
city of the gallows over the 18th 

Century, and judges at its notorious 
Old Bailey (the Central Criminal 
Court of England and Wales) became 
known as the ‘hanging judges’. Their 
solemn pronouncement of the death 
sentence, which involved donning 
a black cap, was, as Hay suggests, 
the “climatic emotional point of the 
criminal law – the moment of terror 
around which the system revolved”. 
Hangings were a large and unruly 
spectacle carried out on a public 
street beside the court.

Hanging too was always the 
prescribed method of capital 
punishment in New Zealand from 
1840. The Crown first carried out 
the sentence in Auckland in 1842 
when a 17-year-old Māori youth 
named Maektu Wharetotara (son 
of Ngāpuhi chief Ruhe) was con-
victed and executed in public for the 
murder of five people. Historian Ben 
Schrader’s awarding-winning book 
The Big Smoke: New Zealand Cities 
1840-1920 (2016) contains a vivid 
account of this gruesome event. 
Subsequently, another seven public 
executions, as Schrader notes, were 
then carried out in Auckland and 
Wellington until the Executions 
of Criminals Act 1858 decreed that 
death sentences were to be carried 
out within enclosed places such as 
prisons. Over the next 155 years a 
further 77 people were hanged in 
New Zealand. Auckland was the site 
of New Zealand’s last execution in 
1957 when Walter James Bolton was 
hanged for poisoning his wife.

Newspapers carefully reported 
upon these trials, and the judge’s 
pronouncement of the death sen-
tence played a pivotal role in their 
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trial narrative. Mr Justice Chapman’s demeanor and 
speech, in the 1849 Supreme Court murder trial of Maroro 
(of Ngati Kahungunu descent) is entirely consistent with 
how judges were depicted at such trials:

“His Honor then put on the black cap and in a low 
impressive voice pronounced sentence. Addressing the 
prisoner, he said – ‘It now becomes my painful duty to 
pass the last sentence upon you: the Jury have come to 
the painful conclusion of your guilt in which I also agree; 
and all who have witnessed the investigation must have 
come to the conclusion that the chain of testimony is so 
strong as to leave no doubt of your guilt. The sentence of 
the Court is that you, Maroro, be taken to the place from 
which you were brought, that you be afterwards taken 
to the place of execution, and that you there be hanged 
by the neck until you be dead, and that your body be 
afterwards buried within the precincts of the prison’.”

‘Hanging judges’ might nowadays have become a 
peculiarly Dunedin legal tradition, but Dunedin was 
only the site of four of New Zealand’s 85 executions – a 
fact which might indicate (prima facie at least) that 
‘hanging judges’ were more prolific elsewhere in the 
country. These four Dunedin-based executions were 
all as a result of murder convictions. Captain William 
Harvey was the first prisoner convicted in Otago in 1865, 
followed a year later by John Jones, Ah Lee in 1880 and 
Charles Clements in 1898. Three of these executions were 
carried out on the grounds of the old Dunedin Gaol, 
which is now the site of the Dunedin Law Courts (built 
1902). For an entertaining, albeit gruesome, account of 
their trials, executions and the mystery of their final 
burial places, check out Bruce Munro’s 2017 Otago Daily 
Times piece, "Long Read: Where History Lies."

From the start of the 20th cen-
tury, as Greg Newbold has noted 
in Crime, Law and Justice in New 
Zealand (2016), clemency was more 
commonly granted in death penalty 
cases than not, and the sentence 
replaced by life imprisonment. 
And from this period no further 
executions were actually carried 
out in Dunedin. But regardless, 
as local Dunedin practitioner and 
Anderson Lloyd partner Frazer 
Barton explains, another tradition 
associated with the ODLS robing 
room developed. The robing room 
looked down into the courtyard of 
the Dunedin Prison (now known as 
the Old Dunedin Gaol), which was 
the place where hangings were, in 
theory, to be conducted. Barton 
recalls that as junior practitioners 
preparing for court in the robing 
room, they would look down into 
the neighbouring prison courtyard, 
and this was a sobering reminder of 
their duty to do their best for their 
clients.

In the 21st Century the tradition of 
‘hanging judges’ in Dunedin has a far 
more celebratory and benign pur-
pose – a world away from the grisly 
workload of England’s 18th Century 
hanging judges. While the ‘Hanging 
of Justice Mander’ did not reach the 
heights of the revelry of past ODLS 
ceremonies, drinks and nibbles 
were served to local practitioners 
who braved the cold winter’s night. 
After exclaiming ‘oh dear’, when the 
caricature was unveiled, Justice 
Mander gave a gracious speech. He 
referred to Dunedin’s role in uphold-
ing the “finest traditions” and to the 
pleasure of being welcomed by the 
Dunedin profession. The ‘Hanging of 
Justice Davidson’ was due to take 
place on 30 July. ▪

Dr Jane Adams  jane.adams@
otago.ac.nz is a Postdoctoral 
Fellow with the University of Otago 
Legal Issues Centre. Her research 
work includes the historical 
study of court buildings and legal 
traditions.

While this 
Dunedin 
tradition of 
‘hanging 
judges’ is a 
relatively new 
one, the phrase 
evokes an older 
and grislier 
history – that 
of the judges 
who sentenced 
guilty 
defendants 
to death via 
hanging. 

◂ The Dunedin Law Courts 
 Matt ba
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Delaney, Bryan Robert 
Would any practitioner holding a will for the above-
named, late of Masterton, who died on the 28 May 
2018, please contact Ainslie Hewton, Solictors:
 hewtonlaw@xtra.co.nz 
 06 377 5537
  PO Box 382, DX PA89049, Masterton

Cassidy, Philip Murray 
Would any lawyer holding a Will for the above-
named, late of 41 Ougden Way, Kwinana, Western 6167 
Australia, Labourer, born on 18 July 1971 who died on 
5 May 2018, please contact Kennan Achitenji Lungu:
 kennan@noy.com.au
  03 5422 1615   
 20 High Street, Kyneton, Victoria 3444 Australia  

Tapurau, Pai Taruia 
Would any lawyer holding a Will for the above-
named, late of Putaruru, Mill Hand, born on 30 
September 1962, who died on 24 May 2018, please 
contact Marley Ropiha:
 marley.ropiha1@gmail.com
  021 269 7173  
 3 Lysander Crescent, Beach Haven  

Frumau, Bonavia Therese 
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above-named, 
Sales Consultant, born on 19 January 1945, who died 
at Middlemore Hospital, Otahuhu, Auckland on the 
13 May 2018, please contact Lena Wong, Complete 
Legal Limited:
 lenaw@completelegal.co.nz
 (09) 237-0068
 PO Box 264, Pukekohe or DX EP 77026 

Williams, Bruce Sinclair 
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above-named, 
late of Morrinsville, Retired, born on 10 November 
1931 who died on 22 June 2018, please contact Rachel 
Inger at Ryan Law Te Aroha:
 rachel.inger@ryanlaw.co.nz
 07 884 0002
 PO Box 77, Te Aroha 3342 

Trainor, Michael John 
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above-named, 
late of 182B Hinemoa Street, Birkenhead, Auckland, 
born on 1 August 1954, who died on 15 June 2018, 
please contact Sarah Jury, McLeods Lawyers:
 sej@mcleods.co.nz 
  09 407 0170, fax 09 407 7089
 Private Bag 1002, Kerikeri

Matthews, Edward James Briton 
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above-named, 
late of Paraparaumu, Retired, born on 3 November 
1896, who died on 24 April 1980, please contact 
Kristi Law:
 klaw@propertygroup.co.nz 
  04 470 6116
 The Property Group Limited, PO Box 2874, 
Wellington 6140

Durie, Alisdair Lang 
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above-named, 
late of Wellington, Director, who died on 20 June 2018, 
please contact Sharon Burnet, Gibson Sheat Lawyers:
 sharon.burnet@gibsonsheat.com 
  04 916 6447 or fax 04 569 4874
 Private Bag 31905, Lower Hutt 5040 DX 
RP42008

Morehu, Noki 
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above-named, 
late of Mangere, Auckland, Retired, who died on 21 
June 2018, please contact Bryce Williams, Gibson 
Sheat Lawyers:
 bryce.williams@gibsonsheat.com 
  04 916 6436 or fax 04 569 4874
 Private Bag 31905, Lower Hutt 5040 DX RP42008

Hornsby, Edward Thomas 
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above-named 
(also known as “Tucker”), late of 16 Duke Street, 
Riverhead Auckland, Company Director, born on 6 
January 1946, who died on or around 9 July 2018, 
please contact Richard Allen at Richard Allen Law:
 richard@richardallenlaw.co.nz 
  09 361 0331
 PO Box 78326, Grey Lynn, Auckland

Lukey, Lorraine Mona 
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above-named, 
late of 710/1 Worcester Street, Christchurch, born 8 
June 1925, who died on 12 June 2018, please contact 
Sylvia Lukey:
 sylvia@lukey.co.nz  
  033228281 
 208 Kennedys Bush Road, Christchurch

Vaevae, Tangitamaine Peni 
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above-
named, late of Tokoroa, Retired Boilermaker, born 
24 December 1949, who died on 13 June 2018, please 
contact LMC Law:
  sam@lmclaw.co.nz  
  078860553 
 PO Box 250, Tokoroa 3444

Dimmock, Yvonne Annette
Would any practitioner holding a will for the 
abovenamed late of Ann Maree Court, 17 Fraser 
Avenue, Northcote, Auckland, Retired, born on 23 
August 1937 who died on 24 May 2018, please contact 
John Tattersfield, Lawyer:
  john@jtlawyer.co.nz  
  09 443 1395
 PO Box 311 034, Glenfield, Auckland  

Carter, Julie Ann
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above-
named, late of 9 Eastglen Road, Glen Eden, Auckland, 
Accounts Payable Clerk, born on 2 August 1957, who 
died on or about 3 July 2018, aged 61 years, please 
contact William Spence, Davenports West Lawyers:
  william.spence@davenportswest.co.nz  
  09 836 4099
 PO Box 104040 Lincoln North 0654 

Lamplugh, Anthony Robert
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above-
named, Landscaper, born on 4 October 1963, who 
died on 21 June 2018, please contact Vicki Brown at 
Helmore Stewart:
 vickib@helmores-law.co.nz
 03 311 8008 or fax 03 311 8011    
 PO Box 44, Rangiora 7440

Isitolo, Lemoe
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above-
named, Beneficiary, born on 21 October 1967,  who 
died at Tapua Tamasese Meaole Hospital, Samoa on 
18 May 2018, please contact Lena Wong, Complete 
Legal Limited:
 lenaw@completelegal.co.nz 
 09 237 0068
 PO Box 264, Pukekohe or DX EP 77026

Will 
Notices

Carter, Julie Ann
Cassidy, Philip Murray
Delaney, Bryan Robert
Dimmock, Yvonne Annette
Durie, Alisdair Lang
Frumau, Bonavia Therese
Hornsby, Edward Thomas
Isitolo, Lemoe
Lamplugh, Anthony Robert
Lukey, Lorraine Mona
Matthews, Edward James Briton
Morehu, Noki
Tapurau, Pai Taruia
Trainor, Michael John
Vaevae, Tangitamaine Peni
Williams, Bruce Sinclair
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Ripeka Karena 
Pirihira Karena

Anyone knowing the whereabouts of the successors 
above persons who sold land situated in Victoria 
Street, Lower Hutt to the Crown in July 1937, please 
contact Mr L Chin: 
 lchin@propertygroup.co.nz
 04 470 6103
  The Property Group Limited, PO Box 2874, 

Wellington
This information is required to satisfy Section 40 of the Public Works Act 1981.

Dennis Matthews

Anyone knowing the whereabouts of Dennis 
Matthews, born 2 February 1936, being the son 
of Edward James Briton Matthews and Vera May 
Matthews please contact Kristi Law: 

 klaw@propertygroup.co.nz
 04 470 6116
  The Property Group Limited, PO Box 2874, 

Wellington 6140

Eruera Renata
Pirihira Epiha

Kino Tare Rangikauhata
Te Kerenga-o-te-Tangata Rangikauhata

Peti Tare Rangikauhata
Rapata Rangikauhata
Takiri Akuhata Eruini

Anyone knowing the whereabouts of the above persons who sold 
land situated in Victoria Street, Lower Hutt to the Crown in July 
1937, or the successors of the above persons please contact Mr 
L Chin: 
 lchin@propertygroup.co.nz
 04 470 6103 
  The Property Group Limited, PO Box 2874, Wellington
This information is required to satisfy Section 40 of the Public Works Act 1981.

We are a firm on the North Shore of Auckland looking 
for a senior property and commercial solicitor to take 
responsibility for the property and commercial side of 
the business when the current partner retires.

If you are already practicing on your own account or you 
are ready to, and you are interested in being a partner, 
we wish to hear from you.

Please email lawpracticenorthshore@gmail.com to 
express your interest. All inquiries will be treated with 
the strictest confidence.

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITY FOR SENIOR 
PROPERTY/COMMERCIAL SOLICITOR

We are a respected & successful general practice firm in 
Birkenhead. We’re seeking a Legal Executive (FT) with 5+ years 
experience. The role involves all areas of general practice work 
with a particular focus on conveyancing. Ideally, you will:
• have proven skills & track record in all aspects of conveyancing;
• have good common sense, an eye for detail, a strong work ethic 

and be able to work independently & competently;
• be computer literate, outgoing, professional & down to earth.

To apply please email your cover letter and resume 
to hayley@mplawyers.co.nz. (For start date of mid 
October – mid November)

McHardy Parbery Lawyers
Legal Executive

TIME FOR A SEA-CHANGE?

Please contact the advertiser, in confidence, at:
▶ Confidential Advertiser No. 18-5 (c\- Christine Wilson)
    email: christine.wilson@lawsociety.org.nz

Established small general practice available in sunny 
Tauranga. Growth potential is abundant. Present principal 
offers the option of continuing consultancy support.

If you have completed the Stepping Up course, or if your 
existing legal practice is looking to expand in or into the 
region, make your enquiry to the contact below. 

Advertise with us!

Advertising Co-ordinator
Christine Wilson

advertising@lawsociety.org.nz
04 463 2905

LAWTALK LAWPOINTSOUR WEBSITES
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REFEREES, DISPUTES TRIBUNAL
Gisborne

There will shortly be a process for the appointment 
of Referees in the Gisborne Region. Members of the 
public are invited to submit the names of persons who 
are considered suitable for appointment as Referee.

Nominations must be sent in writing or by email. They 
must contain the name, address, telephone number 
and email address of both the nominator and the 
person being nominated.

Once a nomination has been received, the person 
who is nominated will be sent an application pack 
with details relating to the position and how to apply 
for it.

Nominations are to be made to the Principal 
Disputes Referee, Private Bag 32 001, Featherston 
Street, Wellington 6146, Ph: (04) 462 6695, or email 
Kelly-Lea.Brown@justice.govt.nz

Nominations must be received by this office no later 
than 12 noon on Friday 17 August 2018.

Our client has a breadth of sector expertise across New 
Zealand, operating out of offices in Auckland, Wellington, 
Christchurch and Queenstown. They are ranked with Legal 
500, Doyle’s Guide, Chambers and Partners, and part of a 
select group of law firms on the All of Government Panel.

A well-established and high performing senior property 
partner is joining the firm and requires an associate/senior 
solicitor to assist with the growth of opportunity in this 
market. 

Ideally you will have a minimum of 5 years PQE in private 
practice and have operated effectively in the broader 
construction and/or property portfolios. Our client is 
seeking a highly motivated individual with the drive and 
determination to achieve results.

If you can deliver first-rate work; are comfortable developing 
business with current and new clients; are seeking a role 
in which you can develop your leadership capability; are 
looking for both opportunity and challenge in one role; 
and wish to take advantage of this career development 
opportunity with a firm that values its employees, please 
contact us to discuss further.

Suzannah Moller | SWR Group | suzannah@swr.nz | 021 706 176

ASSOCIATE / SENIOR SOLICITOR 
Wellington

Expressions of interest are invited from suitably qualified 
persons for the position of Director of Human Rights 
Proceedings.

The Office of Human Rights Proceedings is an independent 
body within the Human Rights Commission. The Office and 
the Director are responsible for ensuring complainants taking 
cases under the Human Rights Act are adequately represented.

The position is full-time and is currently based in Auckland.

To become the Director of Human Rights Proceedings you 
must be a barrister or solicitor of the High Court of not less than 
5 years’ legal experience. You must have substantial litigation 
experience and a thorough understanding and appreciation of 
human rights issues. Importantly, you will possess excellent 
leadership skills and relationship management ability. 

DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RIGHTS 
PROCEEDINGS

A position description and application pack may be 
obtained from the Ministry website www.justice.govt.nz/
about/statutory-vacancies

Applications close on 17 August 2018.

A small successful private client practice is 
selling a half share in this Partnership to a 
suitable buyer.

The practice has a large longstanding 
local client base and has opportunities for 
expansion.

The buyer would ideally have property/
commercial and Estate expertise to 
complement the partnership.

The retiring principal will remain involved 
with the practice as required.  

TAKAPUNA  
PRACTICE FOR SALE  

Please contact the advertiser, in confidence: 
▶ Confidential Advertiser No. 18-4 

(c\- Christine Wilson)
christine.wilson@lawsociety.org.nz
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The Attorney-General announced on 27 June 2018 that an 
appointment round for Queen’s Counsel will take place 
in 2018.

Appointments of Queen’s Counsel are made by the 
Governor-General on the recommendation of the 
Attorney-General and with the concurrence of the Chief 
Justice. The Governor-General retains the discretion 
to appoint Queen’s Counsel in recognition of their 
extraordinary contributions to the law in fields other than 
advocacy.

The Chief Justice and the Attorney-General have issued 
Guidelines for Candidates. The Guidelines (and an 
application form) are available at www.crownlaw.govt.
nz and set out the criteria for appointment and other 
information about the appointment process.

The regulations set a fee of $500.00 for applicants, 
reflecting the costs of the appointment process.

Applications for appointment as Queen’s Counsel 
open on 1 August 2018. Applicants must use the 
application form which should be sent electronically 
to the Solicitor-General no later than 31 August 2018.

The Solicitor-General will consult with the New Zealand 
Law Society and the New Zealand Bar Association 
regarding the candidates.

It is expected appointments will be made in 
November 2018.

APPOINTMENT OF QUEEN’S COUNSEL

The Minister for Māori Development wishes to hear from suitably 
qualified persons who would like to be considered for the position  
of Judge of the Māori Land Court. This position is to be based in  
Te Taitokerau.  

The Māori Land Court’s primary objective under Te Ture Whenua  
Māori Act 1993 is to promote and assist in the retention of Māori  
land in the hands of its owners, and the effective use, management  
and development of that land by or on behalf of its owners, their 
whānau and hapū.

A Māori Land Court Judge’s core responsibility is to exercise the 
jurisdiction of the Māori Land Court and the Māori Appellate Court 
conferred by Statute, principally under Te Ture Whenua Māori Act 1993. 
The Chairperson of the Waitangi Tribunal may also appoint judges of 
the Māori Land Court under the Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975 to serve  
as presiding officers for Waitangi Tribunal inquiries.

The successful candidate for the position of Māori Land Court 
Judge should demonstrate legal excellence, as well as knowledge 
and understanding of te reo Māori, tikanga Māori and the Treaty of 
Waitangi. Candidates must also have held a practising certificate as a 
barrister or solicitor for at least seven years. A full Position Description 
incorporating the relevant appointment criteria, and an Expression  
of Interest form, can be accessed via Te Puni Kōkiri’s website at  
www.tpk.govt.nz

Please forward the completed Expression of Interest form and a  
current curriculum vitae to the Chief Executive of Te Puni Kōkiri,  
PO Box 3943, Wellington 6140, or by email at hippm@tpk.govt.nz by  
Monday 20 August 2018.

For further information, or for a copy of the Position Description or 
Expression of Interest form, contact Aldinna Okeby at Te Puni Kōkiri  
by telephone on (04) 819 6280 or by email at okeba@tpk.govt.nz

Expressions of Interest 
Judge of the Māori Land Court

Applications with accompanying CV should be made by 
20 August 2018. Email: ldunn@mmclaw.co.nz – with “Job 
Application” in the subject line.

We are looking for motivated and enthusiastic team members for our busy 
general practice in beautiful Taupo.
We provide a friendly and capable team culture with relaxed offices no parking 
hassles, zero traffic worries and access to a wonderful lifestyle in the central 
North Island. A competitive remuneration package is available depending on 
experience, and you will have the opportunity to participate in an attractive 
bonus structure.
You can drive these roles as hard as you like and be able to participate in other 
areas of interest available in the firms general practice. There are good career 
prospects for the right applicants.

FAMILY LAWYER
A family litigator with at least 2 years PQE and Lead Provider status. You 
will be working with a primary focus on family matters including Protection 
Orders, Care of Children Act Proceedings, Oranga Tamariki Advocacy and 
Relationship Property.
If you have general civil litigation or employment experience that would be an 
advantage.

LEGAL SECRETARY/EXECUTIVE
A legal secretary/executive to provide support to a number of authors working 
primarily in conveyancing, but also with some legal drafting and relationship 
property. You will:
• Have excellent typing skills
• Be organised and efficient

• Proficient in Landonline
• Have excellent attention to detail

COMMERCIAL SOLICITOR
A commercial lawyer, working primarily in property, including conveyancing, 
trusts, business sales, leasing, company law and general commercial practice. 
Ideally you will have 3 or more years of experience, but applications from more 
junior practitioners will be considered if you have an excellent work ethic and 
grades. 

AML/CFT CDD Platform

Are you aware of you AML/CFT 
obligations for verifying your client’s IDs 
and Proof of address?

CFML can provide for you a platform that 
will verify your client’s IDs and address’ 
and manage these in a register for audit 
purposes.

The CFML CDD Service is in an easy 
to understand format and can also be 
‘white-labelled’ with your own company 
branding

For more information please contact 
CFML 

 
Email:    cdd@cfml.nz
Phone:  09 320 0956

•

•

•

•
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Mercury’s reputation is built on the qualities and behaviour 
of our people – great individuals in high performing teams 
sustaining exceptional performance over time.

Joining the 2018 ILANZ Innovation award winners and 
reporting to the General Counsel, you will work in a highly 
regarded and commercially focused team adding value 
across the whole business.

KEY ACCOUNTABILITIES:
• Trusted business partner – understanding Mercury’s 

strategic ambitions and drivers; providing commercial, right 
sized and risk based legal advice on a wide range of issues.
• Legal resource – managing external lawyers to deliver value; 

balancing internal and external resource to deliver the right 
result.
• Give something back – delivering training and insights on 

legal issues and regulatory developments.
• Service delivery – implementing changes in the delivery 

of legal services; ensuring continuous improvement and 
performance excellence.
• The team – contributing to the team’s operating model, 

business plan and strategic priorities.
• Stakeholders – maintaining effective relationships with a 

range of stakeholders so appropriate, commercial decisions 
are made.

THE RIGHT PERSON:
Qualifications and experience:
• Bachelor of Laws or equivalent.
• Current New Zealand practising certificate.
• Between 3 and 5 years’ experience in private practice and/

or another in-house team.
• Strong commercial law fundamentals; privacy and 

information security experience advantageous.
• Energy industry knowledge and experience advantageous, 

but not essential.

Skills and competencies:
• Business partnering – can get close to stakeholders, to 

understand their aims and drivers and to provide the right 
balance of challenge and support in delivering legal services.
• Drives for results – has a track record of producing 

commercial, right sized and risk based legal services; 
embeds learnings and continuous improvement.
• Insights and wider perspective – develops knowledge of 

Mercury and the NZ energy landscape (legal, regulatory 
and political) to help develop business tactics and strategy, 
driving growth.
• Strategic and commercial thinking – focuses on business 

priorities.
• Builds relationships – develops relationships with team and 

stakeholders, collaboratively delivering solutions.
• Stakeholder influencing – collaborates with stakeholders, 

gaining support and commitment.

Working for Mercury you will join an IBM Best Workplace and 
be part of a diverse, professional and co-operative team where 
continual training and leadership development is encouraged. 
You will have access to great healthcare and insurance 
benefits and play your part in an organisation committed to 
the sustainable management of our environmental resources.

If this sounds like your next move – joining a company 
building its reputation for excellence – then apply before end 
14 August at www.mercury.co.nz/About/Careers

LEGAL COUNSEL - COMMERCIAL We’re looking for a  
Private Client Solicitor.

Naturally, we want 
someone who’s  
team focussed.
1 - 2 years qualified - Wellington.

Duncan Cotterill has four offices in four distinct 
markets underpinned by an energetic, diverse 
and collegial partnership. We think as one, 
but grow as four. As a full service law firm we 
deliver quality legal advice and exceptional 
value to our clients who include leading private 
and public sector organisations and high net-
worth individuals.

We’re looking for a talented solicitor to 
join our Private Client team. Ideally you 
will have an interest and background in 
property, trusts and the general needs of 
individuals and private clients. In this role 
you will be working alongside our clients 
advising in small business, commercial and 
property transactions as well as doing trust 
administration work.

You’ll be a team player, but keen to fulfil your 
own potential. You’ll be good with people, 
show initiative and be proactive enough to 
jump to and respond to situations as they 
arise. You’ll have excellent communication and 
interpersonal skills, along with a passion for 
property.

This is the perfect time to advance your 
career in a supportive, highly successful and 
growing firm. The work in this team is diverse, 
interesting and challenging. You’ll be part of the 
Duncan Cotterill 
network, with the unique opportunity to join 
a team that works across the firm serving our 
clients on a national basis.

You will bring the presence of mind, skills, 
flexibility and attitude to get involved and 
respond to situations as they arise.

If this sounds like you, please apply by  
email to Liz Shaw, HR Advisor at  
careers@duncancotterill.com

duncancotterill.com

Moving on tomorrow.  
Today.
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BREAKFAST

WHY ZEBRAS DON’T GET 
ULCERS AND HUMANS 
DO – THE RESILIANT 
LAWYER

  
1.5 CPD hours

Robyn Bradey Join us for this breakfast presentation where international 
expert Robyn Bradey will discuss stress and mental illness 
from a brain based perspective. She will give you practical 
strategies and resources that you can use to look after your 
personal wellbeing as well as others who may be struggling.

Christchurch

Wellington

Auckland

27 Aug

28 Aug

29 Aug

CIVIL LITIGATION

EVIDENCE AND TRIAL 
PREPARATION

  
3 CPD hours

Chris Patterson This practical workshop covers the core skills of evidence, 
proof and factual analysis (EPF), as well as approaches to 
investigations, the development of case theory and how to 
manage the paperwork associated with any case. A must for 
all litigators. 
Please note: the workshop takes place on a Saturday 
morning and is limited to 25 participants – register soon!

Auckland

Wellington

Christchurch

Dunedin

1 Sep

8 Sep

17 Nov

24 Nov

INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL 
LITIGATION SKILLS

  
9 CPD hours

Nikki Pender
Paul Radich QC
Pru Steven QC
James Wilding

This workshop is an excellent opportunity for recently 
admitted practitioners to develop practical skills in civil 
litigation in an intense small-group workshop. You will learn 
how to handle a single fi le from beginning to end, be able 
to identify and understand the various steps in the process, 
develop the practical skills you need to handle this and a 
range of other litigation fi les, competently and confi dently.

Wellington

Christchurch

15-16 Oct

26-27 Nov

COMPANY, COMMERCIAL AND TAX

TAX CONFERENCE

  
6.5 CPD hours

Chair: 
Denham Martin

This year’s NZLS CLE Tax Conference, chaired by Denham 
Martin, will o� er sessions focused on the most relevant tax 
developments and issues for lawyers, whether tax specialists 
or commercial or private client advisors, to ensure you keep 
abreast of the tax developments a� ecting your clients.

Auckland 6 Sep

CRIMINAL

YOUTH ADVOCATES
CONFERENCE

  
13 CPD hours

Chair: 
Clare Bennett

Youth Advocacy is rightly considered a specialist area of 
practice. This conference for appointed Youth Advocates 
will provide a great opportunity to keep up to date with 
developments in this specialist area and to further develop 
your skills and knowledge. Speakers include judges, lawyers, 
medical professionals and more.

Auckland

Live Webstream

27-28 Aug

27-28 Aug

DUTY LAWYER TRAINING 
PROGRAMME

  
11* CPD hours

Local Presenters Duty lawyers are critical to the smooth running of a District 
Court list. Here is a way to gain more of the knowledge and 
skills you need to join this important group. This workshop is 
made up of several parts.

*CPD hours may vary, see website

Various Sep-Nov

SEXUAL VIOLENCE 
CASES – BEST PRACTICE 
ADVOCACY

  
6.5 CPD hours

Jonathan Temm
Marie Dyhrberg QC
Dr Emily Henderson

The Sexual Violence Pilot Courts commenced in the 
Whangarei and Auckland District Courts on 1 December 
2016 and are ongoing. Many District Court Judges have 
now received special training in the unique dynamics of 
sexual violence cases, the use of communication assistance, 
and alternative ways of giving evidence under ss 102-
107 Evidence Act. Supported by experienced lawyers, 
communication assistants and psychologists, this workshop 
for intermediate and senior litigators in criminal cases will 
provide learning and practice in the fundamental changes 
to cross-examination techniques that will be part of the new 
court approach.
Please note: this full day workshop is on a Saturday.

Auckland 13 Oct

CRIMINAL LAW 
SYMPOSIUM

  
6.5 CPD hours

Chair: 
The Hon Justice
Simon France

The 10th Criminal Law Symposium again promises to be ‘the 
highlight of the professional year’, as one previous attendee 
put it.  Chaired by The Hon Justice Simon France, this ‘must-
attend’ day brings you a range of high calibre speakers 
covering the latest developments and caselaw in evidence, 
sentencing, criminal procedure and issues in multi-defendant 
trials.

Wellington

Live Webstream

26 Oct

26 Oct
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The Hon Justice
Simon France

The 10th Criminal Law Symposium again promises to be ‘the 
highlight of the professional year’, as one previous attendee 
put it.  Chaired by The Hon Justice Simon France, this ‘must-
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Wellington

Live Webstream

26 Oct

26 Oct
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EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT LAW IN A 
TIME OF CHANGE

  
13 CPD hours

Chair: 
Gillian Service

Employment law in a time of change - 2018 is an exciting 
time to be an employment law practitioner. We are 
undergoing widespread change: global change to working 
arrangements and the gig economy; changes to New 
Zealand’s employment laws; changes to society; and 
changes that we are seeing within our own profession. Join 
us for the biennial Employment Law Conference with an 
exciting range of topics and a  stellar line up of presenters.

Auckland

Live Webstream

18-19 Oct

18-19 Oct

FAMILY

THE FUTURE OF FAMILY 
LAW – KEYNOTE
LADY HALE

  
6.5 CPD hours

Chair: 
Prof Mark Henaghan

A once in a lifetime opportunity to hear Lady Hale, President 
of the Supreme Court (UK) on the future of family law. Lady 
Hale will be joined by an elite line-up of speakers who will 
give their perspective on the future direction of family law, 
highlighting the issues and challenges from a diverse range 
of viewpoints.

Auckland

Live Webstream

20 Sep

20 Sep

GENERAL

AN INSPIRATIONAL 
CAREER – KEYNOTE 
LADY HALE

  
6 CPD hours

Chair: 
Kathryn Beck

A once-in-a lifetime opportunity to hear Lady Hale, President 
of the Supreme Court (UK).
The conference will be chaired by Kathryn Beck and will have 
as its theme a focus on stories of success and inspiration. 
Lady Hale, a champion of gender equality and diversity, 
and the fi rst woman Law Lord and justice of the Supreme 
Court will present the keynote address. An unprecedented 
line up of inspirational women will join Lady Hale on the 
programme. This is a remarkable once-in-a lifetime event and 
should not be missed.
Please note: numbers are strictly limited.

Auckland

Live Webstream

21 Sep

21 Sep

MEDIATION FOR 
LAWYERS PART A –
UNDERSTANDING 
MEDIATION

  
14.5 CPD hours

Virginia Goldblatt
Adam Lewis

Mediation knowledge and skills are an increasingly important 
adjunct to legal practice. Many more clients are taking disputes 
to mediation (because it works) and the more that legal 
advisers know about how it works the better. In addition, 
practice as a mediator extends the service that lawyers can 
o� er the public.

Wellington 12-14 Oct

PRACTICE & PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

TRUST ACCOUNT 
SUPERVISOR TRAINING 
PROGRAMME

  
7.5 CPD hours

Philip Strang To qualify as a trust account supervisor, you must complete 
40-55 hours’ preparation, attend the assessment day and pass 
all assessments. The training programme consists of self-study 
learning modules to help you prepare for assessment.

Wellington

Auckland

Christchurch

13 Sep

13 Nov

22 Nov

TRUST ACCOUNT 
ADMINISTRATORS

  
4 CPD hours

Philip Strang How do you keep a trust account in good order? This practical 
training is for new trust accounting sta� , legal executives, 
legal secretaries and o�  ce managers.

Auckland

Hamilton

19 Sep

20 Sep

STEPPING UP – 
FOUNDATION FOR 
PRACTISING ON OWN 
ACCOUNT 2018

  
18.5 CPD hours

Director: 
Warwick Deuchrass

All lawyers wishing to practise on their own account whether 
alone, in partnership, in an incorporated practice or as a 
barrister, will be required to complete this course. (Note: 
From 1 October 2012 all lawyers applying to be barristers sole 
are required to complete Stepping Up.) Developed with the 
support of the New Zealand Law Foundation.

Wellington

Auckland 3

20-22 Sep

8-10 Nov

PROPERTY

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY 
TRANSACTIONS

  
13 CPD hours

Lauchie Griffi  n
Nick Kearney
Michelle Moore
Duncan Terris

This small group intensive workshop guides you step-by-step 
through the conveyance of a fee simple residential dwelling, a 
cross lease dwelling and a unit title property.

Auckland

Hamilton

13-14 Aug

27-28 Aug

Online registration and payment can be made at: 
www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

To contact us  |  Visit: www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

 Email: cle@lawyerseducation.co.nz  |  Phone: CLE information on 0800 333 111.
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IN SHORT

PROPERTY 
TRANSACTIONS – GST

  
2 CPD hours

Catherine Francis
Eugen Trombitas

Errors in dealing with  GST on property transactions are 
very common, and mistakes can be expensive and di�  cult 
to fi x. Compulsory zero-rating of land has shifted the GST 
risk on land transactions away from Inland Revenue to the 
transacting parties. Several land GST cases (some involving 
Inland Revenue, some just between vendors and purchasers) 
have gone to court and many more have been settled out of 
court. This seminar will adopt a practical focus in examining 
key potential pitfalls to avoid to help you mitigate against 
issues arising and in outlining steps that you can take to help 
protect your clients.

Auckland

Live Webstream

9 Aug

9 Aug

EMPLOYMENT – HEALTH 
& SAFETY UPDATE

  
2 CPD hours

Stephen Langton
Ronelle Tomkinson

The Health and Safety at Work Act came into e� ect on 4 
April 2016 and introduced fundamental changes to the law 
including duties being framed around a “person conducting 
a business or undertaking”, increased penalties and the 
imposition of a positive duty of due diligence on directors and 
those in senior management positions. The presenters will 
outline some of the key developments fl owing from this new 
legislation, the themes emerging from recent cases and also 
consider the implications for practitioners on a practical level.

Auckland

Live Webstream

16 Aug

16 Aug

PUBLIC LAW CLAIMS

  
2 CPD hours

Victoria Casey QC
Mary Scholtens QC

Public Law deals with the relationship between the state and 
its citizens, in their private and public and commercial lives.  
It includes such government activity as the regulation of 
commercial and social behaviour, the allocation of resources 
and the protection of fundamental rights. The role of the 
Courts is to supervise the exercise of power to ensure the 
government acts within the law, and that its processes are 
fair and reasonable. This seminar will consider some of the 
developments in this area and the key themes emerging from 
the cases and refl ect on the practical implications fl owing 
from this to be mindful of when you are advising your private 
or public clients.

Wellington

Live Webstream

21 Aug

21 Aug

For our FULL CPD calendar with programme details see www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

Registrations now open! www.lawyerseducation.co.nz 

The Conference Opportunity of a Lifetime!

LADY HALE
PRESIDENT OF THE SUPREME COURT UK

Keynote Speaker – two events
• The Future of Family Law

20 September 
 – Auckland & live stream

• An Inspirational Career
21 September 

 – Auckland & live stream

Please note: numbers are strictly limited
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Across
1 Sun not quite up over in cold 
region generally avoided (9)

6 Dopehead in prison gets drug for 
a reputedly 11 type (5)

9/8 Les housing Storm Silver, a high 
flyer (5,5)

10 Returning dead wished this: no 
sting (9)

11 Crashing bores not 24 down (5)

12 Deer nips round river; about to 
get wet? (8)

16 High flying god entered at full 
speed (9)

17 Precise as Rodney Hide is known 
to be (5)

20 Beheading stopped – relieved? 
(5)

22 Keanu is ancestor of mine, which 
somewhat bothers (9)

24 Women of doubtful 
respectability simpered 
indiscriminately (8)

26 Burns, for example, a British 
racecourse (5)

29 Draw non-female with a 30 (9)

31 What you might hear a plasterer 
tell their mate, which is handy (5)

32 Gives up thrills (5)

33 Mix cement with jet, causing 
dispossession (9)

Down
1 "Yuck, Bruce!" said to be 
disagreeable (4)

2 Margaret sets foot on locations of 
Cribbage scores (9)

3 Dogs, for instance, hold wicked 
Cockney's final destination to be 
balls (7)

4 Behold street of a type colloquially 
described as 24 down (4)

5 See 28
6 See 13
7 Origins of diabolical ritual is not 
known for this particular demon (5)

8 See 9 Across
13/6 "Your moral sense is not 
worth tuppence – so this will be 
your sure comeuppance!" (6,7)

14 What one has to do with 30 25 if 
one doesn't 28 30 5 (4)

15 Pin-up holding whip excites Tom (6)

18 Secure thing with last bit of glue 
for recluse (9)

19 Tooth job doesn't have a 
uranium filling (4)

21 Employers of minced oaths also 
mend holes (7)

23 Storm American rear with one 
bullet? That isn't odd (7)

24 Debtor, 'andsome chap, had a 7 
too many (5)

25 Letter so makes a pleasant 
sound (5)

27 New first female? (4)

28/30/5 "Attend healing session!" 
Not quite, I got off (4,3,3)

A New 
Zealand 
Legal 
Crossword
SET BY MĀYĀ

Solution to July 
2018 crossword
Across
1. Mindgame, 5. Cabriole, 
11. Low Down, 12. Intimidated, 
13. Storm, 14. Huston, 15. Bond, 
17. Pentagram, 19. Younger, 
20. Russian Roulette, 25. Oddment, 
27. Unequal To, 29. Nerd, 30. Arider, 
31. Iambi, 33. Traveller, 34. Breaker, 
35. Horowitz, 36. Yeomanry.

Down
1. Milksops, 2. New Moon, 3. Gloom, 
4. Manchuria, 6. Anthony, 7. Rime, 
8. Outfought, 9. Endoderm, 
10. Midsomer Murders, 16. Bureau, 
18. Answer, 21. Underhair, 
22. Unerrable, 23. Topnotch, 
24. Moriarty, 26. Tartlet, 
28. Lambkin, 31. I Beam, 32. Meow. 

LIFESTYLE
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Paul Brennan is an obsessive 
aviation enthusiast. He held a pri-
vate pilot licence for a while and 
even though it’s been a few years 
between flights, his head is still 
firmly in the air.

Over the past two years Mr 
Brennan has been feeding and 
breeding his obsession with a cam-
paign called Bring Our Birds Home.

He wants to retrieve and restore 
some of New Zealand’s original 
international fleet and display them 
at the National Transport and Toy 
Museum in Wanaka, before these 
planes are lost forever.

The aircraft were retired long ago 
and those that didn’t end up on a 
scrap metal pile are dotted around 
the world. Some are still operating 
and others are just collecting dust.

Getting these aviation relics home 
is a big project and requires some 
legal advice, negotiation on a price, 
an interpreter and a lot of money.

The aeroplane shaped modern 
New Zealand society and that’s 
the story Mr Brennan wants to tell.

Where are the birds?
There are five so-called birds that 
Paul Brennan, who is best known as 
a radio broadcaster and newsreader 
at Radio New Zealand, wants to 
repatriate.

“I call them airframes of national 
significance. They’re scattered 
around the world, in places such as 
Cuba, even in the jungle of Brazil,” 

LIFESTYLE

Law firm’s pro bono 
work helping to bring 
historic birds home
BY NICK 

BUTCHER

There’s slow legal process to get-
ting that plane, but a confidential 
price has been agreed on, he says.

The first jet service
Many years ago, Wellington lawyer 
Richard Fletcher worked at Radio 
New Zealand as a journalist, and 
he seemed the perfect person to 
be introduced to Paul Brennan. 
They both talk a lot, so what could 
possibly go wrong?

“We don’t know a lot about 
Brazilian law so it’s been new. Our 
staff solicitor Lucas Davies’ mother 
is from Brazil so he has some local 
knowledge. We’ve spoken with the 
commercial attaché at the Brazilian 
embassy. A lot of what we’ve been 
doing is really just facilitating meet-
ings,” he says.

The third aircraft is a Boeing 
737 with the registration number 
ZK-NAD. It was the 66th model 
made – which is significant, con-
sidering over 10,000 737s have now 
flown off the production line.

“It operated in New Zealand from 
1968 to 1986 and it flew the first jet 
service in our country’s history,” 
says Mr Fletcher.

“It changed everything as flying 
from Auckland to Wellington 
became less than one hour in 
duration. Courier packages could 
be moved quickly, it was a sophis-
ticated system. People could ship 
goods from Invercargill to Auckland 
in the same day; pretty impressive 
for 50 years ago.”

The plane is in the United States 
and they’re negotiating a price to 
bring that one home.

The Bring Our Birds Home 
Charitable Trust was set up by 
Woods Fletcher and Associates 
and it has just bought two jet 
engines from the era of the planes 
Mr Brennan has targeted. They’ll 
eventually be fitted inside one of 
those recovered planes.

“Everything we’ve done so far, 
including setting up the Trust, has 
been pro bono. We think it’s a great 
cause. I think I may have even flown 

he says.
The oldest of the aircraft is a 

turbine-powered Lockheed Electra 
which was delivered to New 
Zealand in 1959 and operated by 
TEAL – Tasman Empire Airways Ltd.

“That plane is actually still flying, 
in Canada as a water bomber for 
fighting major fires. It’s incredible 
that it is still in the air,” he says.

The Electra is owned by Buffalo 
Airways which is better known for 
the Ice Pilot television series. The 
flight from Quebec to New Zealand 
would be the plane’s swansong 
journey.

The Electra, with registration 
number ZK-TEB, had a sister ship 
called ZK-TEA which brought The 
Beatles to New Zealand during 
their first tour – but that plane is 
no longer in existence.

The second plane Paul Brennan 
wants is a DC-8 which had the 
registration number ZK-NZC.

“These were a game changer as 
they could reach Hawaii and Los 
Angeles, Tokyo and Singapore 
whereas previously we were 
restricted to flying in the Pacific,” 
he says.

That plane, which stopped oper-
ating as a passenger jet in 1981, is 
now in South America – the city of 
Manaus in the Amazonian jungle to 
be specific.

“It’s been left derelict there since 
2003. An airline that was operating it 
went belly up and walked away. It had 
been converted to a freighter ship.”

L I F E S T Y L E
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on the Electra back in the day. I’ve 
been on DC-8s, 10s and 747s so it’s 
hard not to want to be involved. 
I love these planes,” says Richard 
Fletcher.

Charitable purposes
“Setting up the Trust meant establish-
ing and proving what was charitable 
about Bring Our Birds Home and what 
charitable purposes it would fulfil. So 
it’s about connecting New Zealanders 
with their aviation heritage and that 
makes it charitable. Bring Our Birds 
Home has tax exempt status so for 
people that want to donate large sums 
of money, that’s a massive gain,” says 
Lucas Davies.

The fourth plane is a DC-10. That 
aircraft model has an unfortunate 
history with New Zealand as one 
crashed into Mt Erebus in 1979, 
killing everyone onboard.

“New Zealand had eight of these 
and they flew all around the world. 

The fifth plane of the fleet is the 
last Air New Zealand-delivered 747 
in existence in the world.

“They operated 11, and there’s just 
one left and it’s still in service, flying 
for a Spanish airline which is keen 
to retire it. This plane will also be 
flown back to New Zealand. That’ll 
be its final flight,” he says.

Fascination not a 
passing thing
Getting some of these planes back to 
New Zealand could take five years but 
Paul Brennan’s fascination with this 
slice of aviation history isn’t about to 
disappear anytime soon.

“I’m fascinated with the trans-
portation of people. Early Māori 
made their way to New Zealand by 
rowing waka. This is another piece 
of the big story of our country. They 
helped build a new society, just like 
the waka did but in a modern day 
sense,” he says.

Mr Brennan estimates that over 
eight million people have flown on 

▴ One of the eight DC-10 aircrafts There is only one left and it is in 
Havana, Cuba. ZK-NZS was the reg-
istration. It’s been left derelict there 
since 2004 and we’re in talks with 
the Ambassador for Cuba to bring it 
home too,” Paul Brennan says.

Interestingly, the first plane – the 
Lockheed Electra – can be flown 
back to New Zealand, but planes 
two, three and four will have to be 
dismantled and shipped back. That’s 
a complicated process as it includes 
taking apart the fuselage, wings and 
engines, and there are biosecurity 
legal issues to be considered, such as 
what sorts of bugs and soil the plane 
has been exposed to over the years.

“I don’t know what sort of legal 
issues will arise out of that yet but 
we will have to look at what the 
Ministry for Primary Industries will 
be concerned about and what will 
be needed in terms of fumigation 
and how it will be paid for. There’s 
been a lot of crowdfunding so far 
but there’ll need to be other ways 
of raising funds,” Mr Fletcher says.

9 5



After reminiscing about a London-
based law series and looking into 
an old crime series set in the Scottish 
Highlands, Craig Stephen now inves-
tigates a programme that was filmed 
much closer to home. And was very 
much real.

Seven episodes of Hanlon aired 
between July and September 1985, 
all of which were based on the 
legal life of Dunedin law legend Alf 
Hanlon KC.

Those episodes were called In 
Defence of, with the defendants’ 
name following. They were, 
in order: Minnie Dean, Hugh 
Sweeney, Clements,  Thomas 
Caradoc Kerry, Stott & Bromley 
and Shue Hock, with the final 
episode simply called In Defence 
and Hanlon himself appearing to 
be centre of attention.

The series was written by Ken 
Catran and the writer also pub-
lished a book Hanlon – A Casebook 
published by BCNZ enterprises 
to coincide with the airing of the 
series.

Catran admits that when he first 
delved into the life and career of 
Alfred Charles Hanlon he knew 
almost nothing about the man. 
This ignorance is something he 
would have shared with most New 
Zealanders.
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the models of the five aeroplanes 
he intends to bring back.

“Probably a couple of million Kiwis 
started their overseas experiences on 
the 747. It would have flown every 
prime minister too, and even visiting 
pop stars. It would be unforgivable 
not to capture and preserve this 
aviation history,” he says.

New Zealand treasures
Mr Brennan goes to great lengths 
to point out that these aircraft are 
not meaningful to any other country 
but New Zealand, so aside from his 
Trust, they’re not in demand at all.

He exudes a confidence that 
doesn’t look like it will diminish 
anytime soon.

“How can you say no to Paul? He’s 
a very enthusiastic man and he’s 
got that velvet radio voice,” says Mr 
Fletcher.

With a recovery project of this 
magnitude, sooner rather than later, 
more legal advice will be needed 
or loose ends won’t be tied, agree-
ments won’t be signed and money 
won’t be exchanged.

“We just do it as it comes in. Paul 
will call us with all sorts of ques-
tions and we just work through 
them as they arrive in the landing 
bay,” Mr Fletcher says.

Mr Brennan has contacts in all 
corners of the world he hopes to 
rely on to help out.

“I have a team of Russians I met 
who dismantle artefacts around 
the world that will eventually be 
displayed in museums and they’re 
interested in being involved in dis-
mantling the planes,” he says.

Netflix has also expressed interest 
in making a documentary series 
about the recovery of the planes.

“That’s an area where we’ll come 
back into it. There’ll be contracts 
involved so some entertainment law 
work. It’s about getting Paul Brennan 
a fair deal,” says Richard Fletcher.

Bring Our Birds Home has a 
Facebook page for people interested 
in learning more about the project to 
save, restore and retell the story of 
some of New Zealand’s unique avia-
tion history. It also has a Givealittle 
page for donations. ▪

Hanlon was born in Dunedin in 
1866 to Irish immigrants. He was a 
law clerk for six years before being 
admitted in 1888 and after setting up 
in practice on his own – as he could 
not afford to go into partnership – 
he endured months of waiting for 
clients. But he found the most likely 
visitors to his tiny office were debt 
collectors.

Catran tells of Hanlon’s first 
work experiences, taking on 
cases involving the poor and the 
working class of Dunedin, and 
being ignored or held in disdain 
by judges.

Minnie Dean
The most famous case in the series 
– and indeed of Alf Hanlon’s career 
– was that of Southland woman 
Minnie Dean, who, in 1895, was 
charged with murdering two infants 
in her care.

Catran notes that Hanlon would 
have taken on the case with some 
trepidation. “There was almost cer-
tainly no money in it and it would 
no doubt be a long, and very difficult 
trial.”

After ensuring, with the assis-
tance of Invercargill solicitor Josiah 
Hanan, that Minnie’s husband 
Charles Dean would not face trial 
over the murders, Hanlon prepared 
to defend Mrs Dean alone.

“The case, the notoriety, and the 
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overwhelming social implications of baby-farming 
had assumed greater proportions than Hanlon ever 
dreamed they would. It was now not just Crown 
against Dean but society itself against her … the 
same society that made her baby-farming activities 
possible.”

‘Baby-farming’ refers to the practice of the time of a 
woman looking after children who had been born out 
of wedlock, and the shame of such a birth forced many 
women to have the child adopted. Hanlon – A Casebook 
notes that “all too often that new home was a grave”.

Hanlon – played by David Gwillim – gives an inspired 
manslaughter defence but is undermined by the judge’s 
direction to the jury.

Judge J. S. Williams told the jury that if they accepted 
Hanlon’s contention that the death of one of the chil-
dren in Minnie Dean’s care amounted to manslaughter 
only – it would be nothing short of “a weak-kneed 
compromise”. The all-male jury concurred. Dean, played 
by Sylvia Rands in the episode, was sentenced to death 
and would be the only woman to be hanged in this 
country.

After the trial, Hanlon vowed that no other client 

would suffer the same fate and he 
retired with a respectable record.

The episode gained an Emmy 
nomination and contributed to a 
re-evaluation of Dean’s conviction.

Thomas Kerry and 
the Ariadne
Another notable case for Hanlon – 
and the fourth episode in the series 
– was the charge against Thomas 
Kerry and others for allegedly cast-
ing away the yacht Ariadne at the 
mouth of the Waitaki River in 1901. 
Hanlon and Charles Skerrett (later 
Chief Justice) appeared for Kerry, the 
vessel’s owner.

The Crown’s case relied on a docu-
ment signed by Kerry agreeing to pay 
the captain to have the ship wrecked. 
Hanlon suspected the document to 
be a forgery. So, using proto forensic 
evidence, he had a photograph made 
of the exhibit enlarged and shown on 
a screen, revealing that the incrim-
inating words had been added to 
the original document. The Crown 
counsel withdrew the document 
as evidence, and an acquittal was 
assured.

In other episodes Hanlon defends 
Hugh Sweeney after bizarre circum-
stances surrounding the death of a 
woman. His next case is to defend 
two men (Stott and Bromley) in a 
case involving personal tragedy and 
racial prejudice.

Hanlon also defends Shue Hock 
in a case where the barrister finds 
himself at the crossroads of law 
and love.

And finally, Hanlon finds that all 
his courtroom skills cannot aid him 
in a personal defence and decision. ▪

With thanks to Zak Reddan of 
Ngā Taonga Sound & Vision in 
Wellington and Natasha Harris of 
NZ On Screen for their assistance 
in the research into this subject.

The 94-minute Minnie Dean epi-
sode is available to view through 
the search function of the NZ On 
Screen website.

Ken Catran 
admits that 
when he first 
delved into the 
life and career 
of Alfred Charles 
Hanlon he knew 
almost nothing 
about the man. 
This ignorance 
is something 
he would have 
shared with 
most New 
Zealanders.
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Japan’s Leprosy Prevention Law
This was repealed in 1996. The final version of this law had 
been enacted in 1953. It required patients suffering from 
leprosy – now known as Hansen’s disease – to be forcibly 
detained in sanatoriums, and also enabled the state to carry 
out abortions and sterilisation. The sanatoriums were located 
in remote mountainous areas and on offshore islands and those 
detained were required to work for little pay. On repeal in 1996, 
there were 5,413 patients in leprosaria. Their average length 
of stay had been 40 years and their average age was 72. In 
2001, a Japanese court found that the policy of separating 
Hansen’s disease patients was unconstitutional and should 
have ceased after effective treatments were developed by 
the end of the 1950s. The Prime Minister apologised and the 
state encouraged compensation claims.

Slavery becomes a crime in Mauritania
The Saharan nation of Mauritania “abolished” slavery in 1981 by 

❝ One of the unfortunate things about being a criminal 
defence attorney, especially if you’re successful, is it’s 
not uncommon for people to make accusations against 
you that are just not true.❞

— Joseph Arnone, attorney for criminal defence lawyer Paul 
Zyburski who was charged with involvement in cocaine 
trafficking while running for election as a Macomb County, 
Detroit judge. He later confessed to cocaine use, while 
denying the charges, and dropped out of the running.

❝ That sounds like more than just the gentle tinkle of warning 
bells. They’re starting to ring loudly.❞

— Law Society Rule of Law committee convenor Austin Forbes 
QC is concerned at the Nauru government’s ban on ABC 
reporting the Pacific Islands Forum in September.

❝ The Justice Media Awards are the pride of the Law Society 
and we believe it is more important than ever to recognise 
and reward excellence in legal journalism.❞

— Law Society of Ireland President Michael Quinlan while 
presenting the 2018 Awards on 21 June. Held annually since 
1991, they are the longest continuously-running media 
awards in Ireland.

❝ This law is a retrograde step. We’re going backward. We 
were heading forward but now we’re going back and this 
law allows teachers to physically discipline their students 
in a reasonable manner based on their judgement.❞

— Justice Vui Clarence Nelson of the Samoa Supreme Court, 
speaking as a member of the UN Committee of the Rights 
of the Child about Samoa’s decision to allow teachers to 
use “reasonable force” in schools.

❝ I’m just reminding the Australians, ‘you’re a signatory, live 
up to it’.❞

— Acting Prime Minister Winston Peters criticises Australia’s 
actions in detaining a 17-year-old New Zealand-born boy 
in an adult detention centre, in contravention of the UN 
Convention on the Rights of the Child.

Notable 
Quotes

TAIL END

Some astonishing laws 
repealed (or not) a bit 
later than you might think

a presidential decree, but it was not made a crime until 2007. 
Since then one slave owner – Ahmed Ould El Hassine – has been 
successfully prosecuted. He received a sentence of two years’ 
imprisonment and had to pay US$4,700 in compensation. The 
World Slavery Index estimates that more than 1% of Mauritania’s 
population of around 4 million is engaged in forced labour (that’s 
40,000 people). The official view is that there are no slaves 
because of the 2007 law. In February 2018, the Washington 
Post reported that there were 20 lawsuits against slave owners 
slowly working their way through the Mauritanian justice system.

Australia abolishes the death penalty
On 11 March 2010, with bipartisan support, the Australian 
Parliament passed the Crimes Legislation Amendment (Torture 
Prohibition and Death Penalty Abolition) Act. This amended the 
Death Penalty Abolition Act 1973 to extend the prohibition on 
the death penalty to all Australian states and territories – thus 
stopping the possibility of any individual state jurisdiction 
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reintroducing the death penalty. All states have legislation 
outlawing the death penalty, with Queensland, perhaps 
surprisingly, being the first, in 1922, while New South Wales 
retained the death penalty for treason and piracy until 1985. 
New Zealand finally abolished the death penalty for treason 
on 26 December 1989 when the Abolition of the Death Penalty 
Act 1989 came into force.

Alabama allows interracial marriage…
In 1967 the United States Supreme Court decided that marriage 
between people of different ethnicities was contrary to the 
Constitution (Loving v Virginia). While individual states could 
no longer prosecute people for getting married to someone 
of another ethnicity, a number retained laws against interra-
cial marriages. South Carolina held out to 1998, and in 2000 
Alabama became the last state to amend its constitution to 
remove a prohibition on interracial marriage.

… but still bans mixed schooling
The state of Alabama’s Constitution, created in 1901, is 388,882 
words long (someone counted) and could be the longest 
constitution in the world. Back in 1954 the US Supreme Court 
banned racial school segregation (Brown v Board of Education). 
Section 256 of Alabama’s Constitution requires the state to 
establish and maintain a public school system. However, 
it ends: “Separate schools shall be provided for white and 
colored children, and no child of either race shall be permitted 
to attend a school of the other race.” As recently as 2012 
the good old folks of Sweet Home Alabama voted against 
removing section 256.

❝ I want the message to get out to these secret witnesses 
that if you lie in court and you’re caught, don’t rely on 
the police to just cover it up, because I might come after 
you.❞

— Prison inmate Arthur Taylor, who is campaigning for 
prosecution of the jailhouse informants who testified against 
David Tamihere in 1990.

❝ One expensive text message.❞
— Judge Bill Hastings in Blenheim District Court describes 

a text sent by German tourist Maximillian Zucker after he 
was sacked from a milk powder processing factory and 
texted his former boss that he had “left a little present” 
in the latest batch of milk powder. The entire batch was 
dumped and Mr Zucker had to pay his last $19,000 towards 
the company’s $190,000 losses.

❝ I don’t think we should be miserly when it comes to 
someone who has made a significant contribution to the 
law community.❞

— Justice Minister Andrew Little comments on reports of 
complaints at the cost of a memorial garden for Justice 
Sir Robert Chambers outside the High Court in Auckland.

❝ The culture and conduct described by Dame Margaret 
Bazley is totally unacceptable and even though this is 
not a Government report I will be looking closely at all 
the recommendations. This report highlights the need for 
improvements in the legal profession.❞

— Justice Minister Andrew Little on release of Dame Margaret’s 
report on Russell McVeagh.

❝ [10] … The law in relation to establishing evidential breath 
test results or evidential blood test results contains 
hundreds of cases where the fertile minds of counsel 
conceived technical challenges to procedures adopted 
by testing officers. Quite often, they were successful…❞

— Brewer J leads in to section 64(2) of the Land Transport Act 
1998 and its effect on technical challenges to evidential 
breath test results, Freeman v Police [2018] NZHC 1248.

❝ Even a very junior court reporter would understand that 
counsels’ closing addresses are not evidence.❞

— The Media Council finds that Fairfax’s Stuff website 
inaccurately reported the trial of an Auckland teacher and 
relied on the closing statement and notes provided by the 
defence counsel.

Saudi Arabia lets women drive
Saudi Arabia is a member of the UN Human Rights Council, 
but that doesn’t mean the country is a bastion of equality. It 
is an absolute monarchy with any change dependent on the 
king. The influential Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman has 
brought in a number of changes and in September 2017 a 
royal decree was read on state television which announced 
that on 24 June 2018 women would be allowed to drive cars. 
The sky did not fall, and women are now able to drive. They 
still cannot enter a cemetery, read an uncensored fashion 
magazine, try on clothes while shopping, swim in public, or 
complain about domestic violence, travel, get married or sign 
contracts without a male guardian’s consent, but women are 
now able to drive in every country in the world.

And back to Japan…
1996 was a big year for law reform in Japan. As well as the 
Leprosy Prevention Law, the country repealed its Eugenic 
Protection Law. “The object of this law is to prevent birth of 
inferior descendants from the standpoint of eugenic protection 
and to protect the life and health of the mother as well”, 
it began. Enacted in 1948 to replace a 1940 law, the main 
provisions allowed the surgical sterilisation of women when 
they, their spouse or a family member within the fourth degree 
of kinship had a serious genetic disorder. No consent was 
required – just approval by the Prefectural Eugenic Protection 
Council. Between 1948 and 1996 around 25,000 people were 
sterilised under the law, including 16,500 who did not consent. 
On 18 June 1996 the law was repealed with passage of the 
Mother’s Body Protection Law.
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